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FOREWORD

In 1969, the International Atomic Energy Agency decided to include the
topic of fission and corrosion product behaviour in liquid metal fast breeder
reactors (LMFBRs} in its programme of specialists meetings. It was apparent
at the time that with the advent of experimental fast reactor systems in the
USA, the USSR, France and the United Kingdom, the expansion of supporting
research programmes and the fragmented nature of information arising from
these various activities, it would be beneficial to co-ordinate certain topics
at an international level.

Support for this approach was provided by Member States and, against this
background, the IAEA has held three international specialists meetings, one
in the USSR and two in Germany. The purpose of the meetings was to provide
a better understanding of the way various radionuclides behave in operating
systems and to provide guidance for the safe development of prototype and
eventually commercial systems. To meet these objectives the specialists
discussed experiment results, reviewed experimental programmes and identified
areas for further work.

As the research programmes developed and more information became
available, an introductory review of the topic was published by the IAEA in
1979. Since then the amount of information coming from experimental
facilities and operating fast reactors has increased considerably and this
document has been written, firstly to keep abreast of current developments
and, secondly, to provide a record of the 'state of the art' at the present
time.

It is intended that this review will be useful not only to scientists but
also to those concerned with design, day-to-day operation of plant, safety and
decommissioning. Because of this, the review has been widened to include not
only the mass transfer behaviour of the various radionuclides in experimental
and operating systems, but also the monitoring of the various species, the
methods of measurement and the development of methods to control the buildup
of the more important long half-life species in operating plants.

The information used in the review has been taken from open literature
sources and in this context Dr. P. Michaille (Commissariat à l'énergie
atomique, Cadarache, France) has researched existing documents to provide an
up-to-date presentation of the behaviour of the various isotopes in LMFBRs.
Technical support and assistance with the production of the document has also
been provided by Mr. A.W. Thorley, formerly of the UKAEA, Risley.
Mr. V. Arkhipov, of the IAEA's Division of Nuclear Power, was responsible for
the final drafting of the report.
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OVERVIEW

The behaviour of radionuclides in sodium loops and reactor systems has
been extensively studied over the past two or three decades in support of
the safe operation of LMFBRs. The studies, which are reported and discussed
in this review, have shown that in common with other reactor designs the
production of radionuclides in LMFBRs operating with mixed oxide fuel
contained in Type 300 stainless steel cladding is by activation of the
cover-gas, the coolant, core components and fission processes in the fuel.
The coolant transports radionuclides away from the core and increased
activity levels can occur in regions such as the cover-gas, the intermediate
heat-exchangers and pumps.

The review indicates that after plant shut-down prior activation of the
cover-gas and the sodium coolant should not significantly affect activity

24levels once Na has been allowed to decay. Reactor experience indicates
that Xe and Kr from tramp fuel or failed pins can be effectively removed by

85carbon beds and delay tanks respectively, and the longer half-life Kr can
be safely vented to atmosphere. Contaminants in the sodium such as Zn,
are known to present problems however, and the chemical behaviour of this
element in sodium systems is discussed and methods for its removal are
identified.

58 60The behaviour of the long half-life corrosion products Co, Co and
54Mn has been extensively reviewed and the general conclusion is that the

54 58 60radioactive corrosion products Mn, and to a lesser extent, Co and Co,
are, in the absence of failed pins, the main cause of contamination of LMFBR
components. The mechanisms by which these isotopes are released and
deposited in sodium systems have been studied in experimental loops and
models describing their mass-transfer behaviour and codes, to estimate
levels of contamination, have been obtained from the results. Measurements
on reactor systems, to validate the codes, are now in progress, and so far

54it seems that the deposition behaviour of Mn on heat-exchanger pipework
can be estimated with some degree of certainty. However, the behaviour of
Co is less clear and in certain reactors it appears that this isotope may

be retained in the core. It is concluded more work is needed to predict
more accurately, the deposition behaviour of both isotopes in pumps and cold
traps.



In those situations when the reactor is operating with failed pins the
134major radionuclides of concern are the isotopes Cs and the long half-life

137(30 years) Cs. The review highlights the fact that cesium is completely
miscible in sodium and its high volatility means that it can combine with
sodium aerosols in the cover-gas. Its under-sodium behaviour is
characterized by thermodynamic partitioning between the steel and the
coolant and loop experiments have indicated that it has an affinity for
oxide films such as sodium chromite (NaCrO ). The removal of cesium from
the primary coolant by carbonaceous materials, such as reticulated vitreous
carbon (RVC), has been demonstrated on operating reactors and although, as
yet, no proper model exists to describe cesium behaviour in the reactor
coolant and gas phase environment, techniques are available for controlling
cesium levels in operating reactors.

The complex behaviour of tritium in LMPBRs is also reviewed and it is
shown that tritium produced by ternary fission in the fuel of LMFBRs
diffuses through cladding steels into the primary sodium. From there it
permeates through constructional steels and eventually equilibrates with the
secondary sodium, the sodium in the decay heat removal systems, the
water-steam circuits, the argon cover-gas and the nitrogen blankets of the
outer containment vessels and the cold-trap cells. It also co-crystallizes
with sodium hydride in the primary and secondary circuit cold-traps to form
sodium tritide. Results obtained from models which describe these various
phenomena indicate that differences exist between model predictions and
measured tritium values obtained from various reactor systems. However,
work undertaken on Phénix, suggests that such differences can be reduced if
improved source term values are used in the mass-balance equations and note
is taken of the fact that co-crystallization in cold traps may remove higher
levels of tritium from the sodium.

Other sections of the review deal with the measurement of radioactivity
levels in LMFBRs and the development of techniques for the removal of the
long half-life radionuclides ( Mn Zn Cs) from the sodium coolant.
Areas for further work are also identified.



1. INTRODUCTION

For the safe operation of LMFBRs a knowledge is required of the
behaviour of those radionuclides which contribute to radioactivity levels in
primary circuits so that:-

Estimates of levels and dose rates can be provided to support safety
cases for operating plant;

Adequate shielding can be provided for those components which have to
be removed from the plant, eg pumps and Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHXs);

Dose rates can be predicted for certain maintenance operations;

Decontamination procedures can be better defined for those operations
involving 'hands-on' maintenance, and

Problems associated with decommissioning LMFBRs following final
shut-down can be properly assessed.

In order to provide a better understanding of the behaviour of
radionuclides in sodium systems a number of organisations have undertaken
research programmes in support of the above requirements and the results
from these investigations have been reported at appropriate Specialists
meetings (1,2,3). In addition, certain countries have now extended their
activities to include measurements on reactor systems and it is the purpose
of this paper to review the current state of knowledge in these different
areas.

Essentially the paper first discusses, in very general terms, the
production of radionuclides in key areas such as the cover-gas, the coolant
and core components. It then deals, section by section, with a more
detailed account of the production of radionuclides and the activity levels
arising in the cover-gas and the sodium coolant, the mass-transfer behaviour
of the more important isotopes which originate from corrosion products
released from core components, fuel and fission products released from
failed pins and tritium released from fuel and control rod materials. The
current state of knowledge concerning the development of Codes and Models
and their usefulness in predicting the behaviour and quantities of



radioactive material transported from the core to other regions is also
reviewed and predicted values are compared, where possible, with actual
reactor measurements. The paper also considers the methods used to measure
activity levels in the cover-gas, the coolant and on components and the
results obtained in certain reactors are included in this section. The
removal of radionuclides from contaminated circuits, using cold-trapping
techniques and specially designed traps, is also discussed and the behaviour
of the more important radionuclides is summarized in the form of a
conclusion to the paper. Areas for further work are included in the final
section.

Finally, it should be noted that where the text contains equations
taken from open literature sources the units used by the authors have been
retained, so that errors are minimized. Suitable conversions to SI units
for the units concerned are as follows:

_21 mil/yr = 2.54 x 10 mm/a
1 ft/sec = 3.048 x lo'̂ /s
1 cal = 4.184 Joules (J)

10



2. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS CONCERNING SOURCES, PRODUCTION
AND BEHAVIOUR OF VARIOUS RADIONUCLIDES

2.1 SOURCES OF RADIOACTIVITY

The main sources of radioactivity in the coolant and cover gas come
from:

i) Activation of the cover-gas and the coolant.

ii) Activation of dissolved or entrained impurities in the coolant as they
pass through the core. These impurities include existing impurities,
eg Li, U and entrained impurities due to corrosion.

iii) Activation of core components which subsequently enter the coolant by
corrosion. The components of importance are: fuel cladding, core
structural materials, control rods and wear resistant materials such as
the stellites.

iv) Active fission products and fuel released from failed pins and any fuel
released from contaminated fuel cladding surfaces.

v) Tritium released from Li reactions in the coolant, ternary fission in
fuel and activation of boron in control rod materials.

2.2 PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS ISOTOPES AND THEIR BEHAVIOUR IN LMFBRs

As the number of isotopes produced by neutron activation of the
cladding and by fission in the fuel are too numerous to be included in this
review this section deals specifically with those isotopes which, because of
energy or half-life, are major contributors to circuit activity levels.

In general terms the production of all radionuclides takes place in the
core of the reactor, ie within the primary sodium. Under certain
circumstances the nuclides can separate from the coolant and distribute
themselves between the coolant, the cover-gas, the cold-trap, and exposed
steel surfaces, by processes involving precipitation, adsorption, diffusion,

11



isotopic exchange and chemical reaction. These processes can be defined as
follows:

Precipitation - The concentration of an element or compound in the bulk
sodium is generally equal to its solubility at the lowest temperature of the
sodium. Concentrations above this level will precipitate either in
elemental form or as compounds with sodium. The cold-traps, which limit the
concentration of oxygen and hydrogen in the sodium by crystallization of the
sodium oxide and hydride on the mesh surfaces are also effective in removing
radionuclides by precipitation processes.

Adsorption - Adsorption on component surfaces becomes important at reduced
concentrations in sodium. In these situations elements can sometimes
partition between the steel and the sodium and equilibrium is achieved when
their respective chemical potentials are in balance. The amount of material
deposited per cm2 of surface at any particular temperature is related to a
distribution coefficient K which is equal to the concentration of the
species per unit area divided by its concentration in the sodium. The units
of K are in cms and it is related to temperature through the expression
In K = a + H /RT where H is a heat term and T is the absolute temperature.

Diffusion - The diffusion of radionuclides into the stainless steel affects
the level of contamination in the steel and is important for the
decontamination of the component.

Isotopic exchange - This phenomenon does not appear to be important for
describing the behaviour of radionuclides in LMFBRs.

Chemical reactions - The reaction with surface material and the formation of
oxides is the main cause of irreversibility of the physical processes
mentioned above.

2.2.1 Activation of the cover-gas

In the absence of other contaminants activity levels in the cover-gas
40 41come mainly from the reaction Ar(n,y) Ar. The isotope is produced either

by direct activation or when argon gas is entrained in the coolant and then
41 41passed through the core, or by the reaction K(n,p) Ar. The amount

produced in the core is affected by safety requirements which limits the
amount of entrained gas to < 1% of the core volume. Additional activity

12



24 22 23levels come from vapour and gaseous contaminants such as: Na, Na, Ne,
and possibly 3H (tritium).

2.2.2 Activation of the coolant and impurities in the coolant

24The major active isotope in the coolant is Na. The isotope,
23 24half-life 15hrs, is produced from the reaction Na(n,y) Na. Additional,

22but lower, activities come from Na (half-life 2.6 a) produced by n,2n
23 23 23reactions and from Ne (half-life 38 s) produced from Na(n,p) Ne

24reactions. A comparison of the half-life of Na and the transport time of
the coolant around a primary circuit suggests that both sodium isotopes
should be homogeneously distributed throughout the system. Also because of

24its short half-life the presence of any Na in the sodium wetted film,
covering components removed from the reactor, should only present short-term

22problems and over the long term the lower energy longer half-life Na will
be the dominant species.

The effect of impurities in the sodium on activity levels is not
considered to be significant due to the tighter specifications now being
applied to reactor grade sodium and estimated levels arising from residual

24impurities are less than those produced by Na. The presence of Li and U
impurities, although capable of producing extra tritium and fissile
material, have negligible effects on activity levels compared to levels
produced from ternary fission and failed pins respectively. It is also
noteworthy that the combined values arising from pin contamination and
uranium impurities in the sodium are generally used to set the background
level for the Failed Fuel Pin Detection system.

Control of impurities during normal plant operation, by continuous or
periodic cold trapping of the coolant, should ensure that increased levels
of impurity will only occur if contaminants enter the circuit either during
core changes, or from failed components or renewable items of plant.
Evidence of contamination from other sources is highlighted by KNK.2

65experience with Zn, and spillage in other reactors from liquid metal seals
containing Pb, Sn, Bi. For further details see Section 3.

2.2.3 Activation of core components

Most of the core components, which include fuel cladding, sub-assembly
items, containments for control and neutron shield rods and support

13



structures generally, are made from the Type 300 stainless steels. Variants
which have been considered for fuel cladding are the high nickel austenitic
alloys and for fuel element wrappers the high Cr ferritic steels. High
cobalt alloys (stellites) have or are being used for rubbing pads and
possibly pump bearings and although control rods are mainly made from B C,
tantalum has been considered as a possible alternative.

The major radionuclides produced by neutron induced reactions in the
core are: Cr, Mn, Pe, Co, Co and Ta (see Table I). The

51 59relatively short half-lives of Cr and Fe (27.8 and 45 d respectively)
and the low level of Ta in steels (< 0.1%) means that the activity levels
produced by these isotopes are only of interest during normal plant

COoperation and once the plant is shut-down the longer-lived isotopes Co,
Co and Mn become the radionuclides of concern.

n p
Of these isotopes Co comes from the nickel content of the steel. It

has a modest half-life (71 d) and a high gamma energy (0.81 MeV) which makes
it a major contributor to external dose rates once components have been
rei
60

60removed from the reactor. Co is derived solely from inactive Co and the
Ni content of alloy steels. Stellite wear pads can also be a major source

of this isotope. It has a long half-life (5.27 a) and therefore the
build-up of released activity to the coolant from this source is slow and
never comes to equilibrium during typical fuel element lifetimes. By

54contrast, Mn (half-life: 300 d) with a gamma energy of 0.84 MeV approaches
equilibrium at a faster rate and thus becomes a major contributor to
activity levels in reactor circuits (see Ref 4).

2.2.4 Active fission products and fuel from failed pins

The chemistry of fuel failures and factors affecting the release of
certain isotopes to the sodium coolant has been well documented by Potter,
and Mignanelli (5,6,7). Consequently these aspects will not be discussed in
detail in this review.

The amount of activity released from failed pins has been shown to
depend upon the isotopic content of the fuel, distribution of fission
products in the fuel prior to failure, the quantity of elements present in
the fuel-clad gas gap, the rating of the pin and reactor history (8).
Irrespective of defect size the noble gases (Xe, Kr) are released fairly
quickly and their limited solubility in sodium ensures rapid removal to the

14



Table I : Corrosion Product Radionuclides, and comments [97]

Nuclide

54Mn

6°Co

58Co

59Fe

182Ta

<*Zn

llOm^g

51Cr

Formation
reaction(s)

54Fe (n,p) +
55Mn (n,2n)

59Co (n,g) +
60Ni (n,p)

58Ni (n,p) +
59Co (n,2n)

58Fe (n,g) +
59Co (n,p)

181Ta (n,g)

64Zn (n,g)

109 Ag (n,g)

50Cr (n,g) +
52Cr (n,2n)
54Fe (n,a)

Half-life
(days)

313

1913

71

45

115

243

253

28

Gamma
energy
(MeV)

0.84

1.17
1.33

0.81

1.10
1.29

1.12

1.22

1.11

0.65
0.76
1.47

0.32

Comments

The most prevalent nuchde. Eliminating all the others still
leaves a significant problem.

Source is Co impurity in Ni- and Co-base wear pads,
bearings, and hardfacmg materials.

Use of a ferritic steel for fuel cladding eliminates most of ^°

Source concentration increases if Nb-beanng steel is used in

the neutron flux.

Source is Zn in sodium or from contamination by ZnCrOj

rust proofing paint.

Suspected source is Ag impurity in nickel. This nuchde has

not been observed in significant quantities in the U.S.

Although substantial, low gamma energy makes -^Cr

transport inconsequential.

"*" dominant reaction ; g = gamma ; a = alpha

gas space. Fission products of high volatility behave in a similar manner
and those elements of high yield, namely Cs, I, Ba and Sr can also be
released during the initial stages of fuel clad failures.

The levels of activity circulating in the coolant depends upon the
solubility behaviour of the various isotopes and in principle levels
produced by the partly soluble I, Te, Sb, Sn, Ag radionuclides can be
reduced by operation of the cold trap. Also it is possible that Cs may be
retained in the trap in association with impurities, such as carbon.

15



However, if fuel pin failures become excessive, there is the possibility
that the cold trap may become a relatively ineffective sink and plate-out of
the various products may occur elsewhere in the circuit.

134 137Isotopes of major concern are Cs and Cs which have half-lives of
2 and 30 a respectively. Both isotopes can produce radiation fields
comparable to those produced by deposited corrosion products and the
complete miscibility of Cs in sodium coupled with its high volatility points
to complex behaviour in sodium systems. Other fission products such as the
lanthanides, Zr, Nb, Ru, Mo and fuel products have very low solubilities in
sodium and these elements along with the stable oxide formers Sr and Ba
could be released either as sodium-metal oxides or fuel particles.

2.2.5 Tritium

Although tritium is unlikely to present a major hazard during normal
plant operation, the element is of biological importance and therefore a
knowledge of its transport behaviour in operating plant is required.

Tritium is produced by ternary fission in the fuel and activation of
B in control rods where the latter involves both thermal and fast

neutrons;

B (n,a) Li = Li (n,an) H - Thermal neutrons ( B) Fast neutrons
(7Li)

10 3B (n,2a) H - Fast neutrons

Its release is not dependent upon cladding failures as the isotope readily
diffuses through cladding steels.

In operating plant the levels of tritium in the cover gas and the
coolant are dependent upon the mode of operation of both the primary and
secondary circuits and the respective cold-trapping procedures. The
transport of the isotope and concomitant activity levels are influenced by
thermo-chemical gradients set up in various parts of the system and
interaction with hydrogen from other sources. See Section 6 for further
details.

16



3. THE BEHAVIOUR OF ACTIVATION PRODUCTS IN LMFBRs

This section discusses the behaviour of the activation products in more
detail. It includes their formation, behaviour and the levels observed in
operating systems.

3.1 BEHAVIOUR IN THE GAS PHASE

23 41In the absence of fuel failures Ne (t . = 38 s) and Ar
(t . = 1.8 h) are the most important nuclides in the cover gas during reactor
operation. After shutdown, fission gases and their decay products as well as

f\ A OO fi^ 1 "\ 1nuclides evaporated from the sodium ( Na, Na, Zn, Cs) have also to be
considered.

3.1.1 23Ne

23 23Ne is formed from Na by (n,p) reactions. The resulting radioactivity
in Na is very high and levels of 26 GBq/kg have been estimated at Phénix.

23However, the Ne activity in the cover gas is still much reduced because of
the time required to coalesce atoms into bubbles and to dis-entrain the bubbles
when they have grown to a critical size. De-gassing (t . ) times of the order
of one hour have been reported from reactor measurements (see 5.3.1), and

3typical reactor activities are of the order of 10 TBq/m (see Table II).
During reactor operation care has to be taken to ensure that the reactor roof
is gas-tight and that unavoidable leakages are sufficiently delayed to

23minimize the escape of any Ne. Also the gas measurement system must be
23equipped with a delay line to reduce the background level due to Ne,

although this in itself makes it difficult to measure accurately the true
behaviour of other short-lived gaseous fission products.

3.1.2 41Ar

41Ar can be formed from the following routes:

40- (n, gamma) reaction with the Ar of the cover gas by direct activation
40(n, gamma) reaction with the Ar of the cover gas entrained into the

sodium
41 41- (n, p) reaction with K present in sodium as an impurity ( K accounts

for 6.9% of the natural potassium).

17



Table II : Maximum activity levels measured in the cover gas of LMFBRs
(in GBq/m3)

reactor

FFTF

KNKII

PHENIX

BR-5

BOR-60

BN-350

BN-600

isotope
half-life

ref

[169]

[106],[170]

[9],[143]

[171]

[172]

[149]

[109]

23Ne
38s

74000

7000

26000

18000

4lAr

1.8h

15

7

1.5

5.5

0.74

5.3

133Xe

5.2 d

1900

1240

2500

7400

25000

4000

4800

135Xe

9 h

800

134

1500

4400

2000

SSm^r

4.5 h

200

11

300

200

88Kr

2. 8 h

200

13

3700

70

87Kr

76 min

75

6

200

1800

The importance of each route depends on the reactor design and the
41specified purity of the nuclear grade sodium. At Rapsodie all the Ar

activity in the cover gas could be explained by direct activation, whereas
41extrapolating to Phénix led to an under-estimate of the Ar activity by three

orders of magnitude and gas entrainment was thought to be the answer. However,
since the cause of the gas entrainment could not be found, calculations were

41performed by taking into account the activation of K. These estimates
indicated that the level of potassium impurity (about 200 ug/g) was sufficient

41to explain entirely the measured Ar activity in the cover gas (9,10).

The degassing constant, was obtained by analysing the activity evolved
during a fast shutdown of the reactor. The measured t . was 48 min, which

23fits well with the value for Ne activity in the cover gas and suggests that
in both cases activation of dissolved atoms, rather than entrained gas bubbles,
is the rate-controlling process (9).

3.1.3 37Ar

This long lived isotope (t . = 35 d) disappears by electronic capture and
causes no trouble during reactor operation, nor during shutdown, since the

18



activity level is low (0.2 GBq/m at Phénix (10)). Its measurement is not easy
and necessitates gas sampling.

Three formation routes are possible:

(n, gamma) reaction with Ar of the cover gas entrained into the
sodium ( Ar accounts for 0.34% of the natural argon)

38(n, 2n) reaction with Ar of the cover gas entrained into the sodium
38( Ar accounts for 0.06% of the natural argon)

40(n, alpha) reaction with Ca present as an impurity in the sodium.

To minimize the risk of plugging by CaO precipitates, the calcium
content of nuclear grade sodium is very low (typically 5 p.g/g in France).
However, although this reaction could account for the measured activity in
Phénix Ar can form by other routes, which supports the argument for
limiting the amount of argon entrained in the sodium (9).

3.2 BEHAVIOUR IN THE SODIUM

3.2.1 24Na

24The major radioactivity in the sodium of an LMFBR is due to Na (about
0.5 TBq/m , see Table III) and calculations for the biologic protection of the
reactor are based on this nuclide. However because its half-life is only 15 h,
it is of less importance during reactor shutdown and only nuclides of
half-lives of at least several days are of interest during this period.

3.2.2 22Na

22Because of its long half-life (2.6 a) Na radioactivity increases in
sodium with reactor thermal power history. Typical reactor values are around
20 MBq/kg (see Table III). After a long reactor shutdown, its radioactivity in
the aerosols deposited in the cover gas plenum can make maintenance work
difficult, especially in regions such as annulli and crevices and Stamm (11)

22has reported a much higher specific Na act:
rotating plug of KNK than in the bulk sodium.

22has reported a much higher specific Na activity from sodium deposits at the
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Table III : Maximum activity levels measured in the sodium of LMFBRs

isotope

half-life

reactor

EBR-II

FFTF

KNKII

PFR

RAPSODIE

PHENIX

BOR-60

BN-350

BN-600

ref\ units

[27]

[27]

[13], [28]

[104],[24]

[10]

[10], [143]

[25], [109]

[149]

[109]

24Na

15 h

TBq/kg

0.1

0.41

2.5

0.37

0.75

22Na

2. 6 a

MBq/kg

5

20

25

14

40

22

22

28

26

65Zn

244 d

MBq/kg

6.4

0.74

124Sb

60.3d

MBq/kg

21

2.6E-2

1.4

0.15

13l!

8d

MBq/kg

11

1.8

38

103

13

137Cs

30 a

MBq/kg

13

8.1

34

11.7

55

1.7

111

150

134Cs

2. 2 a

MBq/kg

1.6

5.5

2.2

0.33

66

50

3.2.3 65Zn

Behaviour of zinc in sodium

Zn (t . = 244 d) has been observed in various reactors, although its
source is not always known. In KNK, the main source was probably a zinc
chromate protective coating used to cover the external surfaces of the ferritic
components prior to assembly (11,12). A further possible source was an oil
leakage into the primary sodium from one of the primary pumps; the oil being
stabilised with zinc dithiophosphate. The possibility that other sources may
have existed in the reactor is referred to in Ref (13). At DFR, the source was
assumed to be due to corrosion of zinc containing alloys (14).

The behaviour of Zn in sodium is thought to be similar to the behaviour
of Cs (see 5.3.2) in that its solubility in sodium is high (100 ug/g at
220°C (14) and no stable compounds in sodium are formed at low chemical
activities of zinc in sodium. It appears to plate out on steel surfaces by
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a chemi-sorption process and its diffusion into stainless steel is also
137similar to that of Cs, with bulk diffusion coefficients, measured by

Sagawa et al, ranging from 4.0 x 10 cm2.s at 260°C to 8.8 x 10 cm2.s
at 498°C (15-20).

65The behaviour of Zn on steel surfaces has been investigated in the
Harwell Active Mass Transfer Loop by Newson et al (21) . The deposition was
found to be governed by the temperature-dependent solubility of zinc in steel
(zinc solubility increases when temperature decreases) and the solubility of
zinc in sodium. Enhanced levels of zinc were found on particles deposited on
pipework and this was attributed to the high solubility of zinc in iron and
nickel (about 2000 times more in Ni than in Fe at the operating temperatures).
65% of the deposited zinc was also found in the cold trap which operated at
150°C. It therefore seems that in reactor systems zinc deposition could be
dictated by both sodium temperature and hydraulics and high levels of zinc may
be found in the cold trap and in the reactor vault, due to settling of
particles.

Experiments carried out at the Risley Laboratories have also shown that
zinc concentrations in the vapour phase above a sodium pool heated to 460°C

65were 70 times higher than in the bulk sodium. As a consequence, Zn
evaporates strongly and is transported by sodium aerosols. This contrasts with
the enrichment factor of 10 for the sodium wetted film formed on steel plates
suspended above the sodium pool in a refluxing sodium vapour environment. In
these experiments the loop system buffered the zinc concentration at 6-8 ug/g
of zinc and the excess of zinc was deposited in the cooler parts of the system,
but not necessarily in the cold trap (22).

Reactor measurements of Zn

Measurements made at PFR where the coolant content had reached about 2.5
2of zinc showed surface zinc levels of 3 ug/cm on steel components

withdrawn from the primary sodium which is some 200 times the amount expected
in sodium wetted films covering such items. Higher levels were also found on
pure nickel (23). The presence of Zn in the sodium appeared to follow no
particular trend and the operation of the primary cold trap loop from mid 1982
to May 1984 appears to have reduced the Zn level in the primary sodium to
below the detection limit (24).
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At KNK II, Zn activity (6.4 MBq/kg at 220°C) is the most important
22residual isotope after Na when the reactor is shutdown and the temperature is

decreased: (see Table III). Surface levels measured at the outlet of the IHX
2 65gave values of 5.62 kBg/cm and on the Colmonoy coatings of valves, Zn

activity was 10 times higher compared to the uncoated ferritic steel surfaces
54(values up to 30 times were obtained with Mn) (13). An enrichment factor of

22280 (relative to Na) was measured in the sodium of the rotating plug and 65%
65of the Zn was found in the cold trap (13). Similar trends have also been

reported at BOR-60 where the reported Zn activity in sodium was
0.74 MBq/kg (25) and 85% of the 65Zn was in the cold trap (26).

124 1253.2.4 Sb and Sb

Both these isotopes are fission products and activation products of
impurities in the sodium.

124Behavi.our of___Sb in sodium

Although the solubility of antimony in sodium is high, its deposition on
nickel or steel surfaces is negligible. It is found to co-precipitate with
sodium oxide in cold traps and therefore its behaviour is very dependent upon
the oxide impurity level in the sodium.

124Sb (t . = 60.3 d) has been reported at Phénix and it was found in
EBR-II sodium in 1984. In both instances its presence was due to a leaking
Sb-Be neutron source used at the start-up of the reactor. At KNK, its presence
was attributed to the use of 'Molykote' (a lubricant containing antimony
trisulfide) for the bearing rings at the bottom of the sub-assemblies (13).

124Reactor measurements of___Sb

Measurements taken at EBR-II in 1984 showed a peak value of 21 MBq/kg
before it decayed away, whereas transitory radiation levels measured near the

124primary cold trap, due to Sb, were as high as 0.3 Gy/h (27). At KNK II the
124 122reported activity for Sb was 1.4 MBq/kg and 4.7 MBq/kg for Sb

(tl/2 = 2'7 d) (28)>
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3.2.5 Other minor activation products

110m, _. _ 110m, . , , „ . . . , , _ j_ -,Ag - The source of Ag is not always known. The highest reported
activity level was measured at BOR-60 following the corrosion of structural
material containing 2 ug/g silver which produced a value of 8.5 MBq/kg (25).
The isotope appears to be completely miscible in sodium and shows no
segregation or deposition effects.

Sn - The leakage of the tin-bismuth seal of the rotating plug into the
primary sodium at EBR-II and Rapsodie has been the cause of tin activation
( Sn-In t . = 119 d) in both these reactor systems (29).

210 210Po - The major activation product of bismuth is alpha-emitting Po
(t . = 138.4 d). The isotope is of particular concern where hands-on
maintenance of sodium-wetted components is undertaken. Fortunately, the
deposition of bismuth in the cold trap keeps the circulating inventory in the

210sodium at a low level and restricts Po build up. At FFTF, the alpha energy
210 232 243measured fitted 3 nuclides: Po, U and Am. The presence of traces of

210bismuth indicated that the alpha activity could be attributable to Po and
not to fuel release.

203Hg - This isotope was reported as an activation product of a mercury
impurity in the DFR coolant. Its solubility and volatility suggests that it
may behave like Zn, or the soluble fission products Cs, I (30).

Cu - The behaviour of copper was investigated at EBR-II using Cu as a
24tracer. Its short half-life (12.8 h, comparable with Na) is probably the

reason why it is not observed in operating reactors.

•I Q O 1 ft?Ta - Ta is reported only in a few reactors and is only briefly mentioned
in the section devoted to the behaviour of corrosion products. It is the

181(n, gamma) activation product of Ta and it is part of the niobium added to
stabilized steels. Because of its long half-life (115 d) and its hard
gamma-radiation, it contributed much to the dose rate in the primary cell
during maintenance periods at KNK 1(13). Also it produced the highest
percentage level of corrosion product activity when the wash-waters from the
KNK fuel element cleaning facility were analysed. Values obtained were:
18 Ta (34.4%) followed by 54Mn (17.2%), 5 Co and Co (13.4% each), 5 Cr
(9.6%), 65Zn (7.6%) and 59Fe (3.8%).
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4. CONTAMINATION OF LMFBRs BY RADIOACTIVE CORROSION PRODUCTS

It LB now recognised that active corrosion products can be generated in
a reactor circuit by:

cladding and structural materials in the core becoming activated before
they are corroded by the coolant, and by structural materials outside
the core becoming corroded and then activated when they pass through
the core.

The level of activity released to the coolant and its subsequent
whereabouts in the primary circuit depends on a number of inter-related
factors. These include the level of gamma activity induced in the products,
their corrosion behaviour, their rate of release into the coolant and
finally their deposition behaviour.

4.1 LEVELS OF GAMMA ACTIVITY INDUCED IN CORROSION PRODUCTS

To estimate the levels of gamma activity induced in corrosion products
a knowledge is required of:

the average cross-sections for the reactions shown in Table I

the reactor power and thus the neutron flux level in cladding and other
components

the length of time the cladding is in the core

the length of time corrosion products from other parts of the circuit
spend in the core - relative to the total circuit transport time - and
how many times they pass through the core.

Relationships are available for estimating the rate at which each
nuclide is produced in the cladding and over the long term, the decay and
generation rates provided by each isotope are in balance, so that ultimately
a steady-state level of generated activity is produced in the reactor. This
is known as the equilibrium or saturation activity. The amount of activity
released to the sodium in volume terms, to meet these conditions, depends on
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the corrosion rate, the surface area of the component, a factor to
accommodate any deviation from stoichiometric corrosion and a decay
constant. However, because fuel elements have limited life times in reactor
systems, average activity release rates, which also accommodate plant
procedures and related fuel management schemes, are used to take account of
the time the component is in the reactor.

Saturation activities expressed in Becquerels per cubic cm of stainless
fuel cladding have been calculated for operating systems. See ref 4 for
values for FFTF. Differences in the values obtained are thought to be due
to the use of different neutron flux spectra, cross-sections and
computational techniques. The main source of error seems to be associated
with the data used for cross-section values and it appears that errors in
the overall estimates could be as high as ± 30%. The other factor of
importance is the type of corrosion equation used to estimate release rates
from fuel cladding and other components, as differences in these values
could also provide additional errors in the estimates.

4.2 CORROSION OF MATERIALS in LMFBRs

Corrosion studies undertaken by a number of establishments
(31)(32)(33)(34) have shown that the most common forms of corrosion in
liquid metal systems involve:

Dissolution of the solid metal surface.

Interaction between the solid and liquid phases to form intermetallic
layers and solid solutions.

Selective dissolution of alloying elements from the surface and
sub-surface where removal is generally rate controlled by either volume
or grain boundary diffusion processes, and

Interaction between the metal and impurities in the liquid, eg 0 , H ,
N , C to form oxidized and internally oxidized surfaces, solid
solutions or precipitated phases.

Generally speaking, the driving force for metal dissolution is the
difference between the concentration (or chemical activities) of the
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dissolved metal at the metal/liquid interface compared with that in the bulk
fluid. The mass flux per unit area, J, can be expressed as:

J = h (Cs ~ V

for a solution rate-controlled process, and by:

J = k (Cg - cb) (2)

for a diffusion rate-controlled process, where

h = surface reaction rate constant
k = mass transfer coefficient in the liquid phase
C = metal solubility at surface
B

C = concentration of dissolved metal in the bulk liquid

In fuel cladding situations, C may increase in the direction of flowS
because of the attendant heat flux.

In practice the corrosion behaviour of stainless steels in sodium is
more complex than that suggested by these simple formula and it is possible
that dissolution processes could be catalysed by the presence of oxygen
impurities in the sodium through the formation of soluble compounds based on
Fe.O.Na (35), or alternatively, oxygen impurities in the sodium may react
with the steel to form complex oxides and spallible material. Metals which
have the ability to form complex oxides with sodium are mainly those
associated with the transition and refractory metals in the periodic system
and experience has shown that the thermodynamic stability of these oxides is
very dependent upon the oxygen content of the liquid metal. Complexes which
may have some bearing on the corrosion behaviour of reactor materials in
sodium are sodium chromite (NaCrO ), sodium ferrate (Na 0) FeO and sodium
tantalate (Na TaO ) (see Refs 36, 37, 38).

4.2.1 Corrosion behaviour of austenitic steels in sodium

Experimental work has shown(39) that the corrosion behaviour of the
major alloying elements of stainless steels, namely Fe, Ni and Cr, is quite
different to that of stainless steel when these elements are individually
exposed to sodium at temperatures of the order of 650°C. The corrosion
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behaviour of pure iron for example is affected by the oxygen impurity
content of the sodium and its flow velocity, whereas the corrosion of
nickel-rich materials is sensitive to changes in sodium velocity but not to
the oxygen content of the sodium. Pure chromium corrosion, on the other
hand, involves the formation of complex oxide films of the sodium chromite
type. Therefore it is not surprising that when these elements are alloyed
to form stainless or ferritic steels their corrosion behaviour becomes more
complex and can involve dissolution of alloying elements, surface oxidation
and, in some instances, internal oxidation.

So far the overall picture to emerge concerning the corrosion process
is that in the hot part of the fuel pin the stainless steel surface
transforms from the non-magnetic gamma austenite phase to the magnetic alpha
iron phase, due to preferential dissolution of Ni, Mn and Si by the sodium
and removal of some of the chromium by oxidation to form sodium chromite
(NaCrO ). The metal loss that follows is then primarily the result of
sodium interacting with an iron-rich ferritic layer. This process increases
exponentially with temperature, almost linearly with oxygen level up to at
least 100 ppm and approximately linearly with sodium velocity up to about
4m.s , after which it levels out. The corrosion process is also affected
by the position of the steel in the circuit but not by metallurgical
condition (annealed/cold worked materials) nor the temperature differential
across the circuit.

As more experimental data have been obtained it has now been found that
experimental parameters such as temperature, oxygen level and sodium
velocity are interdependent variables(40) and that different corrosion
values can be obtained for the same temperature in position upstream and
downstream of the maximum temperature part of test loops(41). Current views
concerning the effect of different variables on the corrosion rates of
stainless steels are as follows:

Effect of time. Once steady-state corrosion losses have been established
and other variables (temperature, oxygen level and velocity) are constant,
the corrosion rate of the Type 300 steels remains linear with time over
periods ranging from one or two weeks to approximately two years, at oxygen
levels down to - 3 ppm. At 3 ppm and below there is evidence that the
corrosion kinetics may become para-linear with time(39)(42) and at very low
levels, where surface corrosion could be non-existent, metal losses could
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become diffusion controlled in the metal and thus parabolic with time. In
the initial stages of corrosion, ie the first week or two, weight gains or
higher weight losses may be observed due respectively to the formation of
oxide films based on sodium chromite or the greater corrosion rate of the
soluble elements Ni, Si, Mn. This latter situation generally occurs at low
oxygen levels where the amount of oxygen available limits the degree of
coverage by the chromite film.

Effect of oxygen level. The effect of the oxygen level of the sodium on the
corrosion rate of the steel can be represented by the formula
log R = c + n.log (0). The slope n depends on materials composition and the
following values have been established: - 2 for pure iron and low alloy
steels; 1.5 for stainless steels; 1 for chromium; and 0 for nickel and
nickel rich alloys. The value found for n for stainless steels, compared
with pure iron, may reflect a change in its oxidising potential, due to the
presence of residual alloying elements nickel, molybdenum and chromium in
the ferrite layer, or it may simply be related to the reduced number of iron
sites available for corrosion(39).

Surface corrosion and not solid-state diffusion is thought to be the
main contributor to the weight loss values even at oxygen levels in the
range 3-5ppm. The oxygen dependency term n = 1.5 is also considered to be
applicable at levels > 3ppm although, in the absence of ferrite layers, this
could change to n — 0.7 (41).

Effect of sodium velocity (V). In classical mass transfer models the effect
0.8of flow velocity on corrosion rate is proportional to V for turbulent

flow situations. For these models to hold, the rate determining step in the
corrosion process must be boundary-layer diffusion of either the dissolved
metal or the corrodant, eg oxygen (39). For the stainless steels the
corrosion rate increases with increasing sodium velocity up to a critical
velocity (- 4 m/s), above which it becomes independent of velocity
(40,43,44). This suggests that the process now controlling the rate of
mass-transport is reaction or dissolution controlled at the surface of the
steel. By contrast, the corrosion of pure iron shows no such effect and a
strong linear dependence of corrosion rate on sodium velocity has been
identified up to 13 m/s (39). The question as to whether velocity or
Reynolds Number (Re No) is the more relevant parameter to use in the mass
transfer equations has been partly resolved by comparing corrosion rates
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obtained at different flow velocities using conduits of constant and varying
diameter. These tests indicated that Re No is probably the more relevant
parameter (40,43).

The isothermal down-stream (L/D)1 effect. During its passage along the
length of the fuel pin the sodium temperature increases to a maximum in the
fuel zone and then remains nearly constant as the sodium passes over the
remainder of the pin. This means that as the temperature rises the
corrosion rate of the pin increases to a maximum and then decreases, due to
saturation effects in the coolant, although the temperature along the rest
of the pin remains nearly constant.

Corrosion experiments designed to explore this effect have been
undertaken by a number of establishments (45,46,47) and it has been found
surface condition can influence down-stream behaviour and that heat-flux
experiments carried out at low oxygen levels (< 10 ppm) provide ferrite
layers of decreasing thickness along the length of the isothermal zone (46).
It has also been found that when current solubility data for iron are used
in conventional equations for the dissolution process, the experimentally
determined corrosion losses at the entrance to the isothermal zone are much
lower than calculated values. This suggests that, unless some other effect
is influencing the release of material, the sodium is nearly saturated with
iron before it enters this part of the fuel pin.

Experimental results obtained by Weeks and Isaacs (48), using specimens
of constant hydraulic diameter, have shown that, at constant temperature,
the corrosion rate decreases approximately as the square of the distance
from the heater outlet of the sodium circuit. Thorley (39,43), on the other
hand, found that at oxygen levels of - 25 ppm, the corrosion rate versus L/D
relationship was essentially linear over the majority of the downstream
distance and the slopes of the curves for pure iron and stainless steel were
approximately the same. However, when the oxygen level was reduced to _ 10
ppm and ferritic surfaces existed in all positions, the corrosion rate
showed a logarithmic dependence on downstream position both at 650°C and
700°C. Prom current evidence it appears that the removal of nickel along
with other soluble elements, and not the iron, is the principal cause of
this type of downstream behaviour (39,49,50).

1 L/D = Distance from entrance of isothermal zone
Hydraulic diameter of conduit
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Effect of temperature. Arrhenius plots of the logarithm of corrosion rate
against the inverse of absolute temperature have provided a range of
activation energies (AE) for the corrosion process which vary from 108.8 kJ
(g.atom) proposed by Weeks (51) to - 75.3 kJ (g.atom) obtained by
Thorley (39,41). The reason for the variation is not easily explained and
the only relevant comments that can be made are that most of the Thorley
values relate to test conditions where specimens of one composition were
tested in the maximum temperature part of the circuit where ferrite layers
were formed, whereas the Weeks' value comes from the combined tests of
Brookhaven Nat Lab (BNL), General Electric (GE) and the UK and where, in
some of the BNL tests, specimen loadings were of mixed composition and in
the GE tests specimen holders were located in different positions around the
test loop.

Different activation energies have also been identified in simulated
fuel pin assemblies in the Risley Mass Transfer Loop (46) and in these tests
Thorley identified a high activation energy in the temperature range
500-570°C where corrosion was due to the removal of oxidized material and a
value of 75.3 kJ (g.atom) for the temperature range 570-675°C where
ferrite layers had formed. Also attempts to establish whether the measured
activation energies can point to a particular corrosion mechanism by
relating the determined AE values to temperature sensitive properties such
as solubility, diffusivity and viscosity (39), have shown that
experimentally determined AE values are much higher than those derived from
a simple diffusion controlled mass-transfer model and that additional steps
are required to describe the true nature of the corrosion process.

Arrhenius plots derived by various workers for Type 304 and 316
stainless steels are compared in Fig 1. It should be noted this figure
should only be used for such comparisons and not for the determination of
actual corrosion rates as the quoted oxygen level of 2ppm has been obtained
by different analytical techniques. The UK curve for example, which is
based on the distillation method of analysis, would have to be raised by an
appropriate amount to correspond to the Japanese and Bagnall and Jacobs
correlations, which are based on the V-wire method of analysis. See Refs 52
and 53.

Threshold temperatures of 500, 540 and 500°C for the corrosion of
stainless steels have been established respectively by Menken in the SNR300
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FIG. I. Corrosion rates of type 304 or 316 stainless steel in sodium vs temperature [69].

mock-up loop (54) by Baqué in the Massbros facility (10) and by Thorley in
the Risley Mass Transfer Loop for certain test conditions. In the Menken
experiments the corrosion rate rose by an order of magnitude between 500 and
600°C, corresponding to the temperature relationship exp (-15500/T), while
Bagué proposed the formula exp {-150/(00C-5400C)} for the results obtained
from the lower velocity Massbros experiments.

Effect of heat flux. Earlier work undertaken by Hopenfield of Atomic
International (45) has identified that the presence of heat flux provides a
greater driving force for element removal and release factors for chromium
and cobalt (relative to iron) were found to be 1.4 and 6 respectively during
the period the ferrite layer could be forming. High dT/dl experiments
undertaken by Westinghouse (47) have also identified similar effects, and in
the UK, simulated fuel pin experiments (46) have shown that well developed
ferrite layers can form very quickly under these conditions. The thickness
of the layer has been found to increase with increasing temperature (55) and
to decrease along the isothermal zone of the simulated pin (see earlier).
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The conclusion drawn from these various tests is that metal temperature, and
not sodium temperature, is the more relevant parameter to be used in the
corrosion equations.

Other aspects concerning corrosion behaviour. From a comparison of the
effect of various experimental variables on the corrosion rates of stainless
steels it has been found that the variable oxygen plays a major role in the
corrosion process, although surprisingly it appears to have a negligible
effect on the solubility of iron in sodium at oxygen levels typical of those
anticipated in reactor primary circuits (56), and some effect on manganese
levels at temperatures of 450 and 650°C (57,58). However, it does play a
dominant role in the formation of sodium chromite which is known to be the
pre-cursor for the removal of Fe-Ni rich particles from the surface of the
steels in high temperature down-stream positions. Although this type of
behaviour is more relevant to corrosion behaviour in out-of-core positions,
where recorded corrosion losses are much lower (59), such effects could
provide a source of particles, at certain oxygen levels, which may
eventually pass through the core.

The formation of sodium chromite is known to be temperature and oxygen
dependent and experimental work has shown (60) that the sodium-stainless
steel system can be buffered at threshold oxygen levels of l-3ppm at 500°c
through the reaction:

2Na 0 + Cr +• NaCrO + 3Na (3)

Although more supporting analytical evidence is required to establish
whether the compound can exist in the corrosion zone, where ferritic layers
and lower chemical activities of chromium pertain, preliminary work in the
UK (61), using SIMS and Laser-Ramon analytical techniques, has positively
identified it on non-ferritic stainless steel surfaces after exposure to
oxygen levels of 3-5 ppm at 650°C and SIMS analyses have shown it to be
present when ferrite layers have formed at the same temperature and oxygen
levels.

Other oxides, such as sodium ferrate [(Na 0) .FeO] are not considered
to play a direct role in the surface corrosion process and both earlier (36)
and more recent experimental work (62) indicates that the compound is
thermodynamically unstable in the higher temperature parts of a sodium
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circuit at most practical oxygen levels. Evidence for its existence at
lower temperatures (350°C) has been established at oxygen levels of - 25 ppm
and this suggests it could precipitate as a separate phase if the chemical
activities of oxygen and iron in sodium are high enough to support its
formation at lower temperatures (59).

Finally in those situations where the oxygen content of the sodium is
too low to support sodium chromite formation on the surface of stainless
steel at 650°C, it has been found that corrosion losses are negligible, no
ferritic layers exist up to sodium exposures of 8000 h and no real evidence
exists of a downstream effect. Thus it seems that when oxygen assisted
surface corrosion no longer dominates, corrosion assessments have to
consider other factors such as the behaviour of soluble elements in the loop
system (eg Ni) and also circuit design. For further details see Ref 39.

4.2.2 Corrosion of Other Materials

Stellites. Corrosion rates observed both for the cobalt-based stellites and
pure cobalt are lower than the corresponding figures for stainless steels.
In all the investigations cited there is evidence of iron deposition on high
temperature specimens which culminates in the formation of a 50/50 Co-Fe
solid solution layer (63). The formation of the layer appears to explain
the cyclic corrosion behaviour of the material and net losses of the order
of 12.5 um/a to 25 urn/a have been obtained at temperatures of 650 and 760°C.
The effect of oxygen level on corrosion behaviour, although not well
established, appears anomalous in that increasing the oxygen level does not
appear to increase the corrosion rate and in one or two tests there is
evidence that the reverse occurs. Thus it seems that iron deposition on
cobalt alloys may reduce levels of activity released from this source and
that recorded releases in reactor systems may be more to do with abrasion of
wear pads, than corrosion.

Tantalum. Corrosion rates quoted for tantalum at 650°C and oxygen levels of
10 ppm are very sodium velocity dependent and values of 1.5 um/a to 2.5 mm/a
have been reported for velocities of - 0.5 to 7 m/s respectively (64).
Evidence of spalling and corrosion/erosion processes occurring through the
possible formation of complex oxides based on sodium tantalate (Na TaO )
(Ref 38) points to the conclusion that this material would have to be
adequately contained in a corrosion resistant material before it could be
used in LMFBRs.
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4.3 CORROSION EQUATIONS

One of the first empirical relationship to describe the corrosion
behaviour of stainless steels in sodium was produced by General Electric
(GE) in the US (65,66). This relationship:

K = v0'884 C,1-156«* { 12.845 - ̂V^ - °-°°676 < 5 ) + HV <4>

where :

C = oxygen content ppm
0 2R = steady state rate of removal of metal (mg/cm .month)

V = sodium velocity (ft/sec)
L/D= downstream factor (site location in number of hydraulic

diameters downstream from beginning of isothermal section)
t = exposure time (months)
W = the cumulative weight loss is given by: W = R(t)dt

has since been modified by GE (see Ref 40).

Later, Weeks (67) presented an equation based on Brookhaven (BNL), GE
and UK results which omitted the above time dependency term and velocity
component. The equation:

2n - , ,
(5)

7.93 x 10 T I" ( 0 \nFe I -50300 ̂  1 |~, . L . 2 ]R = ——————— - exp ————— I I I 1 ~ E < E }B r, L V ° 4. / V „T ' J L D Jn L v sat ' ^ RTFe
where

R = corrosion rate - mils/yrB
O = oxygen concentration ( > 3 ppm)
n = mole fraction of Fe in steelFe
T = °K
E = downstream coefficient, which has to be evaluated for

a given set of conditions.

is said to agree with GE and UK corrosion data. It is to be noted the
temperature dependency term in this equation is based on the relationship
log (R/T) versus (1/T) and not log R versus 1/T and the value -50,300

vrelates to AH not AE (see Ref 48). The equation is considered to apply to
oxygen levels greater than 3 ppm and titanium appears to enhance the
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corrosion rate of Type 304 steels through the formation of holes in the
steel's sub-surface due to the selective oxidation of elements such as Ti
and Cr.

The equation used by the French in their CORONA code (68) is mainly
taken from GE work. For the reactor situation the equation ignores the
downstream effect and the a parameter has been adjusted to accommodate
direct measurements made on RAPSODIE , ie:

R = a . v °'4 . [0]1<16.exp (- 13200/T) . exp {0.12/(0.082+t)} (6)r*a

2where the units are: R in kg/m /s; v in m/s; [0] in ppm; T in °K; t in a.
Pt CL

Equations presented by the Japanese (69) and Soviet Union (70)
accommodate similar variables and on the basis that the corrosion rate is
independent of the velocity above 2m/s, MARUYAMA cited in (69) has produced
the equation

R = 3.17.10~12.0x'°'8°3.exp(12.63 - 22000/RT - 0.00591.L/D) (7)

(where R is expressed in pm/yr, and Ox" is the oxygen concentration in ppm):

The Soviet equation on the other hand takes note of hydraulic
conditions and their equation is of the form:

R = a.exp(- E/RT).ß.[0] " (R in mg/cm2/h) (8)

where a = 81 but can vary between 37 and 179; E = 25600 ± 1450 cal/mol.°K;
u> = 1.210.14. ß = {[0] /[O] }1"2, where [0] and [0] are the oxygen
contents of sodium at the steel surface and in the bulk, respectively. ß
depends on the hydraulic conditions:

ß = (Re/105)0'5 for Re < 104;
ß = (Re/105)0'8 for 104 < Re < 105;
ß = 1 for Re > 10 .

The UK have produced a general equation to describe the corrosion
behaviour of a number of cladding steels at oxygen levels down to 3 ppm
(41). For fuel cladding applications the corrosion rate is considered to be
independent of sodium velocity at coolant channel velocities > 4 m/s,
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although appropriate factors are available for lower velocity situations.
The equation, which describes corrosion behaviour in conduits and over tube
surfaces, is of the form:

R = exp {9.48 + 1.5.In [0] - 9000/T - 0.18.In (L/D)} (9)

where R is expressed in um/a, [OJ in ppm (determined by the distillation
method), T in °K, L/D = isothermal downstream distance from sodium inlet
divided by the hydraulic diameter of the conduit.

The temperature range covered by the equation includes hot spot
temperatures of 700-750°C and those temperatures where ferrite layers are
known to form. The lower value for the temperature dependency term provided
by the equation is considered to be consistent with reactions occurring at a
sodium-ferrite interface and it is the UK view that, in the absence of heat
flux, such interfaces are slow to form in low temperature positions of test
loops and in their absence corrosion rates could be lower and temperature
dependency terms higher than those anticipated from high temperature
experiments. The equation also includes an L/D relationship to accommodate
changes in corrosion behaviour in isothermal sections. For the fuel pin the
average corrosion rate is obtained at L/D = 25 and the maximum value is l.lx
the average value.

In a study of the general and selective corrosion behaviour of
stainless steel fuel cladding at low oxygen levels, Brehm (71) has derived
corrosion equations to describe both these processes at temperatures of 538
and 604°C at oxygen levels in the range < 0.01 to 2.5 ppm (determined by the
vanadium wire method of analysis). The equations for general corrosion
expressed in terms of weight loss as a linear function of time are as
follows:

R = 0.23.t + 0.1 at 538°C, 0.5 ppm oxygen (R in ug/mm2; t in kh)
R = 1.15.t + 1.26 at 604°C, 0.5 ppm oxygen
R = 2.86.t + 0.27 at 604°C, 2.5 ppm oxygen

It is to be noted that the experimental evidence showed no decrease in
weight loss due to general corrosion at 604°C at oxygen levels of < 0.01
ppm, and this tends to support the hypothesis that at very low oxygen
levels, a solubility-driven corrosion mechanism dominates. Iron is in fact
the only species whose release is a strong function of oxygen (see earlier).
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The weight loss of the major alloying constituents of the austenitic
steel has also been determined at 604°C. The results obtained at oxygen
levels of 0.5 and 2.5 ppm are expressed as linear and exponential functions
of time (R in ug/mm2; t in kh) :

linear expressions exponential expressions
[0] = 0.5 ppm [0] = 2.5 ppm [0] = 0.5 ppm [0] =2.5 ppm

Fe R = 0.14.t+0.19 R = 1.28.t+0.12 R = 0.25.t°"71 R = 1.30.t°*59

Cr R = 0.48.t+0.61 R = 0.74.t+0.39 R = 1.12.t°"6° R = 1.14.t°*78

Ni R = 0.46.t+0.47 R = 0.63.t+0.37 R = 0.88.t°*71 R = 1.01.t°*73
n 7ß o ftfiMn R = 0.06.t+0.07 R = 0.10.t+0.04 R = 0.11.t ' R = 0.13.t

From these expressions, it can be seen that there is a small difference in
nickel corrosion rates at the two oxygen levels, a more pronounced
difference in chromium and manganese corrosion rates, and an extremely large
difference in iron corrosion rates (more than a factor of 5) which suggests
the corrosion rate of iron has an oxygen dependency term greater than unity.
This is in agreement with the power dependency relationships expressed
earlier where the value of the oxygen dependency term changed from 0 to 1.5
to 2 as the composition changed from pure nickel to ferrite to pure iron
respectively.

4.4 DEPOSITION BEHAVIOUR OF CORROSION PRODUCTS - GENERAL COMMENTS

Corroded material can deposit in primary circuits either as solvated,
precipitated or particulate material corroded/eroded from pipework surfaces.

Deposition of solvated material. Deposition of solvated material occurs
when the chemical activity or concentration gradients (eqn.l) are reversed
due to either changes in temperature or the presence of thermodynamic sinks
in the circuit. Such sinks could be steel surfaces which attract elements
to form solid solutions or material enriched in Co or Ni which are known to
attract Fe and Mn respectively.

In earlier experiments Guon of Atomics International (72,73) introduced
the so-called K concept to describe thermodynamic partitioning of the active
species between the coolant and steel and support for its use has since been
provided by recent experimental and modelling activities undertaken in India
(74) and the Soviet Union (see section 4.7.3). However, it appears the
concept does not properly explain the observations that the deposition
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behaviour of both the cobalt and manganese isotopes can be velocity
dependent (or mass-transfer controlled), and experiments undertaken by Brehm
(75) and the UK(46) have shown that activity levels recorded in pumps,
flowmeters and high velocity pipework sections were higher than those
recorded on adjacent pipework surfaces. In addition, experimental evidence
indicates that active material can also deposit in cold traps and as
particulates on pipework and fuel clad surfaces (see later), which seems to
suggest that a number of different deposition processes may be operative in
reactor systems.

In practice most models tend to assume that deposition is associated
with a soluble species and the model produced by Polley and Skyrme (see
later and Ref 76) identifies appropriate partition coefficients for four
categories of deposition. However where a more general approach is required
for mass-transfer controlled situations use can be made of simplified
equations, such as equation 2, where for deposition the wall concentration
is assumed to be zero and the mass-transfer coefficient, k in m.s , is
derived from the Reynolds No (Re) - Schmidt No (Sc) relationship:

k = 0.023 Re°'83 Sc°'33 D'/d (10)

2 —lwhere D' is the liquid phase diffusion coefficient in m .s for the
depositing species and d in m is the hydraulic diameter of the conduit (see
Ref 77).

Free ipitat ion. Other deposition processes, such as those involving
precipitation, are more difficult to model because of lack of fundamental
data and therefore any estimation of the deposition behaviour of isotopes,

54such as Mn, relies heavily on experimental observations. Co-precipitation
of elements can occur, however, in liquid metal systems and in theory this
type of behaviour can be predicted by applying the Law of Mass Action to the
chemical activities of the soluble species in the coolant and the
free-energy of formation of the precipitated phase. Although evidence for
this type of behaviour has been observed in loops where corroded material
has been found to include particles enriched in Ni and Mn (46)(78), it is to

54be noted that these findings are not supported by recent examination of Mn
and Ni profiles measured on coupon samples removed from Phénix IHX.G (10).

Deposition of particles. The deposition behaviour of particles in sodium
systems appear to be similar to their behaviour in water systems and models
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discussed in Refs 79 and 80 are thought to have some relevance to sodium
environments. Deposition of particulate material has been found to be a
function of particle size and coolant velocity and therefore regions of high
turbulence, (grids, pumps, valves) may be particularly vulnerable. The
amount of material deposited can be estimated from the relationship:

J = -k P AC (11)

where J is the particle flux, P is the sticking probability, k is the
deposition coefficient and C is particle concentration. The value of k is
very sensitive to particle size and particles of molecular dimensions are
considered to behave like solvated or colloidal material, whereas larger
size particles are thought to be more influenced by momentum forces and
transfer to the wall occurs by particle projection through the laminar
boundary-layer. Very large particles or agglomerated material may be less
affected by coolant velocity and may tend to sink. The terminal velocities
of these particles can be estimated from Stokes1 laws.

Experimental observations from non-active test loops. Although the above
comments point to ways of estimating the behaviour of deposited material in
primary circuits, experimental evidence, mainly from non-active sodium
systems, has identified that the deposition behaviour of alloying elements
in pumped loops is complex, due probably to the different types of
mechanisms which may be operating in the system. It has been found, for
example, that Fe (active and non-active) and Cr deposit in regions just
down-stream from the release zone, elemental nickel plates out at
temperatures of 500°C (source 650°C) and enriched Ni-Mn material deposits in
the lower temperature parts of a loop system (46). Particles of steel
enriched in Fe and Ni have also been found to deposit along with Cr-rich
oxide particles in high velocity sections of test loops (59). Although the
low levels of cobalt in unirradiated steels makes it difficult to follow its
mass-transfer behaviour in sodium systems, its reported affinity for iron
suggests that it could, in part, follow the deposition behaviour of this
element and deposit near the core. Some support for this possibility is
obtained from loop experiments undertaken by Cooper and Taylor (81), using

60irradiated material, who found high levels of Co in regions just
down-stream of the corrosion zone.

Loop experiments which simulate the components of a pool reactor (46)
have also shown that one of the major sites for deposition will be the IHX
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tubes. In this type of system corrosion was observed in the simulated core
and neutron shield rods after which deposition occurred on the oxidized
surfaces in the simulated IHX. The amount of material deposited, which
contained particles enriched in Mn and Ni, continued to build up with time
until the oxidized surface in the upper (hotter) part of the tube broke away
to deposit material elsewhere in the system. The cause of the break-away
was considered to be due to the formation of sodium chromite on the surface
and in the sub-surface of the steel.

Other types of particles removed from loop systems includes material
in the form of alpha and gamma iron, M^C (Fe,Mo_C), M_C_ and M„_C carbidesb 42 7 o 23 6
and oxides with structures relating to the formula NaMO where M = Fe:Cr
(41,55,82,83).

4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF RELEASE AND DEPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVE CORROSION
PRODUCTS

544.5.1 Mn release

54Experimental evidence now indicates that Mn is preferentially
(hyper-stoichiometrically) released from Type 316 SS at all temperatures and
oxygen conditions and enhancement factors obtained by various workers vary
between a factor of 3 (Brehm) and 1.34 (Harwell). See Refs 71 and 84.

From experiments undertaken in the SNR mock-up loop Menken (54) has
54shown that the release rate of Mn can be reduced by a factor of 3 by

decreasing the cold trap temperature from 165°C to 105°C, however increasing
the oxygen content of the sodium did not reverse the effect. Determined
enhancement factors were found to be different from one run to another and
recorded values were 2.7 in run 2 (oxygen: 9 ppm), 2.9 in run 4 (oxygen: 4.7
ppm) and 1.2 in run 5 (oxygen: 8.1 ppm). Changing the sodium velocity

54appeared to have less of an effect on the release rate of Mn compared with
the changing weight loss and respective factors of 4 and 15 were obtained
for a velocity change of 0.6 to 6.7 m/s. At the high velocity the enhanced
diffusivity oi
ferrite layer.

54diffusivity of Mn was attributed to the more rapid formation of the

54By contrast, Brehm(85) found no marked effect of oxygen level on Mn
54release. (Reducing cold trap temperature from 154 to 115°C reduced the Mn

release by only 30%). He did find however that the temperature dependence
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for release was less than for weight loss and that the time exponent
changed, from 0.67 (538°C) to 0.79 (604°C) at the 2.5 ppm oxygen level,
suggesting a mixture of surface reaction and grain boundary diffusion. The
factor of 3 difference observed for the weight losses at the above two
temperatures also corresponded to an activation energy of 196.6 kJ/mol which
again appears to be in good agreement with the data for grain boundary
diffusion. At higher oxygen levels (2.5ppm) the higher value for the time
exponent is in agreement with the values obtained for surface-corrosion rate
which is proportional to unity at these levels (85).

Variation in the non-radioactive Mn content of the steel from 0 to 4%
54appeared to have no noticeable effect upon the release of Mn produced from

54 54Fe in the neutron flux. However, because in a reactor Mn will be
generated from iron in the surface "depleted zone" of the fuel pin (85), it
is possible the diffusive flux release may be higher than that observed in
loop experiments.

54The following logarithmic correlations for Mn release were determined
by Brehm (71): (R in % of specimen inventory, t in kh)

At 604°C, 0.5 ppm oxygen: log1£.R = 0.703 ± 0.02.log {t - (0.556 ± 0.012) }

At 604°C, 2.5 ppm oxygen: log R = 0.792 ± 0.04.log {t - (0.482 ± 0.02) }

At 538°C, 2.5 ppm oxygen: l°g,0R = 0.67 ± 0.12.1og10 {t - (1.04 ± 0.11) }

604.5.2 Co release

The release of Co from Type 316 stainless steels is sub or
hypo-stoichiometric, ie it is preferentially retained in the steel. The
amount of cobalt retained has been found by Brehm (71) to increase by a
factor of 1.7 as the temperature is increased from 538-604°C which is less

54than for Mn release over the same temperature range. Also when compared
54with Mn release the normalised ratio of Mn/Co release (based on one

specimen inventory in %) was 10 at 604°C and 5 at 538°C. Brehm also found
that the amount released was a function of the oxygen content of the sodium
at 0.5 and 2.5 ppm. However, no decrease occurred when the oxygen level was
reduced to 0.003 ppm and in fact it was found to increase substantially
(85). Also in the Brehm experiments, iron was the only major constituent of
stainless steel whose release showed a significant dependency on oxygen
content.
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60The Co release data obtained by Brehm (71) expressed in linear form,
are as follows: (R in % specimen inventory, t in kh)

At 604°C, 0.5 ppm oxygen: R = (0.007 ± 0.002)t + (0.038 ± 0.010)
At 604°C, 2.5 ppm oxygen: R = (0.045 ± 0.009)t + (0.01 ± 0.03)
At 538°C, 2.5 ppm oxygen: R = (0.0076 ± 0.002)t + (0.005 ± 0.014)

60Similarly, Menken observed that the Co release rate could be reduced
by a factor 14 by decreasing the cold trap temperature from 165°C to 105°C
and this is said to provide an oxygen dependency term for the release rate
of [0] * (54). However, if the cold trap temperature was raised after a

60period of a few thousands hours, the release rate of Co was not increased
54(see earlier comments concerning Mn behaviour). The retention factors in

Menken's experiments again varied from one run to another and determined
factors were: 0.6 during run 2 (oxygen: 9 ppm), 0.09 in run 4 (oxygen: 4.7
ppm), and 0.1 in run 5 (oxygen: 8.1 ppm). These factors are to be compared
with those measured in the Harwell experiments where the retention factor
measured was somewhat higher, ie 0.95 (84).

4.5.3 Possible factors affecting the release behaviour of Mn and Co
isotopes

In trying to rationalize the differences in release behaviour of both
cobalt and manganese isotopes a number of thermodynamic and kinetic factors
have to be considered. For example, although enhanced levels of Mn have
been found in oxide films formed on stainless steels during the initial
stages of exposure to sodium (83) neither element forms thermodynamically
stable oxides in sodium of low oxygen content.

Inspection of the binary systems Fe-Co and Fe-Mn (86) also indicates
that, although both Co and Mn are considered to be austenite formers, the
alpha-iron phase can retain 75% Co in solid solution at 650°C, compared with
only 3% for Mn, suggesting that once the ferrite layer has formed the
chemical activity of cobalt in ferrite is much lower than that for
manganese. In addition, as the solubility of Co in sodium is roughly an
order of magnitude less than Mn (57) the thermodynamic driving force for
cobalt removal across the steel/sodium interface is also much less. This
suggests that either cobalt is removed with the iron at a rate dependent
upon the oxygen level of the sodium, or the iron and some of the nickel
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58 58parent in the reaction Ni(n,p) Co have to be selectively removed until
the chemical activity of cobalt reaches levels where its corrosion can
proceed. From a practical stand-point it would therefore seem that if

60cobalt impurities in the steel were reduced below present levels then Co
levels could be reduced still further and this could mean that either by
retention of Co in the steel's surface, or, by reduction in oxygen content

54to reduce the corrosion of iron, the release of Mn could eventually
dominate corrosion product activities in primary circuits.

54In relation to Mn behaviour it is interesting to note from Brehm's
investigations (85) that sub-surface profiles for Mn and Co determined
on specimens removed from the Hanford loops agree with those obtained on
fuel cladding removed from EBR.2, ie, there is preferential leaching of Ni,
Cr, Mn and preferential retention of Mo and Co, and this suggests that the

54continued production of Mn from iron or the presence of a temperature
gradient across the clad in the fuel zone are not markedly affecting
diffusional flux values or the behaviour of the nickel parent in the

58 58reaction Ni(n,p) Co. Also, according to Brehm, it seems that both active
and non-active Mn released from corrosion specimens can be a factor of 3
higher than would be expected from stoichiometric corrosion at oxygen levels
of 0.5 ppm and a factor of 2.3 higher than expectations at oxygen levels of
2.5 ppm (0 levels based on V wire analysis). Furthermore a reduction of a
factor 5 in oxygen level only produced a 35% reduction in non-active and
active Mn release rates, which points to significant contributions from
other processes, such as solid-state diffusion.

The diffusion behaviour of Mn in Type 316 stainless steels has been
investigated, notably by Smith and Hales (87) and Polley (88), and it is
apparent from these investigations that the enhanced diffusion values for Mn
determined by Kühn (89) and lizawa (69) on sodium exposed steels are higher
than the lattice diffusion coefficients obtained by Smith and Hales (see Fig
2). Analyses of these differences have been undertaken in the US and the UK
and the general conclusion is that the enhanced values are due to the
combined effects of ferrite formation (at the surface and grain boundaries),
lattice diffusion and grain boundary diffusion. Models are available, which
describe situations where apparent diffusion coefficients are some two
orders of magnitude greater than lattice diffusion estimates, and for
further details attention is drawn to the work of Fisher (90) and Levine and
McCallum (91) who have analysed these two effects.
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FIG. 2. Diffusion coefficients of manganese, chromium and cobalt in stainless steel [69].
(1) lizawa & al [69]; O .- Co; A: Mn; (2) W.L. Kühn [89]; (3) A. F. Smith [87].

54In summary, it seems that if Mn becomes the dominant active species
the method by which this radionuclide is released from the steel will depend
upon the oxygen level of the sodium in that release rates could change from
those associated with stoichiometric corrosion to situations where
enhancement of corrosion occurs by diffusional losses as the oxygen level
decreases. Approximate values obtained by using Kühn's apparent diffusion

54coefficient for Mn in the Fisher model and the UK corrosion equation
(eqn.9), indicate that at 574°C stoichiometric corrosion occurs at oxygen
levels of 10 ppm and diffusion losses, if they occur, could enhance
corrosion losses by a factor 2.8 at 2 ppm.

4.5.4 Deposition of 54Mn

54Deposition of Mn has been identified in heat exchangers and cold legs
of operating systems with the greatest amount occurring at the cold end of
the heat exchanger (see Refs 27 and 85). It has also been found in cold
traps but this is not considered to be a preferential deposition site.
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In the SNR300 mock-up loop, Menken (54) found that the high temperature
(600°C) sections, representing 13% of the loop surface, absorbed 8-18% of

54the released Mn while the cold trap contained about 10%. Also the rate of
54contamination by Mn was increased by a factor 5 to 10 when the temperature

was decreased from 600 to 380°C. The contamination rate in the high
temperature regions was found to be inversely dependent upon velocity and
the rate was a factor of 5 smaller in the higher velocity, compared to the
lower velocity parts of the test section. With the source removed and the

54sodium flow reduced to lower velocities, Mn had a tendency to migrate to
the cold leg of the loop.

Work undertaken by Newson (92) on the Harwell AMTL has also shown that
54Mn preferentially deposits in the cold leg of the loop's simulated reactor
heat exchanger and an enhancement factor of approx 13 was observed between
the inlet and outlet of the 7 m long heat exchanger tube (AT 585-370°C).

54Newson describes the deposition of Mn as initially quick along the length
of the tube. He also concluded that the enhancement factor is a combination
of surface and temperature effects which eventually promote solid-state

54diffusion of Mn at high temperatures and enhanced deposition, either by
co-precipitation of Ni and Mn or by mass transfer through the laminar
boundary layer, at low temperatures.

Experiments undertaken at the UK Risley Laboratories (84) using
:ac

54.
59 54irradiated pure iron to produce Fe and Mn isotopes have also shown that

Mn tends to follow changes in the minimum temperature of the deposition
tube and that at any particular position in the tube its rate of deposition
was parabolic with time. This seems to indicate that in the absence of a

54 54continuing source of Mn the deposition behaviour of Mn eventually
becomes source controlled or a balance is maintained between deposited and
released material at positions along the tube. A mass balance of released
to deposited material indicated that initially the amount deposited was
eight times higher than that predicted by stoichiometric corrosion
suggesting that surface contamination may have been affecting release rates
in the early stages of the experiment. However, with extended times of
exposure the value finally reduced to 2.5 which is roughly in accord with
the enhanced release values quoted earlier. Estimated mass transfer or
deposition coefficients obtained from eqn.10 for different positions along
the tube were also an order of magnitude lower than measured values,

54implying that deposition of Mn was not mass-transfer controlled.
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Similar experiments using pre-corroded irradiation stainless steel
specimens which had ferritic layers on their surfaces did not, however,

54produce the same type of deposition behaviour. In these tests the Mn
tended to build up in discrete positions along the tube and then break away
to leave behind a certain thickness of deposit. The tentative conclusion
drawn from these experiments was that the pattern of deposition along the
tube was more characteristic of particle behaviour. Examination of other
parts of the loop revealed that high velocity components, such as pumps and
flow meters, contained much higher levels of radioactivity, compared with

54the values recorded elsewhere in the system, and in both experiments Mn
was found in the cold trap.

604.5.5 Deposition of Co

Experimental work has shown that the deposition of cobalt isotopes
tends to be in the hot leg of loop systems just before the temperature
decreases. In the Hanford SCTL loops (85), for example, there was little
tendency for the cobalt isotopes to deposit in the cold leg or on nickel
surfaces, although there was a gradual migration to down-stream positions
over the 15,000 h operating period of the loop. Also in the SNR300 mock-up
loop Co contamination at 600°C was 10 times higher, at high sodium
velocities, than at 380°C, while lesser amounts were recorded at lower
sodium velocities. High temperature loop sections (600°C) representing 13%
of the loop surface, al
trap absorbed < 1%(54)

60of the loop surface, absorbed 50-60% of the released Co while the cold

Measurements undertaken by Newson on the Harwell AMTL (92) also
60identified preferential deposition of Co on hot surfaces immediately

60following the irradiated specimens. The measurements indicated that Co
deposition was mass-transfer controlled through the sodium boundary layer

ig
temperature of 478°C.

-4 2 -1and estimates using eqn.10 gave a value for D' of 3 x 10 cm s for a mean

Experiments undertaken on the small active loop at Risley also
indicated that in the tests using pre-irradiated stainless steel specimens,
maximum amounts of deposit collected in the hot-end of the deposition tube
and in these positions the Co peak coincided with the Fe peak. The
build-up and release of Co was also similar to that observed for Mn.
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Summarizing, it therefore seems that most experimentalists have
identified Co deposition in high temperature regions and, according to
IIZAWA (93), fundamental differences in the deposition behaviour of Mn and
Co which can be related to sodium flow rate, temperature and position, can
be favourably compared with experimental observations. However it is to be
noted that examination of fuel pins from the top of an EBR.2 fuel
sub-assembly, at a position 50 cm above the fuel zone, showed no
preferential deposition of Co or Co on the surface of the fuel pin and
this suggests that these examinations should now be extended to include the
breeder zone.

594.5.6 The behaviour of Fe

59The behaviour of Fe has been studied in the small active loop at
Risley (94) using irradiated specimens made from pure iron and stainless
steel. In the pure iron tests maximum deposition was observed at the inlet
to the deposition tube immediately down-stream from the source. Thereafter

59the amount of Fe deposited decreased exponentially with distance down the
tube, implying that iron is being deposited either as a soluble species or
in the form of molecular size particles. The amount deposited increased
linearly with time and a mass-balance of amounts released and deposited
showed a near one-to-one correspondence. Deposition coefficients determined
from eqn.10, using diffusion coefficients based on the atomic diameter of
iron, were also within a factor of two of measured values, suggesting that

59the deposition of Fe is mass-transfer controlled. It is also to be noted
that the behaviour of the iron in these tests agreed well with earlier UK
studies (35), using non-active material in a loop with a negligible AT,
which identified that iron corrosion was not dependent upon AT and that
maximum amounts of deposition occurred just after the corrosion zone.

By contrast the pattern of deposition of material released from the
irradiated stainless steel specimens was markedly different and in these
tests the released material appeared to behave more like particles which are
known to deposit first as primary products and then break away to form
secondary products down-stream (82), (83).
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4.6 DEVELOPMENT OF RELEASE/DEPOSITION MODELS FOR RADIOACTIVE CORROSION
PRODUCTS

4.6.1 Mass transfer equations

The development of suitable models to describe the release and
deposition of active corroded material has been undertaken by Kühn (89) at
Hanford and by Polley and Skyrme (76) in the UK. Both models consider the
released material to be dissolved as opposed to particulate material and
basic equations have been modified or extended to accommodate the observed
mass transfer behaviour of the different radionuclides. The concept of
adsorption/desorption at the steel-sodium interface has been used by Polley
and Skyrme who also assume that mass transfer coefficients, the interfacial
velocity and corrosion product production rate are constant. Diffusion in
the steel is characterized by a single diffusion coefficient independent of
depth and possible effects, such as grain boundary diffusion and formation
of second phases (ferrite, intermetallic compounds, etc), are accommodated
in this coefficient. The concentration in the bulk sodium is also taken to
be either zero or independent of time in both the release and deposition
calculations.

Mass transfer is described by the following steps:

1 - diffusion through structural material for both corrosion and deposition

J = D (9C/3x) + u C. (12)

2 - absorption and desorption at the interface between structural materials
and liquid sodium

J = k^ C. - k C' . (13)d i a i

3 - diffusion through a laminar boundary layer of sodium flow

j = k (C1. - C.) (14)

where

J = mass flux
D = diffusion coefficient in steel
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C = concentration of corrosion products in steel
k ,k = mass transfer coefficients for desorption, absorptiond ci
k = mass transfer coefficient for diffusion through the boundary layer
C. = concentration in surface of steeli
C1. = concentration in the sodium interface between steel and sodiumi
C' = concentration in sodium
+u = bulk corrosion rate; -u = bulk deposition rate

Eliminating J and C'. from eqn (12) - (14) yields:

D (3C/Sx)x=0 = (K/ß + u) C1 - KC1 (15)

where K is the effective mass transfer coefficient:

ie K = k k /(k + k ) (16)
ci o.

and ß is a dimensionless partition coefficient

ß = ka/kd (17)

Assuming that the surface reaction is very fast, in comparison to
diffusion in sodium, K is nearly equal to k. ß is also considered to be
small for species which are highly soluble in the sodium, and large for
insoluble species.

4.6.2 Release

In order to estimate the level of radioactivity released to the sodium
from fuel cladding and wrappers it is necessary to calculate the
concentration profile in the steel by solving the relevant diffusion
equation so that the mass-flux J(t') can be determined for any time t' by
substituting the value for C. in the appropriate mass-transfer equation.

For release from reactor cores the diffusion equation is:

ac/dt = D (3 C/3x ) + u dC/dx - XC + R (18)

where X is the radioactive decay rate of the nuclide and R the activation
rate.
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An analytical solution of eqn.18 is obtained when the boundary
conditions as expressed in equation (12) for x = 0, are used for the initial
conditions

C = C at t = 0 (19)

As sodium loops experiments have shown that species are either
selectively leached (eg manganese) or retained (eg cobalt) in the steel a
dimensionless parameter A = K/(u.ß) (u is the viscosity), which determines
the release/deposition behaviour of the solute of interest, has been used to
accommodate these processes. Release is hyper-stoichiometric if A > 1 and
hypo-stoichiometric if A < 1. A is interpreted loosely as indicating
whether the species are more (A < 1) or less (A > 1) soluble in sodium than
the bulk steel consisting basically of iron, chromium and nickel. From

3 I
9

54Brehm's experiments Polley and Skyrme estimate that for Mn A > 20 which
implies that ß < 10 at 604 C. Also as Brehm's profiles indicate that at

0 58 60604 C the diffusion coefficients for Co and Co are similar to those
54 11obtained for Mn, estimates for cobalt indicate that A — 0.2 and ß — 10 ,

at 604°C.

4.6.3 Deposition

The diffusion equation in the steel is

= D (92C/dx2) + u 3C/9X - XC (20)

with the boundary condition at x = 0 expressed by eqn. (12), where C = 0
when t = 0.

The partition coefficient for deposition K' is defined by:

K' = I/C' (21)

where

I is the mass deposited per unit area which remains undecayed,
C1 the concentration in the bulk sodium, is assumed to be finite and

constant.
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From experiments performed in various loops, it can be tentatively
60concluded that for Co:

deposition is approximately proportional to sodium velocity in both hot
and cold regions,

- it decreases with downstream distance, and
- it shows very little variation with temperature above that from

downstream behaviour,

54and for Mn:

- deposition is not very dependent on sodium velocity in the hot leg,
it increases with reducing temperature, and

- it is dependent on sodium velocity in the cold leg.

54High temperature deposition of Mn is characterized by
1/2K' = 2.ß.(D.t/7i) , ie solid state diffusion control. At longer times or

higher recession velocities, deposition becomes bulk corrosion controlled,
ie K' = ß.D/u. In the cold regions, deposition is governed by K' = ß.u.t,
ie bulk deposition control. In addition if ß increases such that ß > 10
in the cold regions, then K' = kt where

k = 0.023 Re°'83 Sc°*33 D'/d (22)

(Re = Reynolds number, Sc = Schmidt number, D' = diffusivity in sodium,
d = pipe diameter) see Ref 77 and Equation 10.

4.6.4 Comparison with experimental results

In an assessment of the model Polley and Skyrme have compared model
predictions with experimental findings by using an idealized sodium circuit
to evaluate regions of corrosion and deposition and the behaviour of Mn and
Co isotopes. In the assessment the liquid phase mass-transfer coefficient
'k' (10 m/s) was obtained from eqn. 22 and the D' value, used for both
isotopes, was obtained from the expression D' = 5.25.10 exp

2(-65000/RT)m IB, which incorporates both lattice and grain-boundary
diffusion. The assessment showed that corrosion occurs in the hot-zone
(600°C) at a rate of 10 m/s (-3 um/yr) while deposition occurs in the
cold-zone (400°C) at the same rate. At the intermediate temperature (500°C)
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corrosion takes place in the heater and deposition in the cooler, again at
the same rate (10 m/s). The model also predicts for Mn

no velocity dependence in high temperature regions,
- little change with temperature in the hot parts of the circuit because

an increase in ß will be opposed by a decrease in VD,
rapid increase in deposition in cold parts of the circuit due to an
increase in ß,

- possible velocity dependence and downstream effect in the cold region
due to the variation in ji.

60For Co where A < 1 the value for ß was found to be of the order of
10 at - 600°C. As ß is likely to increase at lower temperatures and K' =
k.t in all positions of the loop, deposition is laminary boundary layer
controlled and in particular:

is independent of temperature,
- varies approximately linearly with velocity,
- exhibits a downstream effect in isothermal regions.

In summary, the deposition model is consistent with the experimental
findings presented in section 4.5. The observed hyper-stoichiometric

54release of Mn and hypo-stoichiometric release of cobalt isotopes are
attributed to their different thermodynamic activities in the solid and
liquid phases. It is considered that relative solubility values are
required for calculating Co and Co release but not for calculating Mn
release. Co deposition is controlled by diffusion in the liquid and Mn
deposition is likely to be controlled by solid-state diffusion at high
temperatures and by bulk deposition at low temperatures.

Finally, in a wider context it is felt that some consideration has
still to be given to the possibility that in certain parts of the fuel pin
or in positions downstream of the core, material could be removed from the
component surface in the form of particulates due to the oxidation of the
steel surface. Such processes can occur just downstream of the high
temperature part of the system where the sodium is sufficiently saturated,
with respect to nickel, to prevent ferrite layer formation. In these
positions, it also seems the material is more susceptible to internal
oxidation, especially as the chemical activity of oxygen in sodium starts to
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increase as the temperature decreases. Therefore if particles enter the
sodium stream from oxidized or damaged surfaces outside the core they could
pass through the core to become activated before they deposit. As already
mentioned the deposition behaviour of these particles depends on their size,
and at certain critical velocities they deposit in the form of layers whose
thickness depend on their mechanical stability in flowing sodium. Also
under certain conditions some of the particles may be re-entrained and
collect in hydraulic dead zones, such as those below the diagrid.

4.7 COMPARISON OP CODE RESULTS WITH REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

4.7.1 Comparison of the Japanese code PSYCHE with measurements made in
JOYO (93)

The Japanese have modified the solution-precipitation model developed
54by Polley and Skyrme (76) to interpret the mass-transfer behaviour of Mn

and Co in Japanese loops and reactors (95). The code uses the data mostly
obtained by Brehm (85) and assumes:

54 60- the release of Mn is hyper-stoichiometric, the release of Co is
hypo-stoichiometric,

- the release or deposition rate of species decreases with distance
downstream along an isothermal leg of a sodium loop,

58 60- the release of Co and Co is dependent on oxygen concentration,
54whereas the release of Mn is not. The effect of oxygen is considered

to be related to its adsorbtion on the steel surface which activates
the dissolution of weakly leached species like cobalt isotopes,

- boundary conditions assume the concentration of stable and active
species in the bulk sodium is not zero (this could lead to an
underestimation of corrosion rates), but is independent of time. A
mass balance around the circuit is then undertaken.

Diffusion in the steel for all isotopes is characterized by a single
diffusion coefficient based on Co measurements. The effective coefficient

D 2 . : 1.32 x 10~4 exp (-42100/RT) (23)

is an order of magnitude higher than lattice diffusion coefficients obtained
for Mn and Co in Type 300 stainless steels and as such it incorporates both
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lattice and grain boundary diffusion parameters. The coefficient is
independent of depth.

The parameters used for adjusting the model were determined from
Japanese and Hanford loop experiments (95,96). The Japanese studies had

60verified that the mechanism controlling Co deposition was diffusion
through the boundary sublayer and for these conditions, K' = k' and k1 was
estimated from:

k' = 0.023 . Re°'83 . Sc°'33 . D'/d (24)

where D', diffusivity in the sodium, relates to

D1 = 5.1 x 10~4 . exp { - 0.032/(k .T) } (25)5

and k (the Boltzmann constant) equals 8.617 x 10 eV.K5

Replacing K1 by k' in the decay-corrected mass flux equation

J(L,t) . exp(\.t) = K' . T\ . C'(0,0) . exp {- 4 . K'/v . L/d) (26)

yielded a satisfactory fit to the experimental data.

(J(L,t) is the mass flux of the species at distance y = L and time t,
and C1(0,0) is the concentration at y = 0 and t = 0, v the sodium velocity
and d the hydraulic diameter).

As the experimental evidence also indicated that the overall mass
54transfer coefficient K1 for Mn showed little dependence on sodium velocity

in the range 18 to 90 cm/s at various temperatures, the same diffusivity in
sodium value for cobalt (eqn.25) and the same value of k' (eqn.24) were used
to obtain K' from the expression:

K' = k'k' /(k1 + k1 ) (27)

Surface recession rates were estimated from Maruyama's corrosion
equation:

— 12 0 803u = 3.17.10 .Ox' ' .exp (12.63 - 22000/RT - 0.00591.L/D) (28)
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(see eqn. 7) and the deposition rate (u ) was obtained from the deposition
profile of Co and Mn along the non-isothermal pipe of the AMTL, which
had a maximum sodium temperature of 659°C and an oxygen concentration in the
loop sodium of 12 ppm. The derived equation for deposition was of the form:

u^ = 3.17.10~14 . 4.02 . exp (2290/RT) (29)d

and the partition coefficients used were:

for Mn: ß = 1.59.10 . exp (2130/RT) (30)

for Co: ß = 9.93.109 . (12/[0j) . exp (1690/RT) (31)

where [0] is the oxygen concentration, ie 12 ppm.

54The calculated values were compared with measured values for Mn
60obtained on the Japanese AMTL, and for Co on the Hanford STCL. Although

60the agreement was better for Co, the strikingly different deposition
54behaviour between the two isotopes was well demonstrated. Mn distribution

for example was primarily governed by the temperature profile along the
60loop, while the effective factor for Co deposition was the distance

downstream from the source.

Application to JOYO

In the application of the model to reactor systems the activation,
corrosion and deposition calculations were undertaken by dividing the core
and heat transfer system into a maximum of 200 regions for the core and 100
for the heat transport system; dose rates were then calculated by linking
the PSYCHE code to the JOANDARC code. For JOYO the activation and release
calculations were performed by dividing the whole core into 56 (MK-I core)
and 38 (MK-II core) regions, and the neutron flux into 21 groups of energy.
The IHX was divided into 5 regions, and the sodium piping into 4 regions;
one for the hot leg, and three for the cold leg (IHX-Pump, pump-check valve;
check valve-reactor vessel inlet). The overflow circuit was divided into
one region for the cold trap and eight regions for the piping. The oxygen
concentrations during the operation of the Mk.I and Mk.II cores were 2.5 and
2.0 ppm respectively.
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54Comparisons, which were made only for the piping, indicated that Mn
deposits were about 10 times higher than those of Co. The agreement
between calculated and measured values was within a factor of 2, and for
dose rate predictions, the ratio varied between 0.6 and 1.3. The
contribut.
54/34/12.

54 60 58contributions of Mn, Co and Co to dose rates were in the proportions

58Contrary to expectations the amount of Co - which is the activated
radionuclide of greatest quantity produced in the fuel cladding found in
JOYO - was very small. The reasons for this were attributed to:

1. the early depletion of nickel at the steel interface in contact with
the sodium;

2. the tendency of cobalt to deposit on core sub-assembly surfaces, which
58is particularly marked for Co which is produced in the very centre of

60the core, compared with Co which is formed all over the core;

CO CO3. the activation of Co into Co before it leaves the core.

4.7.2 Results from EBR-2 and FFTF (27, 97)

54Results obtained from EBR-2 indicate that only Mn is present in
60 51significant quantities and the presence of Co and Cr are thought to be

the result of in-situ activation rather than transported corrosion products.
Similary at FFTF, no Co or Co isotopes have been found, despite
predictions of 10-20 mrad/h contribution from these sources. This indicates
that either the Co is not released at the predicted rate, or that it is
not transported to the heat transport system. Analyses of the wash water

60from the fuel cleaning station indicated however that Co was present on
the fuel sub-assemblies and in the adherent sodium. By contrast, the level

54of Mn was above that predicted for the cold legs, and lower than that
predicted for the hot legs.

4.7.3 Calculations and measurements made on BOR-60 (70)

The accumulation of radionuclides in the sodium of BOR-60 is calculated
from the formula:

dA/dt = n . a . K . S . [1 - exp(-X.t)].E $(E).a(E) - X.A (32)
S A
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where:

n is the nuclear density of the target
S is the surface area of core materials
a is the fraction corresponding to the element that moves to the

coolant at the corrosion rate Ks
X is the decay constant
$(E) is the neutron flux density of the energy group E
o(E) is the nuclide target activation cross-section for the neutrons of

energy group E
K = 81.exp( -25600/RT).ß.[0] 1>2 (mg/cm2/h), see section 4.3.

transfer to surfaces is described by:

-dm/dt = D ' . S . ( C - C ) / 6 (33)

where m is the amount of nuclide in the coolant, D1 is the diffusion
coefficient, S is the surface area, C is the concentration of atoms in thec
coolant, C is the concentration of atoms in a wall layer of thickness 6,o
and t is the time.

The number of radionuclides present in the coolant N is given by the
equation:

dN /dt = Q - D ' . S . ( C - C ) / 6 - X . N (34)c c o c

where Q is the source of radionuclide. Equation (34) is rewritten in the
form:

dN /dt = Q - u . N + Y ' N - X . N (35)C C S C

where N = C .V ; (V is the volume of coolant), N = C .V is the amount ofc c c c ' s s s
radionuclides in the deposits, C is the surface concentration of
radionuclides; co = D'.S/(5.V ) characterizes the rate of deposition, y =

C
D'/(5.T) characterizes the rate of dissolution; t is defined by: C = C /T.O B

To a first approximation, y ÎB proportional to K (where K = C /C isS O
a distribution coefficient between the surface of steel and the sodium). At
low concentrations C /C = k which is a coefficient characterizing the
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ability of the surface to adsorb the nuclide. It comes from the
relationships t = K/k and y = D'.k/(ö.K). The laminar sublayer thickness is
determined by the relation; i
pipes, m = 64.2 and n = 7/8.
determined by the relation; 5 = m.Re where Re is the Reynolds number. For

The distribution coefficient K is expressed in cm by: K = exp {B +
A/T}, with the following values for Mn and Co:

Nuclide

"54
60MnCo

K (300°C)

200
10

K (500°C)

20
3

A

6300
300

B

-5.15
-3.2

Comparison with measurements performed on BOR-60(26, 70)

The agreement is good for the pipes before and after the heat
54exchanger. On the heat exchanger, Mn is slightly over-estimated (up to a

60factor 2) and Co under-estimated (by a factor 0.3). See following tables.

Calculated and Measured Surface Activity of Mn and Co at BOR-60
(in GBq/m2) (70)

Nuclide Date

54Mn 1973
1974
1975

6°Co 1973
1974
1975

Hot
Calcd.

0.1
0.15
0.2

0.04
0.07
0.15

Leg
Measd.

0.2
0.8
0.15

0.07
0.07
0.11

Heat Exchanger
Calcd. Measd.

0.25
0.4
0.55

0.08
0.2
0.4

0.25
0.2
0.4

0.5
0.7
0.9

Cold
Calcd.

0.7
1.4
2.0

0.1
0.25
0.5

Leg
Measd.

0.4
1.5
2.2

0.2
0.2
0.4

More recent measurements indicate however that the surface activity of
Co did not increase in the pipeline before and after the heat exchanger,

54whereas the Mn activity did increase by a factor 1.5-2 before, and by a
factor 3 - 5 , after the heat exchanger. This increase is attributed to an
increase in the fuel element cladding temperature of 20-40°C, ramping the
reactor power and increasing the core surface by a factor 1.1 - 1.5 by
increasing the number of fuel elements and the length of the active zone.
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Average Surface Contamination Measured at BOR-60 until 1986
(GBq/m2) (26)

Date

1970-71
1972-75
1976-81
1982-86

Hot Leg
54 60Mn Co

0.1 0.04
0.1 0.06
0.2 0.1
0.15 0.2

Heat Exchanger
54 60Mn Co

0.2 0.35
0.3 1.3
0.4 0.5
not measured

Cold
54Mn

0.4
0.9
3.4
4.0

Leg
Co

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.25

In relation to activity levels in other parts of the circuit examination of
54a pump in 1973 indicated that the surface activity of Mn was distributed

nearly uniformly along its length whereas Co and solid fission products
95 140like Nb and La were found mainly in the region of the wheel. The

results presented in the next table clearly indicate that the contamination
of the pump by corrosion products is negligible in BOR-60 compared to

95 140contamination due to the fission products Nb and La in the region of
the wheel and 137Cs in the sodium-level area. Also measurements undertaken

60,on the cold trap showed that it contained 20% of the measured Co and
54negligible amounts of Mn.

A model which describes the distribution of contaminants in the pump
and the cold-trap has not yet been attempted.

Surface Activity of Nuclides on a Pump of BOR-60 Examined in 1973
(GBq/m2) (26)

54Part Examined/Radionuclide Mn 60Co 95Nb 140La 137Cs

Running wheel and skirt
Displacer: lower part

middle part
sodium- level
cover gas

0.
0.
0.
0.
0

9
5
5
02

0.
0.
0.
0
0

2
2
1

8.
3.
1.
0
0

3
2
0

6
0
0
0
0

.4

.6

.3

2.
4.
4.
37
0.

5
6
6

2

Application to BN350

Estimates made for BN-350 indicate that 2000 days of operation at 1000
MWt power gives 50 TBq of Mn and 6.5 TBq of Co, and at 650 MWt power,
5.5 and 0.7 TBq respectively. The latter values, which are for the first
period of operation, are close to the experimental ones. Mn and Co
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distribution in the circuit has been found to be different from that
calculated using the temperature dependent distribution coefficient obtained

54from BOR-60 and the surface activity of Mn was higher in the pipeline
before the heat exchanger than after it. This may be explained by the
relatively low temperature of the sodium in the pipelines at the outlet from

54the reactor and the possible higher sorption of Mn on their surfaces. In
the light of these observations it is also possible that the temperature

54dependence for the distribution of other nuclides, besides Mn, may differ
from that accepted in the calculation model and therefore their experimental
verification is required, especially in relation to the higher levels of

60deposited Co in the heat exchanger.

4.7.4 Comparison of the results of CORONA and CORNAC codes with PHENIX
measurements

The CORONA code (68) used for earlier estimates has now been modified
and a new code CORNAC (10) has been produced. This code, which combines
corrosion equations obtained fay Baqué from experiments undertaken in
non-active loops with measurements undertaken on RAPSODIE, describes the
appropriate global ratios for release and deposition.

Earlier results obtained on two PHENIX IHXs, which had run for about
800 EFPD, indicated that when compared with code predictions, both codes
gave similar and comparable values for Mn, whereas for Co, CORNAC gave
values closer to experimental than CORONA. More recent measurement on two
IHXs that have been in sodium for 6.7 and 10.5 years have indicated that the

54maximum value for contamination by Mn has not been reached, which is
surprising for a 313 day half-life species. Possible explanations which
could account for this are; the change to Ti stabilised stainless steel fuel
cladding which could promote higher diffusional losses (see section 4.3)
and/or the change in surface condition of the IHXs after decontamination
with mineral acids.

4.7.5 Future designs - Use of the code CYGNUS to predict the contamination
of a 1000 MWe pool-type reactor (98)

A computer programme called "CYGNUS" has been developed by the Japanese
to evaluate the contamination of a pool-type 1000 MWe FBR designed by
Hitachi. The basic equations used are those of Polley & Skyrme (76).
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The transportation of radioactive corrosion products along the sodium
flow direction is described using nodes (function of branching and mixing of
sodium flow) and segments (release and deposition areas). The behaviour of

, .. 51 54 55 59 58 60 65 124 ,_ 182nine radionuclides: Cr, Mn, Fe, Fe, Co, Co, Zn, Sb, Ta
and eleven stable corrosion nuclides that affect the mass balances and
concentrations are also taken into account.

The neutron energies are divided into 30 groups and the core structural
materials into a maximum of 50 regions. In the example given, 15 regions
for material release are used and the deposition is described with 49
regions (21 in the hot plenum; 21 in the cold plenum and 7 in the IHX). The
surface cladding temperatures are calculated using the sodium temperature
and the power densities of fuel claddings.

The predicted results after 5 years of operation (360 d operation +
70 d shut-down for refuelling) are:

54for Mn: 778 Ci (70%) is deposited on the IHXs which represent 70% of
the total deposition area of the pool reactor, and 311 Ci (28%) is
deposited in the hot plenum, which represents ~ 15% of the total
deposition area and only 0.6 Ci is deposited on the pumps;

- for Co: the total released activity is three times less (338 Ci) with
270 Ci (80%) deposited on the IHXs, 56 Ci (17%) in the hot plenum, and
only 0.34 Ci (0.1%) on the pumps.

For additional comments on circuit activity models see Ref 99.
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5. FISSION PRODUCTS IN LMFBRs

This section reviews the behaviour of fission products in LMFBRs. The
presentation considers the formation of fission products and their release
from fuel, their transfer to the sodium from defected pins, and their
in-sodium behaviour, which includes their transport to the cover-gas and to
component surfaces in the primary sodium.

5.1 FORMATION AND RELEASE FROM FUEL

The principal fission products activities and the modes of formation of
the two peaks are given in Tables IV and V. The elements considered ares-

light peak: Br, Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Pd, Ag
- heavy peak: Sb, Te, I, Xe, Cs, Ba, La, Ce

The radionuclides that contribute most to the circuit activity are the
134longer-lived end products of the beta-decay chains. Exceptions are Cs,

Cs and Ag, all of which are formed predominantly by (n, gamma)
reactions from the preceding chain of lower mass number. The release
behaviour depends on their volatility, their chemical interaction with the
fuel at operating temperatures and the half-life of the elements and their
precursors (29).

The emitted species can be considered in two groups according to
whether they are volatile or non-volatile at the lowest fuel temperature:

- the volatile group includes the inert gases, halogens, and the elements
Cs and Rb, and

the non-volatile group comprises Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Pd, Ag, Ba, La and Ce.

Some species of this group can however be emitted as volatile precursors.
This is the case when elements are members of decay chains with mass numbers
89, 90, 140 and 141. These are cited as being 'volatile precursor
controlled', whereas the others migrate through the fuel by other means
(94).

The release of the fission products through the fuel has been
extensively studied. See Ref 29 for details.
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Table IV : Principal fission products of the light peak in LMFBRs [29]

Mau No

85

87

88

89

90

95

109

110

Fast fission yield Half life of chain member
(%)

J»n. US Br Kf Rb Sl Y Zt

^" U 35 36 37 38 39 40

0 605 1 33 29 min m4 5h
f IQa

1 04 2 46 56 s 76 mi(v
1 33 355 16s 171 mi/«, 18min
178 444 46s 191 s j 5 6 mm 50 d
200 534 32s 153s 28 Sa

469 640 26s 108min 64 d

1 60 0104

Nb Pd Ag
41 46 47

35 d

13 5 h Stable
(n.7)

Stable m 2 5 0 d

Table V : Principal fission products of the heavy peak in LMFBRs [29]

Mass No

124

125
129
131
132
133

134
135

136
137
138
140

141
144

Fast fission
W

*»Pu

0 119
0 154
1 16
399
5 2 8
693

739

660
739
529
545
370

yield
'•>)

U 51

0057 60 d

0074 2 Sa

0737 4 3 h
321
462

663

631

6 17
664
603
597
530

Half life ol chain

Te I Xe
52 53 S4

m 33 Sd

id.

~*S h 2 3 h Stable
21 h S 3d

Stable
6 7 h 9 2 h

Stable
25 s 230 s

14 mm

14s

9s

member

Cs Ba La Ce
55 56 57 58

Stable

2 1 a Stable
2X 10'a

13 d Stable
lp_a 153s
33 mm
68s 12 8 d 40 h Stable

25s 18min 4 h 32 5 d
1» 12s 40s 284 d
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5.1.1 Inert gases and volatile fission products

Short-lived species

Most of the experimental work on isothermally irradiated oxides shows
that for the short-lived volatile specimens the emission can be considered
as the sum of a recoil process and a diffusion process, with the latter
dominating at temperatures above 1000°C. The ratio R/B, where R is the
release rate and B the rate of formation, can be expressed as a function of
the decay constant A.. The determined exponent lies between (—1) for
short-lived inert gases and (-1/2) for the longer-lived isotopes.

The observed emission for the halogens (especially Br) suggest that
their mobilities are higher than those of the inert gases and the high
release rate for elemental Br affects the delayed neutron signals detected
from failed fuel.

Long-lived species

Cs is of particular interest because of its long half-life (30 a).
NB: Cs is not a gamma-emitter. Because of its long half-life, it is
always accompanied by gamma-emitting Ba (t . = 2.6 min) once cesium has
been released from failed fuel.

Various relationships for the fraction 'F1 of inert gas released as a
function of burn-up have been obtained for the release of long-lived
volatile species (29). Attempts have also been made to treat the emission
of cesium in the same way as for the long-lived inert gases, however the
formation of a cesium uranate compound (Cs UO ) at the surface of the fuel
changes its behaviour. Furthermore, cesium can be associated with other
fission products and stable phases such as Csl and Cs Te. The solubility of
these compounds in excess sodium has still to be determined (7).

5.1.2 Non-volatile or solid fission products

140Barium-lanthanum. Some migration of Ba has been observed in mixed-oxide
fuel. Relatively high levels of release in the Siloe
experiments (- 2 to 4%) suggest that it is released as its cesium precursor.
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Strontium. The transport of strontium is significantly affected by the
volatile precursors Kr, Rb.

144Cerium. The distribution of Ce through the fuel appears to be
uniform. Because cerium precursors are short-lived, little migration of
141 144Ce and Ce is to be expected. It is considered to be a tracer of fuel
release.

95Zirconium/niobium. The overall distribution of Zr is reported to be
95uniform, whereas Nb may migrate independently, possibly as a volatile

oxide.

Antimony. This element is thought to be present in the metallic form. Due
to its high vapour pressure at operating fuel temperature, it tends to
migrate to the fuel/clad interface.

Tellurium. The migration of tellurium to the fuel/clad interface and its
potential to corrode the fuel cladding is of major concern. It is
sufficiently volatile to be transported as the element, but some evidence
suggests that Cs and Te may migrate together in the fuel temperature
gradient.

., 110m , ., 109„, . 109, . . . . . . . .Silver. Ag and its precursors Pd and Ag have relatively high
vapour pressures which favour their migration to the outer regions of the
fuel.

5.2 TRANSFER TO THE SODIUM

The rate of transfer to the sodium depends on the pin failure mode
(rapid or slow), its location, (ie whether it is in the gas plenum or along
the fissile column) and its size. It depends also on the chemical state of
the constituents after pin failure and their solubility in sodium (see 5.3
later).

5.2.1 Classification of failures

The potentially hazardous fission products released from fuel failures
may, according to 5.3, be classified according to the way in which they
escape and interact with sodium:
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1. Noble gases (Kr, Xe) )
2. Soluble (Cs, Rb) ) volatile
3. With limited solubility (I, Te, Sb, Sn, Ag) )
4. Soluble but stable oxide formers (Ba, Sr)
5. Low solubility and release probably as particles (lanthanides, Zr, Nb,
Ru, Mo and fuel).

Also fuel clad failures are related to defect size, and in this context
three types of failure have been identified (84).

1. Small pin-hole failures with no ingress of sodium. Such failures may
result in the release of gaseous and volatile fission products.

2. Larger holes which allow sodium to enter the free volume within a fuel
pin but with little exchange of sodium except during temperature and power
transients. Some fission products will dissolve in sodium and be released
relatively slowly to the primary circuit by diffusion to the defect and then
through it into the circuit. Reactions between sodium and the fuel and
breeder will also take place and the amount of oxygen in the sodium, which
logs the pin, may be reduced by these reactions.

3. Larger holes and splits through which the coolant may freely pass. In
these situations sodium - fuel reactions will occur and products will enter
the sodium as particulate material. At the same time non-soluble fission
products will be released along with those mentioned in (1) and (2) above.

5.2.2 Evolution of failures

The behaviour of defected fuel pins has been studied in some detail in
the experimental programme performed in France at Siloe. The results
obtained were also compared with normal fuel failures that occurred in the
reactors Rapsodie, KNK II and Phénix (100,101,102,103). The aim of the
programme was to compare the changing behaviour and consequences of fuel
failures (contamination released and damages in the cladding) to the
evolution of the signals emitted and measured in a reactor due to fission
gases in the cover gas and delayed neutrons in the sodium. Two types of
failures were considered: those originating from manufacturing defects,
which are present from zero burn-up, and those concerned with end-of-life
defects. Also, two experiments were devoted to the behaviour of fertile
pins.
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Failures due to manufacturing defects

The amount of fuel released to the sodium depends on the magnitude of
the fuel-sodium interaction. It has been established that the kinetics and
resulting phenomena are related to the size of the cladding defect, which
affects the rate of sodium penetration into the pin, and to its location,
which dictates whether the sodium can penetrate into the pin partially or
totally. To cover these situations three types of failure are considered.

Primary failure located in the upper part of the cladding. When the failure
is sufficiently large and located above the fissile column, the sodium
penetrates g_uickly into the whole pin before the fuel is restructured and
plugs the fuel-clad gap. A very good heat transfer bond is formed and
initially this cools the fuel 300-400°C below the normal temperatures
obtained with a gas bond. Depending on the irradiation time, which alters
the stoichiometry and composition of the mixed oxide, a sodium
urano-plutonate layer is then formed which gradually fills the fuel-clad gap
and exerts a pressure on the clad. Since the reaction product has a very
bad heat conductivity, the fuel becomes overheated, the migration of the
volatile fission products are accelerated and the frequency of the released
gas bubbles and the gas released fraction are increased. However, the
reaction proceeds only slowly because the amount of available oxygen is low
and the reaction product is decomposed above 1400°C. Thus it is only after
more than a hundred days that the deformation of the cladding is sufficient
to cause secondary failures at the level of the fuel column. It was noted
that the change from primary to secondary failures was accelerated when the
fuel first ran at a moderate power before full power. This is typical of
power operation at Phénix when components like IHXs or pumps are removed for
maintenance. During this time the reactor runs at 2/3 normal power and then
at full power when the components are returned to the reactor.

The release into coolant of the volatile and soluble fission products
occurs mostly by sweeping of the fuel surface by the sodium contained in the
pin at each power transient. Typical cesium release fractions for different
burn-ups are given in Fig 3. The releai
typically 20%, 5% and 10% respectively.
burn-ups are given in Fig 3. The release rates of I, I, Te are

Primary failure located along the fuel column. The sodium ingress can be
hindered by the defect or by the fuel itself and the reaction zones can
remain limited in area.
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FIG. 3. Fractional release of '37Cs vs burnup for manufacturing defects [100].

Primary failure located in the lower part of the cladding. When the failure
is located below the fuel column (at the level of the lower plug), the gas
pressure within the pin prevents the sodium being in permanent contact with
the fuel. Under these conditions the growth of the failure is very slow.

End-of-life failures

At end-of-life the fuel-clad gap is filled with a continuous layer of
fuel-fission products compounds, 70 pm in depth. The layer is a cesium
uranate, which as it forms, limits the initial sodium penetration to the
zone close to the failure. With time sodium replaces cesium which is
released into the coolant. This reaction proceeds quickly and sodium
urano-plutonate compounds are formed which cause local over-heating of the
fuel and the development of stresses in the wall of the cladding. Secondary
cracking then occurs either as an extension of the primary defect or at
other locations in the cladding. At the location of the secondary cracks,
the porous fuel-sodium compound, which is no longer under strain, is
penetrated by the coolant and its conductivity is increased, which cools the
fuel. The fission gases are released by both a continuous and a pulsated
emission, as for manufacturing defects, but the released rates are higher
because the fuel is overheated. Also after secondary cracks have formed,
the release of short-lived fission gases is favoured.

As regards the behaviour of certain isotopes it seems that the kinetics
of cesium release depends on the ability of the coolant to sweep the
external fuel layer when the cesium is concentrated as a cesium uranate. In
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the Siloe experiments, release rate of 90% of the Ce and 1% of the Ba
*. • v j ^ 131 133 132inventories were reached. The release rates of I, I, Te could

reach 30%, 15% and 20% respectively. In practice these values are far
greater than those measured on reactors and DND signals obtained in Siloe,
when compared with reactor scram levels, would have shut down the reactor
before secondary cracks develop. Also the failures at Siloe were maintained
for some 20 to 60 days, whereas in a reactor at full power the failures are
not maintained longer than a few hours, once DND signals have been obtained.
Nevertheless, the fuel loss in Siloe was limited to a few hundreds of
milligrammes, except for test S4 which was considered to be non-
representative because the fuel loss was favoured by the machining of the
cladding (see Table VI).

5.2.3 Release rates obtained from reactor measurements

The relative release of gaseous fission products in the cover gas of
BR-10, compared to the amount accumulated in the fuel element as a function
of the burn-up, are given in Table VII. They are lower (by a factor of
about 2) than the values reported for BOR-60 and BN-350 (see Table VIII).

137The following release ratios have also been obtained for Cs:

PFR(104). The F values of Cs appeared to decrease in PFR from 37.5% for
pin failures No 1 and No 2 to 20% for failure No 5 and 12% for failure No 6.

BOR-60(26). The F values ranged from 18 to 35% up to 1981, then decreased
to 6% with the use of vibro-compacted fuel.

BN-350. The F values obtained at BN-350 were even lower being of the order
of 3% (70).

5.3 IN-SODIUM BEHAVIOUR OF FISSION PRODUCTS

5.3.1 Gaseous fission products. Transfer to the cover gas

The following summarizes the experience obtained on various reactor
systems when gaseous fission products are released from the fuel pin to the
cover gas.
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Table VI : Characteristics of the fuel tested in the
Siloé Defective Fuel Pin Programme [102]

Test N°

S2

S4

S3

RS1

RS5

Cl

PSO

C2

PS1

BC

KS1

Pin Type

SNR-300

SNR-300

SNR-300

SPX

SPX

SPX

PHENIX-B

SPX

SPX

PHENIX-C

KNK-II

Burn-up
(%)

0

9.7

10.6

12

2.8

0

3

9

8.7

11

4.8

Defect
(mm)

30 x 1

30 x 1

5x 1

30 x 0.2

0.3

0.5

25 x 0.2

25 x 0.2

25 x 0.2

0.5

30 x 0.25

Operation
(days)§

50

22

22

25

60

200

60

60

40

40

20

Fuel loss
(mg)

40

*1500

120

60

0

0

0

40

500

0

n.y.m.

§ operation time with defective fuel pin
* not representative (see text)
n.y.m. : not yet measured

Table VII : Gaseous fission products release rates at BR-10 [109]
Evolution of R/B (in %) with the burn-up (in at.%) of PuC»2 fuel

Fuel Burn-up
(%)

8.62

10.92

12.88

14.15

133Xe

0.5 ±0.2

0.3 ±0.2

1.5 ± 1.0

1.7 ± 1.4

135Xe

0.1 ±0.2

0.07 ±0.0

0.57 ±0.4

0.63 ±0.5

85mKr

0.3

0.34

88Kr

0.2

0.38

87Kr

0.04

0.13
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Table VIII : Fission products release rates at BOR-60 and BN-350 [70]
compared to the "Bouffon" results [9, 10]
Calculated and (experimental) rates, expressed in %

Reactor

BOR-60

BN-350

PHENIX
"Bouffon

85m^r

1.2
(0.5-0.8)

0.?'

11

87Kr

0.7
(0.2-0.3)

0.5

5.5

88Kr

0.3
(0.1-0.2)

0.3

133Xe

6.4
(4-5)

3
(2.5)

7

135mXe

4.9
(3.3)

2.2

7

135Xe

2.5
(1-2.5)

1.2

4

131!

6.7
(2-9)

3

137Cs

40
(20-40)

3.5
(3)

EBR-II. A t . degassing time of 7.7 hours was determined at EBR-II for the
evolution of gaseous fission products formed when metallic fuel comes into
direct contact with the sodium (105).

41 135KNK-II. At KNK-II it was found that the Ar and Xe activity in the
cover gas in absence of fuel failure was more than proportional to the level
of reactor power. This was attributed to:

gas entrainment in the primary circuit
- the uneven sodium flow distribution between the central test zone and

the surrounding driver zone of the core
- the increase of sodium flow rate with power increases above 30%(106,
107).

By comparing the activity of Xe and Xe and the signals emitted
from a real failure and a simulated one, a delay time 60 ± 10 min, from the
source to the grab-sampling station, was evaluated (107). Also the time to
transport the gas from the reactor plenum to the detector was measured as 15
min during the first failure (106). From these measurements it was
concluded that the transit time from the coolant to the cover gas was less
than 45 min which is much less than the 17 h evaluated for fission gases
emitted by tramp fuel (106).
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BR-5/BR-10. At BR-5 no delay for the evolution of the fission gases was
reported (108) whereas at BR-10 the delay time was evaluated to be 1 to 3 h
(109). The difference is attributed to a reduction of gas entrainment when
the reactor was modified to BR-10.

BOR-60 and BN-350. For the BOR-60 and BN-350 reactors, values of 5.5 h and
15 h respectively were obtained when all fuel pins were intact. The fission
gases originated from tramp fuel irradiation (25) and the same values are
considered to be valid for failed fuel emissions (70).

Phénix. At Phénix a t . value of 48 min was obtained for the evolution of
41Ar by plotting the decrease in activity during a reactor scram (see
3.1.2). This low value can be explained by the greater surface area of the
Phénix sodium pool and also by possible gas entrainment, the transfer from
sodium to the cover gas being highly favoured by the amount of argon
entrained into the sodium. (Vide-supra remark on BR-5/BR-10).

A model to describe the effect of a gaseous burst in Phénix has been
attempted by Michaille (10). The model (Bouffon) assumes that in the case
of a burst the delay between the fuel pin and the detector is caused by the
release of the gas from the fuel to the sodium and not from dis-entrainment
at the sodium-cover gas interface. The parameters used in the model, which
represent the change in activity with time for the various isotopes measured
in the cover gas, are: a single pin hole diameter (valid for all the
isotopes) and apparent release ratios for each isotope released from the
fuel. The curves calculated by the model were found to fit correctly the
measured curves, and the modelled hole diameter (7 urn) was found to be of
the same order but higher than those in Rapsodie (1 to 4 ]im). The apparent
release rates of the radio-xenons (4 to 7%) agree with those of BOR-60 (see
Table VIII), while the values for the radio-kryptons were 10 times higher
(9). The model seems promising as a global approach and further validation
would be necessary, although it is difficult when taking measurements on
reactors to obtain signals of a pure burst, because several bursts occur
very rapidly and their signals interfere.

5.3.2 Soluble fission products

The volatile fission products (Cs, Rb, I, Te, Ag, Sb) are dissolved
easily in the sodium, while those whose oxides are thermodynamically stable
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(rare earths, Si, Ba, Y, La, Zr) (29) have a very limited solubility in
sodium.

The behaviour of cesium in sodium loops and reactor environments

Thermodynamic arguments indicate that cesium should be present in
sodium as the metal rather than as the oxide or halide salts. Cesium and
sodium are miscible in all proportions at temperatures of interest. It is
also well established that cesium distributes between steel surfaces and
sodium in a manner which depends fairly strongly on temperature and,
supposedly, on surface condition. The apparent distribution coefficient
(K , in cm) can be as large as unity at 330°C (see Fig 4) and this would
imply that about 97% of cesium could remain in the primary sodium.
Diffusion along grain boundaries of certain steels to depths of 3 to 5 \im
have been reported for materials exposed to sodium at 500 to 600°C (19,20).
The H value of 15 kJ/mol obtained by Soviet workers (109) suggests that
cesium is deposited on 304 Ti surfaces by physi-sorption and they also claim
that oxygen in sodium has an enhancing effect at low cesium concentrations
(some 10 ng/g) but not at cesium concentrations greater than 10 ug/g. The
mean equilibrium distribution coefficient K at BN-600 was found to be about
0.3 cm, whereas the value obtained on the pipes of BOR-60 before and after
the IHX was 2 cm (see Table IX).

Loop tests - A study of the behaviour of cesium undertaken by Hooper (110)
in a small loop system has shown that:

- reversible adsorption occurs at type 316 steel surfaces up to 290°C
- adsorption becomes negligible with time at temperatures above 290°C
- no preferential adsorption occurred on Na O surfaces in the cold trap

£

- no obvious attraction to carbides occurred in the surface of the steel
- the migratory process may be associated with the presence of sodium

chromite on the steel surfaces.

Also the relationship log k = -3.3 + 1270/T was considered to be valid
between temperatures of 110 to 290°C.

Newson using the Harwell AMTL loop (21) has also found that practically
all the cesium deposited was in the dump tank, whereas only a minute
fraction was found in the cold trap. The measured values of the
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Table IX : Distribution coefficients of various radionuclides at BOR-60 [26]
between sodium and metal surfaces, in cm)

Surface

Samples in
test loop

Pipeline
before fflX

Pipeline
after IHX

Temp. (°C)

310

500

330

54Mn

21

4 - 2 0

200 - 300

60Co

2.1

2 - 5

1 0 - 2 0

95Nb

8

50

200 - 300

140La

70

3 0 - 6 0

500 - 600

13?Cs

0.09

2.0

2.2

distribution coefficient K were very low and were of the order of 0.0044 cm
on the return leg at 380°C and 0.003 cm on the induction heater leg at
365°C. This unexpected behaviour, compared to reactor observations, is
attributed to the fact that K measurements from reactors are disturbed by
the presence of carbon on the steel surfaces and in the cold trap. Such an
opinion is shared by Soviet and American workers (109,111). The
observations of Newson are in agreement with the conclusions of Hooper (110)
which suggest that cesium adsorption did not occur on steel surfaces but on
the sodium chromite (NaCrO ), which had formed on these surfaces. The
formation of the chromite film depends on the concentration of oxygen in
sodium and the minimum oxygen concentration C(ug/g) required to induce
chromite formation on type 316 surfaces can, according to Refs 112 and 113,
be obtained from the relationship

log C = -3450/T°K + 4.87 (36)

At 550°C, the required oxygen concentration is 4.8 ug/g but at 350°C,
0.22 fig/g of oxygen would suffice. In Newson's experiments, the oxygen
concentration was about 11.8 }ig/g, and the "average" cesium concentration
10 ug/g.

In relation to the effect of cold-trapping on cesium behaviour the low
proportion of cesium found in the cold trap by Newson does not support
earlier hypotheses of preferential gettering of cesium by Na 0 in the trap
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(114,115). This observation is also supported by the work of Hooper (see
above) and Lisitsin et al at BOR-60 (116) and it is now generally thought

137that the trapping of Cs in the cold traps is more than likely due to
carbon deposition on the surfaces within the trap (see 8.2.1).

Reactor measurements - Measurements made on reactor systems indicate that
cesium enrichment occurs at the sodium-cover gas interface. Factors of 100
to 400 were measured at the primary pumps of EBR II and up to 1000 at
Rapsodie when the sodium was 180°C(117,118). However only a factor of - 10
was measured on the pumps of BN-600 (109) and BOR-60 (see Table X). At
BN-600 it was also estimated that 10% of the total amount of cesium
contained in the primary circuit sodium deposited on the surfaces just under
the sodium level and 2% deposited on the surfaces in the gas space (109).

Behaviour of Halogens

131I (t . = 8 d) is the most important nuclide of the halogens.
However where failed fuel detection relies on delayed neutrons (DND), the
behaviour of the short-lived isotopes of bromine and iodine is also of
interest, since the neutrons that they emit constitute the major part of the
DN-signal. Furthermore, I(t1/o = 2i h) and I (t-,/o = 6-7 h) are the/
precursors of the more important radio-xenons.

Both iodine and bromine occur in sodium as the halides; NaBr and Nal

and both have low volatilities. Also because their concentrations in

nuclear grade sodium are very low (of the order of ng's/g at 130°C),

Table X : Surface activities of various nuclides on a pump of BOR-60 [26]
(values of 1973, in GBq/m2)

Deposition area

Running wheel and skirt of pump
Displacer :

lower part
middle part
sodium-level area
cover-gas

54Mn

0.9

0.5
0.5
0.02
0

60Co

0.2

0.2
0.1
0
0

95Nb

8.3

3.2
1.0
0
0

140La

6.4

0.6
0.3
0
0

137Cs

2.5

4.6
4.6

37
0.2
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precipitation is unlikely to occur. However both elements deposit at lower
temperatures on stainless steel surfaces and this can diminish the
DN-signal, especially when the sodium is transported in insufficiently
heated pipes. For iodine, the following relationship has been proposed for
the distribution coefficient K , at oxygen concentrations below 80 ug/g:

log K = -5.61 + 2950/T (37)

where K is in cm and T is in °K.

The expected high efficiency of cold traps for removing iodine has been
observed in most operating reactors (25,14,30). However, for no apparent
reason the good efficiency of the EBR-II cold trap was lost some time after
early operation. See Ref 117 and section on removal of radionuclides.

Behaviour of Tellurium

Of the radioactive isotopes in the group 6 elements of the periodic
1 *5 O 1O Q w\table, the fission products Te(t , = 78 h) and Te(t = 33.5 d) are

132 132of particular importance, especially as Te is accompanied by I(t . =
2.3 h) which is a strong gamma emitter. Tellurium is dissolved in sodium as
Na Te; its solubility in sodium is high (20 ug/g at 200°C) and according to
work undertaken on the Fission Product Loop (119) the distribution
coefficient K for tellurium distribution on steel surfaces has a strong

D 132temperature dependence. Te can also be removed by cold trapping in
reactors, mostly by co-precipitation as a compound with sodium, see Ref s 120
and 121.

5.3.3 Behaviour of solid fission products

Alkaline earth metals

89 90 140
Sr(t , = 50 d), Sr(t = 28<5 a> and Ba*fc = 12'8

also of importance in LMFBR's. Both elements occur in sodium in the form of
oxides and both have low solubilities and volatilities. Their deposition is
reported to be very fast at all temperatures and distribution K factors of
100 to 600 have been observed in reactors (122). The deposits can be
removed from steel surfaces only by acid washing.
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A study of the deposition behaviour of the radio-strontiums 92, 93 and
94 has been undertaken in the FPL loop (123). From this study a AH value of
=13 kJ.mol was obtained at sodium velocities of 1.2 and 0.48 m/s. It was

92 92also found that Sr(t . = 2.6 h) deposition was influenced by the Rb
(t . = 1.3 min) precursor behaviour in the sodium. The conclusion drawn
from the investigation was that the deposition rate was controlled by the
diffusion of Sr nuclides through the laminar boundary layer formed by the
flowing sodium.

140 140NBs Ba is accompanied by La(t , = 40 h) of high gamma energy.

Metals and lanthanides

m. ,, . , . 90V 91 95„ „. 140T 141 144̂  147̂  .The fission products Y, Y, Zr-Nb, La, Ce, Ce, Pm have
been observed in LMFBR's. All form stable oxides in liquid sodium and
because of their extremely low solubility, they plate out rapidly or are
transported by the sodium along with other particles. Observations made at

95 60BOR-60 have identified that Nb(t . = 35 d) and Co show a similar
behaviour. Both nuclides for example showed a non-uniform distribution in
the heat exchanger, with a peak at the inlet and a smooth decrease down to

95 140the outlet. The K values for Nb and La measured on the pipes of
BOR-60 are given in Table IX. It is to be noted that equations describing
the temperature dependence of K, given in Table XI, are used by the Soviet
workers to estimate the contamination by the solid fission products in the
same manner as for corrosion products. It is also to be noticed that
samples placed within the test loop of BOR-60 at 310°C gave K values
markedly lower than those obtained at 330°C on the pipework after the heat
exchanger (see Table IX).

5.3.4 Fuel

Although the oxides UO , PuO and (U,Pu)0 are thermodynamically stable
in sodium under certain operating conditions, they can react with sodium if
the oxygen potential of the fuel or sodium is large enough to form compounds
such as Na MO (M = U or Pu). Thus the transport of fissile material in
sodium will occur either in the form of oxide (MO ) particles with low
solubility or in the form of reaction products (Na MO ) and depending on
particle size, plate out could be either mass-transfer or momentum
controlled (see section 4.4).
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Table XI : Distribution constants used in Soviet calculations [70]
Kd [cm] = exp (A / TfKj + B)

nuclide

95Nb

140La

54Mn

60Co

A

3800

7710

6300

3300

B

-1,00

-6,60

-5,15

-3,20

Kd (330° C)

200

500

200

10

Kd (500° C)

50

30

20

3

During run-beyond-cladding-breach (RBCB) tests, thé maximum fuel
release reported was about 10 mg after six days of RBCB operation with a

-4DN-signal. This corresponds to a release fraction of 1.5 x 10 of fuel in
the source pin. Most of the fuel was found to be deposited on the filter in
the form of particles which had sizes in the range one to ten microns (124).
Neither the defective fuel pin programme performed at Siloe where the
reactors DN thresholds were greatly exceeded (101) nor the calibration tests
performed in KNK-II with open fuel (125) led to fuel releases of more than a
few hundreds of mg. In fact in other reactor systems (EBR-II and at
Rapsodie) concentrations smaller than 1 ng/g were measured. Finally fuel
release has never been reported as a problem in operating reactors, probably
because of the rigorous defect fuel management procedures now in operation.

5.4 METHODS FOR ESTIMATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND FISSILE
MATERIAL IN LMFBRs

In the development of suitable equations to calculate activity levels
arising from fission products and fissile materials it is assumed that there
are two categories of released material. These are:

1. Fission products with appreciable solubilities in sodium where
distribution between surfaces at different temperatures depends on the
local values of the steel surface/sodium partition coefficient.

2. Fission products or fissile material which are expected to be present
in the form of insoluble oxides.
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5.4.1 Fission products with appreciable solubilities in sodium

Cesium is taken as the working example for this type of fission
product .

137Under sodium behaviour - As Cs has a chain yield of about 7% its build-up
to equilibrium is slow and in a reactor operating with failed pins it can be
estimated that activity levels, assuming 100% release, will be about 2.5% of
the equilibrium value after about one year's operation. On this basis it
can be assumed that surface concentration will be in equilibrium with bulk

Tsodium concentrations and at any temperature T the partition coefficient K
Dis

T 2K = Amount of Cs deposited per cm of steel surface (38)
Amount of Cs in adjacent sodium volume per cm

As the total amount of Cs released to the sodium is equal to the sum of
that deposited on all surfaces and that retained in the bulk sodium, it
therefore follows that the amount deposited on Area A at temperature T, as a
fraction of the total is:

TK A Cone in Na

Cone in Na. V + SK A. Cone in Na

or

KJJ.A (40)

V + ZK A

TWhere K is the local surface to volume partition coefficient for the area
increment A and V is the volume of the primary sodium.

The residual activity on surface A, expressed as a fraction of the
total released minus that decayed, now becomes for a particular area under
sodium

_ Ä • -M

Activity released. (1 - e ). (41)

V + SK A

Where t is measured from the time of the first fuel failure.
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Behaviour in the cover-gas. Prom assessments of the thermodynamics of the
Cs-Na system made by Bale (126) and data provided by Potter and Rand (127)
Thorley has proposed that if refluxing conditions pertain the amounts of
cesium in the cover-gas and in the deposited film on cooler surfaces can be
related to the amount of cesium released to the sodium from the fuel pin.
The estimates assume that for all practical purposes the liquid solution is
ideal and the partial pressures of Cs and Na in the vapour phase can be
expressed as follows:

„ = P°_ . X (42)Cs Cs Cs

PNa " P°Na- X Na" « P°Na <43>

when P° . is the vapour pressure of pure i and X is the mole fraction.

The mole fraction of Cs in the vapour is given by:

vap lig
X = p /p = p° /p° .x (44)Cs Na Cs Na x 'Cs Cs

Thus for sodium pool temperatures of 509°C P° = 0.152 atmos and p° =

5.96 x 10 atmos which means that at 509°C

vap liq
X = 25 X (45)

Cs Cs

When Cs— rich vapour contacts cooler steel surfaces at say temperature T the

concentration in the condensed liquid (CL) will be as eqn.42, ie
CL

'
where X is the mole fraction in the condensed liquid at temperature T .OS £

Combining equations 42 and 46 the mole fraction of Cs in the condensed

liquid becomes:

CL liq
-%8

If the liquid surface temperature is assumed to be 509°C (T ) then the mole
fraction in the condensed liquid is as follows for different steel

temperatures (T ) .
ft
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CL
T °C X

Cs,

liq
477 1.6.X

Cs

liq
427 3.5.X

Cs

liq
377 9.0.X

Cs

liq
327 27.0.X

Cs

liq
277 100 .X

Cs

The amount of cesium now partitioning between the steel and the condensed
liquid can be determined by applying appropriate values for K at the
various temperatures (see equation 38).

5.4.2 Fission products and fissile material present as insoluble oxides

If active material is deposited in the form of insoluble oxides then
the partition coefficient approach cannot be used to determine distribution
of the species between sodium and steel surfaces. However, an alternative
approach is to assume the oxides are transported in the form of small
particles whose deposition is mass-transfer controlled. On arrival at the
steel surface it can be assumed sticking probabilities are unity and once
deposited the deposits are irreversibly bound to the surface.

Under steady-state conditions the amount of active material released to
the sodium at a constant rate (R) is equal to the sum of the amount decayed
plus the amount deposited on surfaces of area A, ie

R = M X + - EAk1 (48)

Where M/V is the steady-state concentration in sodium of volume V and k is
a mass transfer coefficient. For those species where X « £Ak the equation
reduces to
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R = " SAk1 (49)

and the steady-state concentration M/V becomes

R/ZAk1 (50)

If the wall concentration is assumed to be zero then the amount deposited at

the ith surface becomes
R k E A k (51)

where k is a local mass transfer coefficient obtained from equation 10 and
the particle flux is derived from the expression quoted in equation 11.

Surface activity at any increment of area i now becomes proportional to

k (1 - e~Xt) (52)

SAk1
95 140For oxides such as Zr/Nb (half-life 64 and 35 d) and Ba/La (12.8 d and

40.2 h) this equation reduces to k /SAk when estimates are made for fuel
ielement failures over timescales qreater than one year.
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6. THE BEHAVIOUR OF TRITIUM IN LMFBRs

All fission nuclear reactors produce tritium by ternary fission of
heavy atoms and by neutron activation of various nuclides present in the
core. Tritium (half-lifes 12.3 a) is a pure beta-emittor of low energy
(mean energy: 5.7 keV; maximum energy: 18.5 keV) whose penetrating
capability is low in air and water; 0.5 mm and 6 urn respectively. It is in
fact one of the less damaging radio-elements produced in a nuclear reactor.
However, as an isotope of hydrogen, it is able to diffuse through the
cladding and structural materials and especially through the walls of heat
exchangers so that in LMFBRs, where the temperatures are higher than in
water reactors, tritium is highly mobile (128,129). This means, that in
terms of plant operation and design, it is important to be able to predict
the distribution of tritium in LMBFRs so that:

- amounts of tritium released can be estimated with some certainty at the
design stage and counter-measures taken if the levels are too high

authorization for release is based on best estimates, and

quantities of tritium trapped in the cold traps of primary, secondary
and ancillary cooling circuits can be estimated before they are
reprocessed as wastes or the cold traps regenerated for re-use.

6.1 MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM IN LMFBRs

The basic model currently in use to describe tritium behaviour in
LMFBRs is the one developed by Kumar in 1984 (129). Since then the model
has been tested, with some degree of success, on EBR-II, PFR and Phénix,
although as will be seen later, significant changes have been made by French
workers to improve tritium mass-balances.

As already mentioned, tritium is produced in the fuel by ternary
fission and in the control rods by neutron activation. The amounts
generated at the respective operating temperatures are time-dependent and
after release it can be assumed that the tritium concentrations in the
various media are homogeneous.
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In a reactor system tritium escapes from the primary sodium:

- into the argon cover gas where the equilibrium is assumed to be
instantaneous,

- by diffusion through the walls of the heat exchangers into the
secondary and ancillary sodium circuits

- into the interspace gas between the vessels, by diffusion through the
steel of the vessel and pipework

- by crystallization of sodium tritide, or by isotopic exchange in the
cold trap, and

- by radioactive decay.

In order to calculate at any point in time the tritium concentration in
various parts of the circuit a mass-balance, of E sources - E losses =
accumulation, has to be established for all the important media of the
plant. In estimating the amount of tritium removed by the cold traps
cognisance has also to be taken of the hydrogen level in the sodium because
the tritium concentration by itself does not reach its saturation level even
at cold trap temperatures of 110°C. Therefore, similar equations have to be
introduced to describe hydrogen behaviour in the various sodium circuits.
A typical scheme for the Super-Phénix reactor is illustrated in Fig 5 and
the types of species involved are shown in the following table:

Species

Medium

gas
water
sodium
steel
cold traps

Type Hydrogen Species Tritium

dissolved molecules H
dissolved molecules HO
dissolved ions H
dissolved atoms H
crystallized molecules NaH

HT
HTO
T~
T
NaT
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FIG. 5. Scheme of tritium and protium distribution in an LMFBR [129].
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6.2 SOURCES AND PROCESSES WHICH AFFECT THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM IN
LMFBRs

6.2.1 Tritium sources

The three main sources of tritium are: the fuel, the boron carbide
(B C) control rods and impurities in the sodium, eg lithium.

Production by Ternary Fission in the Fuel

The amount of tritium released from the fuel has been estimated by
Kumar (129) who assumed that the yield from fast-fission reactions was 2.5

-4times greater than that obtained from thermal fission (ie 2 x 10 ).
However more recent experiments undertaken in France(130) have not supported
this assumption and measurement performed at different energy levels, up to
2.5 MeV, did not show this type of difference and the mean value obtained
was 1.5 x 10

Complementary measurements made on Phénix pins also supported the
general assumption that all the tritium produced diffuses to the primary
sodium and that residual levels were < 2% of the total produced (131).

Production in B C Control Rods (132)

Generally speaking, about 10-13% of the tritium produced in control
rods is released to the sodium. The remainder is thought to be chemically
trapped (probably as LiT) or physically trapped in the B C and as such its
diffusion behaviour is restricted (133). The reactions involved include:

B + n - > 2 . a + T (l MeV - threshold reaction)

and lithium formation from the reaction:

10B + ^n -> 4ct + 7Li.

Production by Activation of Sodium Impurities

Restrictions placed on the lithium content of reactor-grade sodium
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makes the yield from this source relatively unimportant, however the major
reactions include:

6Li + Xn -> 4a + 3T

Li + n -> a + n + T (2.8 MeV - threshold reaction).

6.2.2 Hydrogen source

The types of hydrogen source identified in the primary and secondary
circuits of EBR.II (129) are:

Hydrogen sources in the Primary Sodium

1. Protons formed by fission (4.5 . 10 at .MW .d );
2. Protons from neutron activation of the core materials

(1.6 . Id19 at .MŴ .d"1);
17 -13. Cover gas moisture (1.5 ±0.3). 10 at.s

4. Hydrogen and water adsorbed on fresh sub-assembly surfaces.

In relation to the last source (item 4) this is likely to be considerably
less than the other three in EBR.II which implies that the release of
primary hydrogen is from a continuous source. This possibility is not
supported, however, by hydrogen measurements undertaken on Phénix which show
that, where the design and operation of the reactor is different, the major
source is moisture which is capable of producing a step change in hydrogen
concentration at the beginning of a new fuel cycle. The measurements also
indicate that the continuous fraction of primary hydrogen from other sources
is too low to be measured with any degree of accuracy (134).

Hydrogen Sources in the Secondary Sodium

These sources include:

1. Corrosion of the SG steel by water (for a 500 m2 Croloy steam
generator, the EBR-II values vary in the range 11-22 mg/h);

2. Atmospheric corrosion of the steel of the circuit;
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3. Atmospheric hydrogen diffusion through the steel of the circuit;

4. Cover gas moisture.

Two other sources are taken into account at Phénix:

5. Diffusion of the molecular hydrogen dissolved in water;

6. Hydrazine thermal decomposition.

In relation to item 1, estimates of hydrogen produced, when the magnetite
layer forms on steam generator tubes, were in good agreement for both Phénix
and PFR, but not EBR-II, and values of 80 to 100 mg/h were recorded after
several years operation. The parabolic t rate law is considered to be
acceptable for this type of reaction.

6.2.3 Permeation (128,129)

The amount of tritium being transferred to various parts of the reactor
circuits is, in most instances, dependent upon its permeation rate through
the various steel boundaries. Thus the tritium flux Ü through the steel
wall of surface area S and thickness i can be calculated from the Sieverts '
law:

aß = D. K /K .S/2..C (53)s Na T

where D is the diffusivity of tritium through the steel and K itsS
solubility in the steel (D.K is the permeability through the steel), K is

JJathe Sieverts ' constant for tritium in sodium, C is the concentration of
tritium in the sodium. When the steel wall is exposed to sodium on both
sides, as in the case of an IHX, the driving force for tritium permeation is
the difference in concentration, AC.

Although values for the permeation of tritium through Type 300 series
stainless steels are available in the literature, oxidation of steel
surfaces can decrease permeation rates by two orders of magnitude and
therefore care has to be exercised when choosing permeability coefficients
from gas atmosphere experiments, especially as oxide films on reactor
components may eventually be reduced by the sodium environment.
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Unfortunately, there are not many areas of the plant where the presence of
oxide films can be used to advantage and although possible sites are the
decay-heat removal systems and certain parts of the pipework, tritium losses
through these components are still small compared with losses which occur
when water is renewed in steam-raising plant. Also as permeability is
sensitive to temperature, underestimated values for tritium transport may be
obtained if average and not integrated temperature values are used for the
IHX. Although literature values(128) suggest that these differences can be
of the order of 30%, Phénix estimates, based on integrated temperatures,
were three times higher than the average temperature values used by Kumar
(129).

6.2.4 Tritium in the cover gas

The concentration of tritium in the cover gas calculated with the
Sieverts' constant is very low. Its calculation is only needed for the
evaluation of the losses, when the cover gas is renewed.

6.2.5 Trapping of tritium in cold traps

In the absence of any hydrogen in the sodium tritium should not be
trapped in the cold traps because its concentration never reaches the

19saturation value at the cold-point of the trap (about 3 x 10 at/kg at
115°C). Therefore, two possible mechanisms have to be considered, namely:

1. co-crystallization of hydrogen and tritium in the form of a sodium
hydride, and

2. isotopic exchange with the hydrogen already deposited in the form of
sodium hydride.

Although the mechanism of crystallization (by nucleation and growth) of
sodium tritide (item 1) has not been systematically studied, it is assumed
in the model that the process is similar to that for sodium hydride and that
the ratio of tritium/hydrogen in the cold trap is the same as in the bulk
coolant. Also, although radioactive decay occurs in the trap, it is
generally assumed that this is counter-balanced by isotopic exchange (129).
In practice it appears from the results of McPheeters and Raue (135) that
isotopic exchange in the trap is a far less efficient process, compared with
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co-crystallization, and in those reactors operating with water circuits,
which create sufficient hydrogen in the secondary and primary circuits to
support the co-crystallization process, it can be neglected.

6.3 INSTRUMENTATION USED FOR MEASURING TRITIUM LEVELS

The following methods are used to measure tritium levels in reactor
circuits.

EBR.II (136,137) - The tritium-meter used in EBR.II is a modified on-line
hydrogen-meter. During operation tritium diffuses through the nickel
membrane and is entrained by a sweep gas (1% hydrogen diluted in argon)
before it is passed into a scintillation counter.

Phénix - Measurements on Phénix are currently performed by Tastena sampling.
The sampled sodium is slowly dissolved in water under an argon atmosphere.
The vapours are oxidized in a catalytic oven and then trapped in a cold trap
followed by three bubblers. The liquid phase resulting from sodium
dissolution is distilled in order to eliminate impurities (cesium, salts,
etc). Tritium is measured separately in the distillate, the cold trap
condensate and the liquid of each bubbler by liquid scintillation.

A hydrogen meter was installed on the primary circuit of Phénix in 1986
(134). The meter is the same type as those used on the secondary circuits
of Super Phénix (138). Although the mass spectrometer was not sensitive
enough for qualitative tritium measurements, the evolution of the tritium
could be followed when the cold trap was valved out of circuit. This
evolution was measured quantitatively by Tastena samplings.

PFR (139) - Tritium and hydrogen levels are measured in the primary sodium
of PFR by diffusion through the iron membrane of a modified Harwell Carbon
Meter. On the secondary circuits the hydrogen meter, which consists of a
nickel membrane and a katherometer, is used to measure tritium in the
secondary sodium by replacing the argon sweep gas with a mixture of hydrogen
(5%) in argon which circulates through a proportional counter.

KNK.II (140) - The combined hydrogen-tritium-meter developed by Interatom
(see Fig 6) has not yet been installed on KNK.II.
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FIG. 6. Combined hydrogen-tritium meter [140].

6.4 IN-REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

For comparison purposes the limited number of published results are
expressed in the same units.
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EBR.II (129)

It is assumed the following values for concentration and tritium losses
in EBR.II were obtained under nominally stable conditions:

Medium

primary sodium
secondary sodium
water
primary cover gas
secondary cover gas

Medium

water (through SG walls)
air

Units

at/kg
at/kg
at/kg
at/L
at/L

Units

at/ s
at /s

Concentration

i.io15
3.1013

1.1011
1 93.1012
1 11.5.10

Loss

7.8.1010

8.3.1011

Units

Bq/kg
Bq/kg
Bq/kg

0

Bq/m
0

Bq/m

Units

MBq/d
MBq/d

Concentration

1.8.106
45.5.10
«

1.8.10
65.5.10
n

2.8.10

Loss

12.5
134

Phénix (141)

Although most of the measurements performed at Phénix in 1977 gave
values in sodium of the same order of those obtained at EBR.II, it is
thought that the difference in the cover-gas results is due to differences
in plant operation. For example, higher cover-gas sweep rates are used at
EBR.II to assist detection of fuel failures, whereas, at Phénix the
cover-gas changes are practically nil when the reactor is operating.

Medium

primary sodium

secondary sodium

water

primary cover gas

Units

at/kg

at/kg

at/kg

Concentration

5.2.1014

3-6. 1013

1.2.1012

Units

Bq/kg

Bq/kg

Bg/kg

Bq/m

Concentrât ion

i.io6
5.5-11.104

2.2.103

3.3.105
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PFR (134)

The higher concentrations obtained at PFR, compared with Phénix values,
are probably due to the fact that the primary cold-trap on PFR only operates
periodically and only one cold-trap operates sequentially on the three
secondary loops, thus reducing the amount of tritium removed per cycle of plant
operation. This suggests the figures quoted in the following table are not
absolute values as they will vary with time of operation and rate of trapping.

Medium Units Concentrât ion Units Concentration

primary sodium uCi/g 0.8-1.2 Bq/kg 3.7.10

FFTF (142)

The values measured in FFTF sodium are much higher than those obtained at
EBR.II and Phénix and are comparable to the values obtained on PFR. The
possible explanation for this difference is that FFTF has no water circuits
which means the efficiency of cold-trapping is considerably reduced due to the
absence of a hydrogen source and concomitant co-crystallization, of sodium
tritide.

Medium

primary sodium

secondary sodium

primary cover gas

secondary cover gas

Units

Ci/m3
2

Ci/m
3Ci/m

Ci/m

Concentrât ion

3.

(5.5-9.5).

(1-6)

(1-2)

IQ"1
-210

.io5

.io5

Units Concentrât ion

Bq/kg

Bq/kg

Bq/m

Bq/m

3

3

(2.

(0.

(0.

2-3

4-2

4-0

12

•9)
.2)

.8)

.10

.10

.10

.10

6

6

6

6
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6.5 VALIDATION OF THE KUMAR MODEL USING REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

Experience at EBR.II

The first application of the model at EBR.II (129) yielded differences
between predicted and measured values which were a factor of 12 too high for
the primary sodium, a factor qf 7 too high for the secondary sodium and a
factor of 3 too high in the water circuits. These differences could be
reduced, however, by increasing the permeability coefficient for tritium
transfer through the IHX and by increasing the hydrogen source levels in the
primary sodium and secondary sodium, by a factor of 10 and 2 respectively, to
increase the amount of tritium removed by the cold trap.

Experience at Phénix

Tibi (141) modified the Kumar model to meet Phénix requirements and then
studied how variations in primary and secondary hydrogen sources affected the
differences between predicted and measured values. He also chose a value of

—42.5 x 10 for fission yield. Michaille (134), after analysis of the Phénix
data, also suggested that the primary hydrogen should not be considered as a
continuous source but simply as an increase in hydrogen content following fuel
changes. The increase being due to moisture contamination of the cover gas
following cover gas changes during refuelling, and contamination of the coolant
by moisture adsorbed on fuel clad surfaces. He also suggested the permeation
constant for the IHXs should be based on the integration of the permeability vs
temperature relationship for Type 316 stainless steel and not the average
temperature value for Type 304 steels.

Subsequent tests undertaken on Phénix, with improved instrumentation,
indicated that the hydrogen fluxes through the IHXs were in good agreement with
calculated values when these changes were made to the model. Also additional
experimental work, where the operation of the primary and the secondary cold
traps was interrupted to create changes in concentration with time, allowed
model response curves to be adjusted to fit the measured tritium
concentrations. The best fit was obtained by using a source term value of 0.15
TBq/d, instead of the calculated 0.41 TBq/d, which was based on a mean fission

-4yield of 1.5 x 10 (134), and by assuming that the permeability values used to
calculate the amount of tritium distributed in the primary and secondary sodium
circuits and the water circuits were similar but not greater than the hydrogen
values.
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Experience at PFR (134)

The estimated total tritium production of 0.44 ± 0.04 TBq/d consisted of:

- a tritium increase in the primary sodium of 0.17 TBq/d when the primary
trap was in operation and 0.28 TBq/d when it was not;

the removal of 0.1 TBq/d by the secondary cold trap when the primary cold
trap was in operation and 0.19 TBq/d when it was not; and

- other minor losses.

The difference in these values, compared with those used on Phénix, is probably
due to differences in tritium behaviour in the two systems. In Phénix, for
example, the primary tritium concentration is constant whereas in PFR it
increases even when the primary cold trap is in operation. In addition (see
6.4 for details) the tritium concentrations in PFR are much higher than those
in Phénix. Other notable differences in the PFR analysis are the use of a
source term value of 0.3 TBq/d which again is about twice the Phénix value and
the use of a permeability coefficient for tritium higher than the hydrogen
coefficient. Although the same hydrogen permeability coefficient is used for
both PFR and Phénix systems, Phénix estimates also assume that the tritium
permability coefficient has a value which is never greater than the hydrogen
coefficient.
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7. RADIOACTIVITY LEVELS IN LMFBRs - REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

This section discusses the methods used to measure levels of radio-
activity in LMFBR's and the results obtained from operating systems. The
topics discussed in the results section deal with the behaviour of fission
products and fuel and the measurement of radiation levels. The areas
involved include the cover gas, the coolant and certain primary circuit
components.

7.1 REACTOR MEASUREMENTS - METHODS USED

7.1.1 PFR

In—sodium measurements

The impurity monitoring of the PFR primary circuit has been reviewed in
ref (104) which indicates that the isotopes of interest are: Cs, Cs,
Mn, Co, Zn. The primary sodium samples are taken from fuel transfer

buckets or directly from the primary circuit. Sampling from the reactor
fuel transfer bucket is performed with the use of a wire frame which
supports four nickel crucibles lined with silica inserts for reducing the
preferential deposition of radionuclides onto the nickel crucibles. The
sampler assembly is dipped into the sodium at approximately 130°C for 15
mins before it is removed and cooled. Direct dip sampling of primary sodium
is carried out through a roof penetration above an IHX using a 'torpedo'
containing ten crucibles, again lined with silica inserts. The samples are

24taken two weeks after reactor shutdown to allow for sufficient decay of Na
and for bagging techniques to be used. The torpedo remains 2 h in the
sodium before being lifted and cooled.

The samples are dissolved by reaction with methanol, acidified with
hydrochloric acid, evaporated to dryness and finally dissolved into l M
nitric acid to give a sodium concentration of about 50 g/L. Subsequent
analyses are performed by alpha and gamma spectrometry and inductively
coupled plasma (TCP) emission spectroscopy (24).

Measurements on components

The bottom of the PFR reactor vessel (the vault) has routinely been
monitored during reactor shutdown by gamma spectrometry to observe any
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changes in the distribution of radionuclides below the diagrid. Because of
its complex geometry, no correction for geometry has been undertaken in
order to obtain absolute concentrations. Results are expressed as a ratio

22relative to Na (24).

Because of the difficulty in obtaining gamma spectra at temperatures
greater than 250°C thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) has been used to
monitor activity build-up in IHXs. The technique uses a one inch nominal
bore tube which penetrates 11 metres vertically into the reactor and 2.5
metres into the IHX tube bundle. TLDs are also used to confirm the apparent
removal of cesium by the primary cold trap loop. Two types of TLDs have
been used, namely: calcium fluoride up to 250°C, and pre-dosed quartz
(silicon dioxide) up to 350°C. Development of high temperature gamma
spectrometry is reported to be in progress. Tests have been undertaken
using cesium iodide crystal and a bismuth germanate crystal is to be checked
(24).

7.1.2 Rapsodie, Phénix and Super Phénix

Gas measurements

The overall activity is surveyed with an ionisation chamber. However
before high discriminating crystals (germanium-lithium, then pure germanium)
could be used for gamma measurements, it was necessary to first separate the
elements by chromatography before performing the gamma measurement with a
Nal crystal. In order to identify the gas tags and measure the stable
fission gases (9) at Rapsodie and Phénix, a mass spectrometer was used after
enrichment of the species on a charcoal trap cooled by liquid nitrogen.

In-sodium measurements

The TASTENA system is described in detail in Ref 10. It can sample
soluble or partially soluble metals such as Ag, Zn, Sb, Sn, Pb, Ca and also
Si. Radioactive iodines and cesiums are currently analysed, other
impurities, like oxygen, hydrogen and carbon are not, mainly because the
samples are not protected from possible pollution. Transition metals whose
solubilities in sodium are low, are difficult to measure, as are radioactive
corrosion products. It is also doubtful whether TASTENA can analyse
representative samples of uranium and plutonium isotopes. In order to
guarantee that the samples of the soluble species are representative and to
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avoid possible deposition it is considered that the sodium must be sampled
at temperatures above 400°C with the primary pumps in operation. The
sampler La made from pure nickel and it is thoroughly washed and degreased
before use.

The sodium sample is dissolved by water under an argon atmosphere. For
tritium measurements, see also section on tritium, the resulting sodium
hydroxide is distilled and the vapour phase is trapped in a cold trap and in
at least three bubblers after passing through a catalysed oxidation furnace.
Both the vapour phase and the liquid phase are counted by liquid
scintillation. For the other elements, the sodium hydroxide is neutralized
by nitric (or preferably hydrochloric) acid and filtered. The filter is
then gamma-counted. From the 250 mL solution, 50 mL are sampled for
gamma-measurement while the remaining 200 mL are used to measure sodium,
calcium, potassium, iron and chromium by atomic absorption. The measurement
of the steel components (Fe, Cr) - but not Ni since the sampling crucible is
made from nickel - is also by atomic absorption. The method requires an
additional precipitation step using lanthanum nitrate, followed by
centrifuging and redissolution of the precipitate in hydrochloric acid.

Measurements on components

Samples to measure levels of contamination on adjacent components are
placed in dummy tubes in the IHX of Phénix and removed after several years
of reactor operation to evaluate surface contamination by corrosion
products. The products include not only those measured by direct gamma
spectrometry when an IHX is removed from the reactor ( Mn, Co, Co) but

51 *5 9 182 ß "3also the shorter-lived species ( Cr, Fe, Ta) and also Ni, which is a
beta emitter of 100 years half-life and is of interest for reactor
decommissioning (143). Although the results obtained by both techniques
(contamination samples and direct spectrometry of the component) showed
similar contamination profiles, the extrapolation of the activity measured
on the samples to the whole IHX led to a systematic under-estimate, when the
influence of temperature was taken into account. (A similar observation was
also made at BOR-60, see 7.1.3). Analyses of the effluents of sodium
removal and decontamination procedures are also used to quantify the
contamination profiles of the samples and to support the direct gamma
measurements.
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Gamma spectrometry measurements have also been performed on the cold
traps of Rapsodie and Phénix through holes in the lead shielding. The

22results obtained expressed as a ratio of the Na activity, showed that
54although the radiocesiums are not very predominant, Mn could be observed

in the Phénix trap (143).

7.1.3 BOR-60

Although the gas sampling techniques present no difficulty at BOR-60
the total estimation of activity is made difficult by the numbers of gas
plenums (reactor cover gas, plenums of pumps, etc) in which the gas activity
is different. Comparisons made between the cover gas and the plenums of the
pumps (144) indicate that a factor 4-5 exists for the fission gases and
500-1000 for the activation gases.

In-sodium measurements

Metallic sampling cups of capacity 30, 70 and 200 cm have been used
during the first years of BOR-60 reactor operation. It has been found that
the specific activity of solid fission products (cerium, barium, zirconium,
niobium) was enriched by 10 to 100 times in the surface layer of the coolant
compared with levels obtained below the surface. Inside the sampler the
fission products were distributed non-uniformly. A factor of two difference
was also obtained between sodium samples and measurements made in the

137spectrometric loop at BN 600 for the specific activity of Cs.

Because of these differences, flowing tube samplers are now installed
on the primary bypass loop at BOR-60. These consist of a stainless steel
tube 32 or 16 mm in diameter which is easy to fabricate, install and remove.
To minimize the chances of deposition in the sampler tubes the circulation
time is limited to 12-60 min. When the samples have cooled the analysts
make direct measurements at a point of known geometry in the solid sodium
sample where the error is limited to 16% for Cs and 10% for Ag and
65 95 95 140Zn (the error is higher for non-soluble species like Zr, Nb, La,
54 60Mn and Co).

Measurements on components

Deposition samples are considered to be less reliable than those from
the sodium coolant and direct gamma scanning with a collimator is preferred
to measure the surface activity on circuit components (144).
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7.1.4 KNK (107)

Gas measurements

The cover gas monitoring system of KNK II comprises:

the cover gas control system which includes three Nal gamma detectors.
Two Nal detectors are set at the 81 keV photo peak of Xe (one being
eg_uipped with a collimator for extension of the measuring range) and
the other is set at the photo peaks of Xe, Xe and Ar

- the grab sampling system which is used to calibrate the on-line
measuring systems

- the experimental failed fuel detection system, which is eguipped with
an on-line gamma spectrometer with pure germanium detector and movable
collimator. This allows an automatic extension of the measuring range

2 4by factors of 1; 10 ; 10

- three different types of precipitator

- a gas Chromatograph

- a Xe-adsorption tube filled with charcoal and equipped with a sodium
iodide detector.

In-sodium measurements

The sampling loop at KNK II is located in parallel with the cold leg
of one of the heat transfer loops. Sampling temperatures are restricted to
320°C at full power and 200°C during shutdown. Reproducibility tests
indicate that samples taken at higher temperatures (320°C) provide better
results than at 200°C.

Several different sampling systems including the 'tube-flow-through',
the 'overflow1 and the 'on-line distillation' samplers have been tested to
see whether problems resulting from segregation of the species, during
cooling down of the sample, can be minimized. The overflow system has
proved to be the more reliable.
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During the early measurements at KNK II it was observed that Zn, and
54a somewhat lower level of Mn, were strongly adsorbed to the walls of the

nickel sampling crucibles (12). Therefore stainless steel crucibles are now
used for the determination of the radionuclides. Also the activity

... . .. , ,, ... ,22„ 110m, 1240. , 137concentrations of the soluble nuclides ( Na, Ag, Sb and Cs)
seemed always to be higher in crucibles made from glass than in those made
from stainless steel, whereas the opposite was observed for Zn and Mn.
These differences increased with increasing temperatures, indicating
chemical reactions rather than adsorption on the crucible walls and

54therefore the use of stainless steel crucibles for the determination of Mn
is avoided at temperatures of > 300°C.

A vertical sampling tube contains up to 7 crucibles 20 mm in height and
diameter of 4 to 5 g capacity. Sodium is allowed to flush through the tube

24for 4 h, Na activity is then allowed t<
sodium is cooled and the sample removed.

24for 4 h, Na activity is then allowed to decay over 12.5 d before the

Analysis involves direct gamma spectrometry except when alpha or beta
emitting radionuclide measurements are made. For these determinations
vacuum distillation is performed using high frequency induction heating to
remove metallic sodium at a pressure below 6 mPa, at a sodium temperature of
350 to 370°C. For the determination of nuclides of low solubility, a
statistical treatment is undertaken of the results obtained from 7
crucibles.

Measurements on components

Direct gamma spectrometry measurements are performed on the pipework in
the primary cell using portable pure germanium detectors and a collimator
(145).

7.2 RESULTS OF REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

The gas and sodium measurements obtained for the major radionuclides
present in reactors are summarized in Tables II and III while typical
EBR-II and KNK II primary cover gas radionuclide activity levels are given
in Tables XII and XIII. The maximum primary sodium activities reached at
EBR-II and FFTF are also summarized in Table XIV, and the PFR sodium sample
gamma spectrometry results up to 1986 are presented in Table XV. A
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compilation of the average values of surface contamination in BOR-60
circuits up to 1986 is also presented in Table XVI. As these tables provide
a fairly comprehensive summary of the available data on activity levels the
following presentation relates to those sodium measurements which provide
information concerning the behaviour of fission products and fuel.

Table XII : Primary cover gas activity of EBR-II after fuel failures [169]
DE-9, MW-4 : mixed oxide fuel ; ACN-1 : carbide fuel ; unit : GBq/rri3

Nuclide

23Ne

4Ur

85mKr

87Kr

88Kr

125Xe

127Xe

131mXe

133Xe

133mXe

135Xe

135mXe

137Xe

138Xe

total Kr + X

tl/2

37,5 s

1,8 h

4,5 h

76,0 min

2,8 h

17,0 h

36,4 d

11,9 d

5,2 d

2,2 d

9,1 h

15,3 min

3,8 min

14,2 min

DE-9

74000

15

111

15

74

1

4

89

1887

33

814

37

4

11

3081

ACN-1

74000

15

74

74

74

15

259

740

7

370

37

37

74

1761

MW-4

111000

15

185

74

185

1

11

185

518

37

481

74

37

74

1862
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Table XIII : Primary cover gas activity of KNK-II [170]
Before, during, and after removal of the 3rd fuel failure

NUCLIOE

IT- 87
lr-88
Ir - 85m
Xe-135
Xe-133m
Xe - 133
Xc-131m
K r - 8 5

HALF-LIVE

76.3m
2.64h
4.18 h
9.10h
2.19d
S.2Sd

11.9 d
10. 76 a

ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION [103 MBq/m3]
AT 100% NUCLEAR POWER

BEFORE DURING AFTER REMOVAL
OF THE 3.KNKII FUEL FAILURE

0.033 - 0.044
0.050 - 0.056
0.026 - 0.029
0.20 -0.21
0.003 - 0.001,
0.06 -0.12

-
-

2 - 6
5- 13
4 - 1 1

60 - 134
6 - 2 5

240 - 1240

0.5 - 4.7
0.1-0.9

0.29 -0.40
0.51 -0.65
0.23 - 0.29
1.5 - 1.9
0.031 - 0.045
0.83 - 1.33

-
-

7.2.1 Soluble fission products

Radio-ces iums

PFR - Measurements made at PFR showed a marked increase in cesium levels
from the beginning of 1984 reflecting the number of fuel pin failures
encountered during the period. The subsequent drop in concentration was
thought to indicate the transport of cesium into the argon gas blanket,
since the primary cold trap was not operating at the time. The maximum
concentration obtained was about 11.8 MBq/kg (see Table XV). It is also
interesting to note that the increase in activity, due to cesium, could also
be measured by vault gamma-spectrometry (24). However thermo-luminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) used in the tube which penetrates in the IHX tube-bundle
did not allow selective interpretation of the results because of the

54presence of another major contributor, ie Mn (104). Measurements made on
the aerosol filters removed from the gas clean-up system, one in 1982 and

137another in 1984, also showed that Cs was the cause of the high radiation
dose rate (30 mSv/h with 130 mSv/h at hot spots). Mn and Co isotopes
were also found, which is in line with previous observations at Rapsodie
(118).
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Table XIV : EBR-II and FFTF primary sodium activities [27]
(in Bq/kg)

ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

22Na

(*)124Sb

(*)125Sb

110m AP
113Sn/In
117mSn

210Po

CORROSION PRODUCTS

54Mn

SOLUBLE
FISSION PRODUCTS

136Cs

132Te/I
INSOLUBLE
FISSION PRODUCTS

14°Ba/La

f-life

15 h

2,6 a

60,2 d

2,7 a

252 d

115 d

14 d

138 d

313 d

70,8 d

5,3 a

30,2 a

2,1 a

13 d

8 d

78 h

12,8 d

50,5 d

29 a

EBR-II FFTF

1,1. 1011

5,2. 106

2,1.107

5,9. 105

1,3.105

3,3.106

2,0.106

7,4. 103

3,7.10U

2,2.107

2,6. 104

7,4. 104

1,1. 105

1,1. 106

2,6.10!

1,6.105

4,8.105

2,3.104

1,5.105

5,6.104

1,3.107

1,6. 106

1,1. 107

8,1.106

5,6.106

7,8.106

1,8.106

6,3. 105

1,0. 106

7,4. 105

3,3.105

3,4. 10686Rb

(*) activation product at EBR-II, due to Sb/Be neutron source failure
(*) fission product at FFTF
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Table XV : Evolution of the PFR sodium activity [24]
Measured by sodium sampling ; in MBq/kg

Sample

PNa 10

PNa 11

PNa 12

PNa 13

PNa 18

PNa 21

PNa 22

PNa 23

isotope
date

21/12/80

18/04/81

04/07/81

20/05/82

06/01/84

20/06/85

18/12/85

15/12/86

22Na

5.4

4.8

5.3

6.8

6.7

9.8

10.9

15.0

134Cs

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.02

1.59

2.18

1.11

137Cs

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.2

5.0

11.8

5.1

54Mn

0.021

0.014

0

0.028

0.044

0.115

0.030

60Co

0.037

0.300

0.107

0.037

0.033

65Zn

0.011

0.030

0.044

Table XVI : Evolution of the surface contamination of BOR-60 circuits [26]
R-IHX : pipeline from reactor to IHX ; IHX-R : pipeline from IHX to reactor

unit : GBQ/m2

Nuclide

95Nb

140La

54Mn

60Co

period

1972-1975
1976-1981
1982-1985
1972-1975
1976-1981
1982-1985
1970-1971
1972-1975
1976-1981
1982-1985
1970-1971
1972-1975
1976-1981
1982-1985

R-IHX

0.6
0.7
3.8
0.2
0.7
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.2

0.15
0.04
0.06
0.1
0.2

IHX

1.5
0.8

n.m.
0.9
1.0

n.m.
0.2
0.3
0.4

n.m.
0.35
1.3
0.5

n.m.

IHX-R

1.0
3.8
10.7
2.2
15
19
0.4
0.9
3.4
4.0
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.25

n.m. : not measured
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BOR-60 - The activity available per failed pin is said to be 7.5 MBq/kg(70).
The activity in primary sodium reached 777 MBq/kg(25) and was 680 MBq/kg in
1986. At the end of 1986, there was a further reduction by a factor 6

2through the use of carbon traps(26). In 1973, 37 GBq/m were measured at
the sodium cover gas interface, whereas much lower surface activity values
were recorded for other parts of the pump (see Table X).

BN-600 - The activity in sodium due to release of cesium reached 150 MBq/kg
when the reactor was in operation, but after reactor shutdown, it appeared
to decrease by 20 to 30% (109).

Rapsodie - The measured activity at the end of life of the reactor was 55
MBq/kg. However, after final purification of the primary sodium the
distribution was estimated to be (values in TBq): 0.18 remaining in the
sodium, 0.54 deposited in the internal storage tank, 1.7 trapped in the
first purification trap, 0.18 in the second purification trap, 0.48 in the
trapping dummy sub-assemblies, 0.05 on the IHXs, 0.08 on the pumps, 1.48 in
the sodium aerosols of the gas plenum and 4.18 in the cold traps. The total
8.87 TBq compared favourably with the 6.4 TBq estimated from failed pin
measurements, which did not include the gas leakers (10).

137KNK II - In 1987, the Cs activity in sodium was 34 MBq/kg with a surface
2activity of 4.1 kBq/cm at the outlet of the IHX (13). A strong enrichment

of Cs and Zn was observed in the cover gas plenums of the pumps
22compared to Na and the dose rate reached 2.7 mSv/h in 1983. Similar

enrichment effects were found in the sodium condensate in the gap between
137the reactor tank and the rotating plug (145). However, Cs was never

found on the hot pipes, whereas measurements made on pipes either full or
drained free of sodium at 200°C suggested that at this temperature the
amount measured was from deposited cesium (145).

EBR-II - 13 MBq/kg were attained in 1987 in EBR-II due to increases in
cesium levels. However, with the subsequent installation of a cesium trap
the concentration was maintained at 10% of this peak value (27).

Phénix - The contamination of the sodium in Phénix, due to the presence of
22cesium, is small (1.7 MBq/kg) compared to Na (22 MBq/kg) thus the

contamination of the IHXs and pumps by radiocesiums is small, especially
54when compared with the levels produced by Mn. However, the specific

137activity in the primary cold trap in 1986 was 100 times greater for Cs
than for 22Na (143).
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Other cesium iaotopes

134 137Values in Table III indicate that Cs and Cs follow similar trends
(24) and at the end of life of Rapsodie 0.29 TBq were found in the cold

136traps. Although the behaviour of Cs (t . = 13 d) is rarely reported,
the level reached 23 MBq/kg at BOR-60 in 1973 (25) while at BN-600, 2 MBq/kg
were measured (109). At FFTF a peak value of 7.7 MBq/kg was measured as a
result of Cs activation in the primary sodium (27). This value later
decreased to an apparent equilibrium value of 37 kBq/kg some months after
the last fuel element failure.

Other soluble fission products

131I has been reported from most of the reactors, with
124.

The presence of
values ranging from 1 to 100 MBq/kg (see Table III). " "Sb, released as a
fission product, was reported from BN-600: 0.15 MBq/kg (109) and from FFTF:
26 kBq/kg (27).

7.2.2 Stable oxide formers and solid fission products

90Following programmed experiments Sr was reported in EBR-II. The
resulting beta dose-rate on the primary pump removed in 1982 was 0.01 to 0.1

140 95Gy/h (27). The presence of Ba-La and Nb has also been reported in
BOR-60. Distribution of additional activities per failed pin between the
coolant and pipework are given in Table XVII. The measurements on the
pipework and on the heat exchanger up to 1986 are also reported in Table XVI
and the distribution of activity on a pump removed in 1973 is given in Table
X.

Table XVII : Distribution of the nuclides in the primary circuit of BOR-60 [70]
Per one failed pin ; in sodium [MBq/kg] ; on the pipelines [MBq/m2]

Nuclide

131j

137çs

140La

Coolant
Calculated

0.04 - 0.2

4.3

7.5

0.1

(MBq/kg)
Measured

0.04-0.1

3.7

7.5

0.04

R-IHX (
Calculated

7- 150

-

-

7.5

MBq/m2)
Measured

4 - 4 0

-

-

4- 15

fflX-R (
Calculated

20 - 350

-

-

230

MBq/m2)
Measured

20- 110

-

-

110-220
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7.2.3 Fuel and particle measurements made at different reactors

KNK II — Particle entrainment in the KNK II primary sodium has been
investigated by carrying out filtration experiments using first sintered
metal filters and then sieve filters (see Fig 7) (146) (147). The reason
for the change was that hydraulic differences prevented particles larger
than 100 urn being transported to the sintered metal filter. Both types
trapped a small amount (equivalent to 10 mg/m ) of small size particles
(mean diameter one micron). The main constituents identified in the
particles were silicon, calcium, chromium, iron and nickel. The measured

54radioactivity was mostly due to the corrosion product Mn and the fission
137product Cs which gave levels of 100 and 10 kBg/mg respectively. The Pu

content was very small, being in the 10 ug range when extrapolated to the
total primary sodium inventory. Surprisingly, fibres 15 mm in length and
20-50 urn in diameter were also found which contained the elements silicon,
calcium, carbon and oxygen.

Rapaodie - From the 380 L volume of sodium remaining in certain regions
after draining of the primary tank, 78.3 mg of particles were retained on
20 urn sintered steel filters after filtration at 180°C (10). The amount
retained correspond to a specific mass of 206 mg.m which is a value well
above the 1 mg/m measured from the primary sodium in 1976 and 1978. The
activities of the gamma-emitters expressed in MBq/kg of sodium were:

60 54 134 137Co:5.1, Mn:48, Cs:72, Cs:3650.

As at KNK-II, the Pu content was small and a value of 5 Bq/kg for
239 240Pu + Pu was obtained which was similar to the value obtained for the
primary sodium in 1974. For uranium, it was much less being about 30 ng/kg
for the particles present in 1984, which is to be compared with the 1 mg/kg
measured in the primary sodium during 1972 and 1973.

NB: The concentration of the corrosion products is not measurable in the
primary sodium. The enrichment factor for the radio-cesiums in the
particles compared with the primary sodium is 100.

PFR - There has been no evidence of the presence of uranium or plutonium,
above background, in any of the primary sodium samples analysed up to 1987
(24).
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primary sodium ouflef

grid plate insert for
housing the fuel sub-
assemblies

sieve filter with wire
screen (mesh-size: 300pm
160pm and 11/jm)

primary sodium inlet

lower grid plate

screws for s ieve
removing after exposition

FIG. 7. Particle sieve filter, design and location at KNK II [147].

7.2.4 Radiation levels

EBR-'II - Radiation levels measured on pump number 2 removed in 1982
indicated that at a distance of 0.3-0.45 m the combined beta-gamma activity
peaked at 100 mGy/h and the pure gamma activity at 5 mGy/h (27). The
background radiation levels in the general area of the service piping
outside the primary tank were 0.2-0.5 mGy/h with high spots at 1-2 mGy/h.
Adjacent to the original cold trap it reached 20-100 mGy/h, but was
maintained below 1 mGy/h on the new shielded unit.

Rapsodie - Examination of the northern primary pump in September 1985
revealed that the maximum contact dose rate peaked at 3.5 mGy/h at the level
of the gas plenum. On the IHX south, the maximum value was 0.9 mGy/h. (NB:
The end-of-life of the reactor occurred at the beginning of 1982.)
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BOR-60 - It is estimated that if the number of failed fuel elements in the
reactor core of BOR-60 does not exceed 0.1-0.2%, then the gamma dose rate
from fission products will not exceed that from the corrosion products
54 58 60 22 110m 65( Mn, Co and Co) and activation nuclides ( Na, Ag, Zn) after
reactor shutdown. This will produce a dose rate from equipment of about 1
mGy/h (26).

KNK-II - In 1984 one of the primary sodium pumps was removed from KNK-II
after 65000h operation at 200°C and 25000 h at 520°C. (NB: Contrary to most
reactor designs the pumps operate at high temperature). After dismantling,
a gamma dose rate of 70 mSv/h was measured on the hydrostatic bearing. The

54reason for this high value was due to adsorption of Mn on the nickel based
Colmonoy coating (13). Similar measurements undertaken on the third cold
trap, disconnected from the system in 1985, recorded a peak dose rate of 17
mSv/h, due to Mn, Cs and Zn nuclides.

Values obtained after 400 EFPD and 680 EFPD operation are given in
Tables XVIII and XIX. The gamma dose rate of the drained circuits consisted

54 60 65 137of 70% from Mn, 21% from Co, 6% from Zn and 2% from Cs. After 10
years of operation, the mean dose rate in the primary cell did not exceed
0.6 mSv/h, and only at some locations did the gamma dose rate amount to 3
mSv/h when in contact with the component (145). More than 90% of the
radiation dose received by KNK staff and external personnel, which does not
exceed 100-300 mSv per annum, occurred during maintenance and testing work
inside the primary cell(148).

Table XVIII : Dose rates measured at KNK II after 400 EFPD [145]
(expressed in mrad/h)

measuring
position

reactor outlet pip«

IHX* inlet pipe

IHX outlet pipe

IHX upp«r part

IHX lower part

impeller level of the
primary sodium pump
cover gas plenum of th*
primary sodium pump

«) IHX : intermediate heat
exchanger

primary loop 1

sodium filled

180

120

T80

70

45

100

100

sodium drained

100

33

48

50

26

70

70

primary loop 11

sodium filled

100

100

130

.«)

45

60

sodium drained

35

23

35

.«)

13

35

«): measure
not possible
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Table XIX : Surface activities and dose rates at KNK II after 680 EFPD [13]
(expressed in kBq/cm2 and mSv/h)

COMPONENT

rlOT LEG BETWEEN
REACTOR OUTLET
AND PRIMARY PUMP

INLET OF INTER-
MEDIATE HEAT
EXCHANGER

OUTLET OF THE
INTERMEOIATE
HEAT EXCHANGER

ACTIVITY DEPOSITION (kBq/cm2)

54 Mn 65Zn 5 8Co ">Co 182Ta 137 Cs

not
28.4 0.46 3.21 1.73 1.82 . . . . .detectable

37.5 0.62 3,38 1.39 1.79 "^detectable

113.9 5.62 0.90 0.46 3.66 4.10

DOSE RATE
Df(mSv/h)

sodium
titled

1.9

19

3.2

sodium
drained

0.50

0.55

1.20

BN-350 - The cumulative dose for the personnel working on BN-350 does not
exceed 20 mSv/a and is related to the requirements of programmed maintenance
(149).

PFR - The dose rate profile obtained by TLD in 1987 at one metre below the
top tube plate of an IHX peaked at 10 mSv/h. Also TLD measurements taken
inside the central thimble of the replacement primary cold-trap basket
indicated levels of 10-200 mSv/h fourteen days after reactor shutdown,
suggesting the presence of radio-cesiums inside the trap.
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8. THE REMOVAL OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM THE
COVER GAS AND SODIUM COOLANT OF LMFBRs

Although the activity arising from corrosion products and other
deposited species is contained within the primary vessel of pool-type LMFBRs
it is still necessary to control the build-up of radio-activity in operating
systems. Radioactive isotopes in the cover-gas, for example, are passed
through gas purification units as part of normal reactor operations and,
although not specifically designed for the purpose, the primary circuit
cold-trap removes some of the radioactive inventory from the sodium. In
recent years, because certain reactors have operated with failed pins, some
thought has been given to the use of specialized traps to remove Cesium
isotopes while at the same time consideration has been given to the use of

54traps for the removal of corrosion products (eg Mn) and contaminating
species such as Zn. This section of the paper discusses the methods used
to control activity levels and the experience gained at certain reactor
sites. It also summarizes the current position concerning the use of
special traps for the removal of Mn, Zn and Cs.

8.1 REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE IMPURITIES FROM THE COVER GAS - METHODS USED ON
OPERATING REACTORS

As already mentioned the dominant radio-nuclides in the cover-gas come
from the argon, isotopes of cesium and sodium and the noble gases. Although
current techniques used for the removal of these isotopes indicate that it
is impractical to separate the radio-isotopes of Ar when argon is used as
the cover-gas, the alkali metals (Cesium and Sodium) can be effectively
condensed to a liquid and removed in the vapour/aerosol stripper or filter
unit. Drainage of the unit takes place when required and it is possible the
residual cesium level in the cover-gas could depend upon the frequency of
draining. The use of argon as the carrier gas also prevents cryogenic
cooling of the charcoal to temperatures sufficiently low to cause the
removal of radio-kryptons and for this reason Xenon, especially Xe, is
generally removed on a delay bed system containing activated charcoal,
whilst the short-half (few hours) Kryptons are simply delayed along the gas
purification pipework before being released to the stack. The methods used
on certain reactor systems are as follows:

BR-5 - Three activated carbon absorbers are used in the gas purification
system at BR-5. Two columns 1.5 m in height, 9.6 cm in diameter, filled
with 5.8 kg of carbon, are operated at 20 - 30°C. The third absorber is a
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cylindrical ring 92 cm in height, with inner and outer diameters of 60 mm
and 80 mm, which is filled with 0.91 kg of carbon. The gas flow rate in the
system is 0.3 m /h and the unit is cooled to -50°C by liquid nitrogen.

FFTF - The fission gases in FFTF are retained in a series of tanks. The
cold box comprises four charcoal delay beds cryogenically cooled at -135°C.
Krypton is delayed 7-8 days, xenon 10 - 15 weeks and argon 16 hours. The
gas is not recycled (150). Tha annual release values (0.5 TBq/a as a result
of experimental fuel pin cladding breaches) are two orders of magnitude
below those obtained on PWRs (150 TBq/a) and three orders of magnitude below
those obtained on BWRs (1800 TBq/a) (151).

RAPSODIE, PHENIX and SUPER-PHENIX - At RAPSODIE, the use of helium for the
cover gas allowed krypton to be trapped on charcoal in the cooled charcoal
gas purification unit with an efficiency greater than 80% (100% for the
xenon) (9). A gas purification unit is installed on PHENIX and SUPER PHENIX
which can trap radio-xenons on charcoal cooled by liquid nitrogen while
retention tanks allow for the decay of radio-kryptons. An experimental
cryo-distillation column has been tested on PHENIX but it is not in use (9).

EBR-II - The cover-gas-cleanup system (CGCS) has been used on EBR.II to
eliminate problems caused by radio-activity leaking into the reactor
building containment after a breached fuel pin had released fission gases to
the argon cover gas (152). Attempts to limit the leakage by placing a tent
over the fuel handling equipment and installing a purge system were only
partly successful. For the run-beyond-cladding-breach programme, a
cryogenic distillation process was installed in the system to remove
krypton, xenon and other condensable gases. The components of the CGCS, see
fig 8 for details, include the following items:

- A preheater operating at 485°C to ensure that sodium vapour does not
condense on the walls of the piping.

- A condenser with seven decreasing temperature zones filled with Raschig
rings. This separates the sodium, which is drained at the bottom into
a sodium trap, from the gas stream which exits at the top at about
150°C. The gas contains less than 1 cm of sodium per m of gas ar
the sodium from the trap is returned to the primary tank.
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F/G. 8. EBR-II cover gas cleanup system: scheme of the main loop [152].



- An aerosol filtering unit consisting of two filters which operate
alternately to remove any remaining particulates.

- A compressor-containment vessel surge tank containing eight
compressors. This unit provides the driving force to withdraw the gas
from the primary tank, drive it through the purification system and
then through the measuring unit back to primary tank.

- A cold box to contain the purification unit. This box contains a
regenerative heat exchanger, a condenser and the cryogenic distillation
column (see Figure 9).

- An absorber containing 248 kg of activated charcoal for absorption of
fission gases during transfer of the distillation-column-sump
inventory, or for venting the cold-box atmosphere to the site
suspect-exhaust system in case of an emergency.

- A measuring unit which consists of a xenon-tag trapping system, gas
chromâtographs, a Ge-Li gamma-spectrometer and a carbon analyser.

When in use the gas specification limits are 15 g of oxygen and 2.6 g of
hydrocarbons. These limits are imposed to prevent significant conversion to
ozone in a gamma irradiation field, which could decompose spontaneously, and
any reaction with hydrocarbons which could increase the system pressure
above the design pressure of the distillation column. The maximum
admissible activity is 200 TBq in both the column sump and the charcoal
absorber. Draining of the distillation column sump is performed between

85reactor runs and a typical exhaust value for Kr is 74 GBq. The removal
efficiencies are 99.9% for xenon and 99.0% for krypton. The CGCS cleanup
has effectively reduced the fission gas inventory in the cover gas from 150
- 200 TBq per year to an average annual radio-active gas release of 7.4 TBg.
Higher radiation levels observed along the pipework however are a
consequence of CGCS operations (150).

Future Systems - For the design of future systems it is worth recalling the
recommendations made at 1986 IWGFR meeting on cover-gas purification (153).
Here the specialists agreed that the cooling of carbon in adsorption beds
was not necessary. Although beds operating at room temperature required
more space and more charcoal (9000 kg at 30°C and 52 kg at -170°C for a 1500
MWe reactor), the costs of these units had to be compared with the
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F/G. 9. EBR-II cover gas cleanup system; design of the cold box [152].

O Cinvestment and maintenance cost of a cryogenic system. If necessary Kr,
half-life 10.76 a, could be distilled by use of a fractional column.
However, the risk of a sudden discharge due to column malfunction, the
supplementary cost for commercial reactors and the final storage of
long-lived isotopes have to be compared with the current method which
involves a continuous slow discharge to the atmosphere. It is also worth
noting that for MONJU, the previously planned distillation column was
finally removed in the detailed design in favour of an increase in the
capacity of the charcoal beds (154). Also a distillation column is not
installed at FFTF, despite the requirements of the gas-tagging system for
failed fuel location and good experience with the system at EBR-II.
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8.2 THE REMOVAL OF THE FISSION AND ACTIVATION PRODUCTS FROM SODIUM BY COLD
TRAPS

8.2.1 Brief Review of Possible Mechanisms for Removal of certain
Radio-Nuclides from the Sodium Coolant

Although the principal role of the cold-trap in the primary circuit is
to control the concentration of dissolved oxygen impurity and hence maintain
acceptable levels of corrosion of steels and related radio-active corrosion
products, a number of traps have been known to collect radio-active
impurities. Thus for the purposes of design and biological protection,
those design and operating features which can cause retention of radio-
active species in cold traps have to be considered.

During cold-trap operation decreasing the sodium temperature in the
cold-trap, causes crystallization of Na O on the wires of the steel mesh.2
In electricity producing LMFBRs, a constant source of hydrogen will also
permeate through the intermediate heat exchangers from the secondary sodium
circuit to the primary cold-trap, which means the trap then becomes a sink
for additional species such as sodium hydride (NaH) and NaT (T : tritium)
and on reactors like PHENIX or PFR, the major volume of the trap could be
occupied by NaH.- See the section on tritium behaviour.

For the removal of certain radio-active constituents a number of
factors have to be considered in relation to their trapping behaviour.
These can be summarized as follows:

Cesium - The influence of decreasing temperature on the distribution
coefficient (K_) between bulk sodium and steel does not appear to offer a
practical route for significant cesium removal from the coolant of an LMFBR
by the cold-trap, since the much greater surface area of steel in the
reactor at low temperature compared to that in the trap will result in a
much higher proportion of cesium deposited outside the cold-trap. Also,
although Cooper and Taylor (114,115) showed that Na O absorbed cesium more

£

effectively than steel, Japanese workers (119, 17, 121) found no evidence
for enhancement of cesium trapping in cold-traps caused by increasing the

2The term precipitation is not used, as it suggests the mechanism is
occurring in the bulk sodium, which is thought to be incorrect for an
operating cold-trap (155,156).
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oxygen level of the sodium. Initially Colburn suggested that cesium
adsorption at low temperatures was controlled by non-metallic impurities
especially hydrogen, however, subsequent experiments did not confirm this
hypothesis and current views now suggest that trace quantities of carbon
trapped in the cold-traps are probably responsible for the trapping of
cesium (111). Whether this is one of the reasons why cesium is trapped with
varying efficiency in different reactors and also during different periods
of reactor operation (see BOR.60 experience later) is still not clear at
this point in time.

Iodine - Although the solubility of sodium iodide shows a very strong
temperature dependence, precipitation from solution, as sodium iodide at low
temperature in the cold-trap of a primary circuit, cannot be proposed as the
mechanism for I removal, since iodine levels above the solubility limit
are unlikely to be attained. In addition although the distribution
coefficient of iodine between the steel surface and bulk sodium is
temperature and concentration dependent, Colburn (157) and Cooper et al
(158) indicate that the removal of I is increased when Na O and NaH are

£i

being crystallized in the trap. These findings are different to those
obtained at EBR-II where it was found at one stage of reactor operation that
iodine was not removed by the cold-trap. Whether this is due to
de-activation of adsorption sites by another species is not clear from the
reported work. See also reactor measurements, section 7.

Oxide forming fission products - It is possible that oxide particles may be
retained in the mesh of the cold-trap by particulate filtration when the
trap mesh is covered with crystals of Na 0 and NaH. Small size particles

95 140(< 1 urn) of Zr-Nb and Ba-La may also deposit from sodium onto steel
surfaces by liquid-phase mass transfer. However, in view of the higher
sodium velocities and greater surface areas external to the cold-trap it is
thought that this mechanism will only allow a small amount of the inventory
to be removed by the cold trap.

60Radioactive corrosion products - The mass-transfer behaviour of Co and
54Mn (see the chapter on corrosion products) suggests that cobalt isotopes

54will not deposit in cold-traps, whereas Mn with its affinity for the
cooler parts of the system could migrate to the trap, especially if it
co-precipitated with nickel or formed a complex oxide, eg, NaMnO , although,
according to Ref 159, the latter seems unlikely at most practical oxygen
levels in sodium. Unfortunately measurements made on cold-traps don't
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clarify the situation and at BOR-60 20% of the Co was found in the trap
54whereas Mn was in negligible amounts (26). A trap removed from PFR (24)

showed similar findings whereas the reverse was found in the traps removed
from EBR-II (117), KNK II (13) and PHENIX (143).

8.2.2 Reactor Measurements

In addition to the active radio-isotopes of sodium and tritium, the
number of radio-nuclides detected in primary cold-traps of LMFBRS given in
reference (29) includes practically all the nuclides detectable in sodium.
Measurements made on the cold-traps of various reactor systems indicate the
following:

RAPSODIE - The trapping efficiency in Rapsodie was found to be close to
unity for iodine, zero for tellurium and 0.005 for cesium. Because of its
long half life (ca. 30 a), about 50% of the inventory of the Cs release
by defected elements was measured in the cold-traps (10).

BR-5 - More than 90% of the inventory of iodine and cesium isotopes was
found in the cold-trap of BR5 (108). The cold trap was much less effective

95 140however, for the removal of Zr-Nb and Ba-La.

BOR-60 - Up to July 1974 about 5.2 TBq of long-lived isotopes had
137accumulated in the cold trap of BOR-60. This consisted of 4.8 TBq of Cs,

0.33 TBq of Cs and 0.07 to 0.1 TBq of Co. The peak activities in the
trap were found at the entrance of the filters, situated above and below the
inner plenum (see Figure 10). After 1973, no further cesium removal was
observed by cold trap operation until 1976, when an oil leakage into the
coolant caused 90% of the total amount of cesium in the sodium to be
transferred to the trap during subsequent years along with 99% of I, 85%
of Zn and 20% of Co. Apparently Mn was not trapped as readily as
Co, and the activities of Zr-Nb and Ba-La were found to be negligible

(26).

EBR-II - After a clad failure in July 1975 I was not removed effectively
137by the cold trap in EBR-II. Similarly Cs was not effectively removed

after 1969 and only 30% of the total inventory was located in the cold trap.
54On the other hand, Mn and bismuth were found to be effectively trapped and

most of the radioactivity was found adjacent to the inlet of the external
cooling system (117).
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FIG. 10. Axial distribution of the nuclides in the BOR-60 cold trap [116].

DFR - The cold trap removed from DFR was found to be highly effective in
removing I, Te and Ba-La but not Cs. Iodine was supposed to be
present as Nal whereas tellurium was thought to have reacted weakly with the

140steel mesh of the cold trap. The decontamination behaviour of Ba-La,
95 141 144Zr-Nb, Ce and Ce appeared 1
form of a fine surface oxide (14).
95 141 144Zr-Nb, Ce and Ce appeared to indicate that it had deposited in the

PFR - The concentration of 137Cs measured in the sodium of the primary
cold-trap of PFR in 1982 was about 13 times higher than in the primary
sodium (44 MBq/kg compared to 3.3 MBq/kg). In 1985, a gamma-scan confirmed
the presence of a predominant amount of Cs along with some Co (24).

8.3 REMOVAL BY SPECIAL RADIONUCLIDE TRAPS - DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIENCE

8.3.1 Traps for Radioactive Corrosion Products

Developments in the USA - An in-reactor programme has been undertaken in the
US to evaluate methods of removing manganese from flowing sodium. Following
screening tests, pure nickel was selected and subsequent work showed that it
was effective at removing manganese from sodium at any location in the
primary circuit of a reactor. Tests performed in EBR-II and FFTF also
showed that operation of a rolled-sheet nickel trap is completely feasible
from a safety stand point.
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The design used at EBR-II consisted of five segments stacked in a
cylindrical array. Each segment was made from 0.13 mm thick nickel foil,
5.7 cm wide, which was dimpled to maintain interlayer spacing (see Figure
11) (160). The EBR-II tests showed that one trap removed 3 to 4 times more
manganese than was released from the fuel subassembly beneath it, which
suggested that all fuel assemblies do not have to be equipped with a nuclide
trap and that traps could perhaps be located in the outer row or reflector
sub-assemblies. However, since these experiments, US designers have
concluded that the added complications and costs of refitting fuel
assemblies with nuclide traps, including those based on other concepts like
nickel-plating the upper part of the fuel pins, or adding diffusion barriers
such as molybdenum or nickel aluminide to the fuel pin surface, makes the
concept currently unattractive for use on FFTF (27).

FIG. 11. EBR-II corrosion product trap [160].

Developments in Germany - The testing of an experimental nuclide trap,
designed to remove long-lived gamma-emmitting activation products such as

Zn and Mn from the circulating primary sodium, has been performed at KNK
II (161, 28). Before the experiment screening tests(12, 161), performed in
KNK II, BR 2 and SILOE, showed that nickel was the most promising trap
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material for both nuclides (see Tables XX and XXI); and that trapping was
enhanced by diffusion at higher temperatures and also by turbulence at the
sodium/trap material interface.

The 2.3 litres trap used at KNK II was filled with stainless steel and
nickel pall-rings of different sizes before being installed on the primary
sodium sampling station where it was operated for 100 h at 312°C at a sodium
flowrate of 1.6 m /h. Examination of the trap showed that 110 times more
Mn and 440 times more Zn had been taken up by the nickel samples

compared with amounts deposited on similar size stainless steel pall-rings.
The activity sorbed was proportional to the surface area of the pall-rings

2 54 2and the values recorded on the nickel (0.13 GBq/m of Mn and 0.45 GBq/m
of Zn) indicated that the system had not reached equilibrium. Based on
these results it was estimated that a trap 1m in volume filled with 10 x

5410 mm pall-rings could trap 68 GBq of Mn (a quarter of the inventory of
the reactor in July 1982) and 233 GBq of Zn, which was more than the
inventory at that time (28).

Table XX : Materials tested in Germany for corrosion products traps [161]
exposed in : KNK (Germany)

TPL : ThermoPump Loop (reactor SILOE, France)
IPSL : In-Pile Sodium Loop (reactor BR2, Belgium)

Material

Ni
Fe, Mo, Nb, Ti
Ta^Zr
Si02,Al203

TaC,TiC,ZrC
1.6770
1.4301
1.4541
t.4961
1.4961
1.4988
1.4970

A I SI 316
Inconel 718®
Nimonic90®
Mumetal
NiCr(80/20}

Composition

10CrMoNiNb910
X5 CrNi 18 9
XIOCrNiTt 189
XSCrNiNb 1613
XeCrNINb 1616

X8CrNiMoVNb1613
X40CrNiCoNb 1713
XSCrNiMo 16 10

53V. Ni
58V. Ni
77V. Ni
80V. Ni

Exp
KNK

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

osec
TPL

4

4

4

4

4

4

i in
IPSL

4

4

4

4

4

4
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Table XXI : Trapping results of S^Mn and 6£>Zn on metal coupons [161]
during 50 h in sodium at 360°C

Material

1.4301 (ss)
Nimonic 90
0.25 mm Ni
1.0 mm Ni
10 mm Nb
Inconel 718

Mn-54
kBq/cm2

1.0
2.6

48
83
0.7
1.8

Zn-65
kBq/cm2

0.1
0.4
U
36
0.2
0.3

Developments in France - At present, no particular difficulty with the
radio-active corrosion products has arisen from prototype reactor operation.
The decontamination of components of PHENIX (162) has proved to be
sufficiently easy with no need to resort to supplementary trapping devices.

8.3.2 Traps for the removal of Cesium

A number of materials including sintered nickel (109) and single-
crystals of alumina and nickel (163) have been proposed as trapping
materials for the removal of cesium, while material tests in the Soviet
Union (see Table XXII) have indicated that the carbonaceous materials
(reactor graphites, pyrographites and vitreous carbon) are best suited to
cesium trapping at temperatures of 300°C and below. The possibility that
the use of graphite might provide a carbon source which will carburize
stainless steel elsewhere in the primary circuit has been considered,
although Thorley and Tyzack (164) have shown that certain forms of pure
carbon can be relatively inefficient carbon sources for steel carburization
and tests performed in France with graphite specimens 3 to 4 mm in diameter,
exposed 7000 h in sodium flowing at 0.5 m/s at 300°C, have shown that the
carbon loss did not exceed 2 ± 1% of the initial mass. Thus the expected
increase in the carbon concentration of primary sodium should be lower than
the detection limit. The stability of cesium-graphite intercalation
compounds has also been investigated by numerous workers (see Ref 29) and it
seems that the efficiency of trapping can be improved by using a high
surface area charcoal at an optimum working temperature of about 300°C
(109).
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Table XXII : QS distribution coefficients with adsorbents [109]

Km expressed in

[ (activity/mass of sorbent) / (activity/volume of sodium) ] = [m^/kg]

Tested materials Km

Activated carbons (various brands) 2.2 - 4.3
Vitrous carbon 4.5
Graphite tissue 2.8
Graphite ARV 6.3 (250°C)

Reactor grade graphite 0.72
Isotropie pyrographite (low density) 3.1

Isotropie pyrographite (high density) 1.9
Anisotropie pyrographite (high density) 0.86

Graphite MPG-8 8.3 (230°C)
Graphite MPG-6 23.0

Alumogel AG-1100 0.40
Zeolites (various brands) 0.22 - 0.28 (250°C)

Sintered nickel (pore size : 12 ^m) 0.01_________

To date most of the experience gained with cesium traps has been

through their use in operating reactors. The main points arising from these
investigations are as follows:

Experience at BOR-60, BR-10 and BN-350 (165)

Preliminary loop tests undertaken with graphite in the Soviet Union
have shown that under equilibrium conditions the amount of cesium taken up

by the graphite was proportional to the cesium concentration in sodium. The

sorption value, which was reduced by an increase in temperature, followed an

Arrhenius type law which had an energy term Q of 28 kJ/mol. The K valueo
was found to be greater with porous graphite than with reactor graphite (400
compared to 70) and the Q value, which was lower than the RVC value (57
kJ/mol), lay between values expected for physical and chemical sorption
processes. Chemical sorption was thought to be the main process through the
formation of C Cs. Experiments performed with graphite granules of varying
diameter at 200°C, also showed that the amount of the cesium activity taken
up by the granules was proportional to the volume of the spheres. The
sorption rate appeared to be markedly affected by the sodium velocity and a
linear effect was observed in the range of interest, ie 10 - 200 cm/s.
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BOR-60 - At BOR-60 two designs of trap, which consisted of a by-pass trap
and a dummy fuel cartridge, have been used. In the by-pass trap the
graphite granules were 5 mm in diameter and were equivalent to 3.7 kg in
mass. During the 45 days of operation at 190°C the activity of the
radio-cesiums in the primary sodium was reduced by a factor 4 and the gamma
dose rate by 2.6. The total activity trapped was 12.6 TBq of cesium. In
the dummy fuel cartridge design either one layer or several layers of
granulated graphite were used. Each layer weighed 1.1 kg and the unit was
put in the core during reactor shutdown. Decontamination factors of 4.2 and
3.5 in activity and 2.7 and 1.4 in dose rates were obtained during two
consecutive tests of 140 - 150 h duration, during which time 8 TBq and 2.2
TBq were removed from the primary circuit without reaching saturation in the
cartridge.

BR-10 - A dummy fuel cartridge containing either pyro-graphite or activated
charcoal was installed into the central channel of BR-10 in place of an
experimental fuel assembly. The weight of the sorbents were 140.5 and 61 g
respectively and the temperature of the sodium was 240°C and its velocity
2.2 to 5 cm/s. The cesium concentration was globally reduced by a factor of
18 by both types of carbon and the gamma dose rate on the pipe surfaces was
reduced by a factor of 3.

BN-350 - Two trapping experiments have been carried out in BN 350 over
periods of 5 days and 14 days. During the experiments the gamma dose rates
in the primary cells were reduced consecutively by factors of 1.5 - 2 and
1.7 for the two test periods.

Experience at EBR-II

Reticulated Vitreous Carbon (RVC) which is an open pore, glassified
form of amorphous carbon with a high surface-to-volume ratio has given
favourable results at EBR-II. A saturation law was obtained ie, log C =

23000/T - 9.889 where C is expressed in Ci/cm and T in °K. The cesium trap
(26 cm in diameter and 34 cm long) was located on the purification loop
between the economizer and crystallizer of the cold trap at a low sodium
temperature (190°C) (see Figure 12). The 10 litres in volume of RVC packing

2presented a surface area of 370 m and sodium flowed through the trap at
1.25 L/s before exiting through a 35 ]m filter. In two years of
intermittent operation, the EBR II cesium trap processed 9600 m of primary
sodium (nearly 30 system volumes) and in two operations, totalling 14 days,
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FIG. 12. Implementation of the EBR-II cesium trap [160].

the initial Cs and Cs activities (130 and 1.67 MBq/kg respectively)
were reduced by a factor 7-8, which indicates an efficiency of 90% per pass
(see Figure 13).

Experiments performed by Colburn (111), using similar volumes of
amorphous RVC and graphite to trap cesium in test loops showed that both
materials removed comparable amounts of cesium. However, the graphite
adsorbed considerably more potassium per unit volume of packing than the RVC
and it is thought that this may be the reason why RVC specimens exposed to
the sodium of EBR-II showed 10 times more adsorbed cesium activity compared
to similar specimens of graphite.

Experience at FFTF

The FFTF cesium trap (166) was installed to reduce the rate of increase
137of the Cs radio-activity level in the gas circuit of the reactor. The

design (see Figure 14) is based on the EBR-II RVC trap which gave favourable
results. The temperature of the trap is maintained above 177°C to prevent
precipitation of oxides and hydrides in the trap and the nominal operating
temperature is 204°C. The RVC (46 litres in volume) is retained by a
sintered metal filter of 25 to 60 urn pore size. Prior to use a dissolution
rate test showed that acceptable levels of carbon (less than 10 g) would be
dissolved in a hundred days of operation at 232°C. The RVC is prepared by
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FIG. 13. EBR-II cesium trapping campaigns [160]; evolution of the activity (MBq/kg) vs the circulated
mass of sodium (expressed in system volume).

heating above 100°c under vacuum which is retained to ensure that sodium
fills the pores when it is dipped into the liquid metal. The operating flow
is 22.7 L/min which causes a 35 kPa pressure drop in the trap.

The trap was first put into operation in November 1987. Flow blockages
- due supposedly to the coalescence of entrained argon bubbles — were
noticed when the reactor was at full power. Therefore the trap was only
operated during reactor shut-downs. At 204°C, a decrease in the pressure
drop was observed which decreased further when the temperature was raised to
218°C. However, after 12 hrs the pressure drop returned to normal within a
few minutes. This behaviour, which was also observed at EBR-II, was
attributed to partial plugging by an unidentified precipitate which can be
detected using a plugging temperature indicator. The trap removed 60% of
the cesium inventory during 33 days operation. The circulated volume
through the RVC was 1.1 times greater than the primary sodium volume, which
corresponds to a trapping efficiency of 86%.
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FIG. 14. FFTF cesium trap; design and parameters [166].

Experience at RAPSODIE

RVC traps were used during the operation of RAPSODIE (167) and for the
end-of-life overall purification of the primary sodium before it was removed
from the primary tank for on-site storage (168).

During reactor operation RVC cartridges were mounted in dummy
sub-assemblies and these were used during reactor shutdowns at a sodium
temperature of 250°C. Three cartridges removed about 0.49 TBq of Cs from
the primary sodium. This was a comparatively low value when compared with
the 4.2 TBq contained in the cold traps, and is possibly due to the limited
time the RVC traps were in-circuit (10).
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The end-of-life purification programme was undertaken with two RVC
traps mounted in positions occupied previously by the sodium vapour traps.
The first trap was used in a closed loop on the internal dump tank and this
trapped 2 to 4 TBq of cesium before break-through occurred. [The lack of a
precise value is due to unexpected dissolution of cesium plated out in the
dump tank.] The second trap was used in an open loop during transfer of
sodium from the internal dump tank to an external storage tank. Although
the results from this operation have not yet been properly evaluated, it
seems that when the cesium concentration diminishes this puts a limitation
on the trapping efficiency. Whether this is due to the system reaching a
state of equilibrium, or possible inhibition due to other impurities such as
potassium, has yet to be established.
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9. SUMMARY OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE
MORE IMPORTANT RADIONUCLIDES IN LMFBRs

Because of the extensive nature of the review it is difficult to
summarize all the topics covered in the paper, consequently this summary
deals very briefly with those radionuclides, such as the noble gases and
tritium, which may cause leakage problems in operating plant and the long
half-life nuclides which may affect maintenance procedures during shut-down.
The topics are discussed in the order presented in the paper.

23Except for the short half-life Ne (38s) the more important gaseous
radionuclides in the cover-gas are the fission gases Xe and Xe. So
far neither isotope has given problems in operating systems and Xenon can be
trapped effectively on charcoal, with and without nitrogen cooling, while
other gaseous products, such as the short half-life radio—kryptons, can be
accommodated in suitable delay tanks before they and the longer half-life

85(10.7 a) Kr, are vented to atmosphere.

The amount of activity produced by the fission gases and other species
from failed pins is minimised by putting limits on the number of acceptable
failures. Gas-leakage from the plant is also prevented by ensuring that the
reactor roof and the cover-gas purification system are leak-tight and the

137use of an efficient aerosol filter prevents Cs entering gas-lines. All
these procedures help to maintain low activity levels in the gas space and
elsewhere in LMFBRs, and in terms of the complete fuel cycle, the levels of
gaseous activity arising are still small when compared with levels handled
in reprocessing plant.

In the absence of failed pins the main sources of activity in the
24sodium coolant comes from Na, existing impurities in the sodium, tramp

24fuel and corrosion products. Although the presence of Na has a marked
influence on shielding requirements for operating systems its short
half-life (15 h) makes it a negligible contributor to activity levels 10-14
days after shut—down. Also impurities in the sodium, which are at the ppm
level, are not major contributors, unless, like Zn, they originate from
other sources, such as protective coatings and pump oil.

During plant operation cold-trapping procedures help to minimize the
effect of residual and released soluble species, while the requirements of
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the failed fuel pin detection systems puts tight limits on acceptable levels
of tramp fuel. Cold trapping, in principle, can also remove soluble
radionuclides such as I from sodium and although estimates indicate that
the amount of iodine in sodium is insufficient to cause precipitation of
sodium iodide at typical primary circuit cold-trap temperatures, the review
indicates that iodine has been identified in most reactor cold-traps, which
suggests other mechanisms may be responsible for its presence in this part
of the system.

In relation to shielding requirements for component handling, cleaning,
decontamination and maintenance procedures the radionuclides of concern are
those having long half -lives, high gamma-energy, high chain yields (fission
products) or reaction rates (corrosion products) and high fractional release
or corrosion rates. Radionuclides which exhibit some of these

131 132 132 95characteristics in LMFBRs are the isotopes I, Te + I, Zr/Nb,
140D 134 136̂  137„ 58,, 60„ ,54^ -...,,_. , . . . ,_ .Ba/La, Cs, Cs, Cs, Co, Co and Mn. Additional activities

22 65also comes from Na and contaminants, such as Zn and the alloying
constituents of liquid metal seals (Pb, Sn, Bi, Hg) . Estimates indicate

22however that activity levels caused by the presence of Na in a drained
sodium-wetted film, 75 urn thick, are much less than those produced by the
other isotopes and although the behaviour of metal contaminants, such as
Zn, is discussed in the review, good design and materials management

should eliminate them from future systems.

As regards the deposition behaviour of the other isotopes it is
considered that the behaviour of the more soluble I and Te is controlled by
their thermodynamic partitioning between the sodium coolant and the steel
and the deposition behaviour of the Zr/Nb and Ba/La pairs (assumed to be
present as insoluble oxides) is mass transfer controlled. However, because
these radionuclides have short half-lives the activity levels arising will
not increase after one years operation, if further fuel pin failures occur,
and increased activity levels will only come from the longer half-life

58 60 54constituents Co, Co, Mn and the isotopes of cesium.

The major activity levels which occur in the sodium and on components
during shut-down originate, in the absence of failed pins, from the long
lived corrosion products Mn, Co and Co. In discussing the behaviour
of these products in LMFBRs the review has shown that the mechanisms of
release and deposition of radioactive corrosion products have been
extensively studied in loop experiments and models and calculation codes are
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now available which give reasonably good results, especially for the
54deposition behaviour of Mn in heat-exchanger units. Supporting work to

54establish deposition levels on components also indicates that in PHENIX Mn
contributes to 98% of the contamination on the IHX and 97% on the pumps;
while estimates for 1000 MWe pool-type reactors suggest that contamination

54 60by Mn and Co could reach levels of 1100 Ci and 340 Ci respectively.
Uncertainty exists however regarding the behaviour of the cobalt isotopes
and differences exist between the results obtained on EBR II, FFTF and
PHENIX, where the cobalt isotopes are, either hardly detected or are of
minor importance, and the results of BOR 60, where the surface activity of
Co is greater than values recorded for Mn. It is thought that further

work is reĝ iired to resolve these differences and that the composition of
the fuel cladding, especially with respect to nickel content, and the oxygen
level of the sodium could be factors contributing to these different
effects.

Turning to the release of soluble and insoluble fission products from
Lc

137,
134failed pins it is concluded that only Cs and the long half-life (30 a)

Cs are important for the long-term contamination of the sodium and
components. Although its relatively high volatility means that it can
combine with sodium aerosols in the gas space, and possibly collect in
gas-gaps and penetrations, the review indicates that cesium can be readily
removed from sodium by carbonaceous materials and the section devoted to
specialized traps indicates that carbon traps for cesium removal have been
used with some success in reactor systems. This suggests that, although no
suitable model is yet available to describe cesium behaviour in LMFBRs,
there are ways of removing it from the sodium.

Although the acceptable number of failed pins in commercial reactors
has not been resolved, Soviet experience in BOR-60, with the reactor
operating with 0.1% failed pins, has shown that activity levels arising from
fission products were no greater than the accumulated activity from
corrosion products when measurements were taken at the next shut-down. It
also seems that no particular problems have arisen during the
decontamination of components removed from LMFBRs, unless oil leakage from
mechanical pumps has caused carbonaceous material to collect on sodium
surfaces adjacent to components. In these situations high levels of
radiation may occur due to the trapping of cesium and subsequent
decontamination may have to be done by mechanical means.
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The measurement of tritium in operating reactors has been undertaken at
a number of reactor sites using methods outlined in the review; and recent
assessments of existing models, along with measurements made on PHENIX,
leads to the conclusion that if the earlier KUMAR model is used to predict
the distribution of tritium in LMFBRs, then adjustments are required to
bring predicted values in line with recent reactor measurements. According
to PHENIX data tritium levels are not as high as expected even when the
permeability constants for tritium and hydrogen transfer through stainless
steel are the same and the cold-trap is out of operation, and the model can
only accommodate these lower values either;

- by reducing the tritium source term, which corresponds to a fission
-4yield of 1.5 x 10 , by a factor of 2 or 3, or

- if the tritium source term is correctly evaluated, by increasing the
hydrogen source term to increase the efficiency of cold-trapping and
thus tritium removal, and by making the permeability coefficients for
tritium transport through the IHX's, greater than the hydrogen value,
BO that in both cases tritium is more easily removed from the primary
system.

Finally, although concerns have been expressed about plutonium
dispersion both in the coolant and on components and its effects on the
burst fuel-pin detection system, it seems that its slow release, along with
the solid fission products from defected fuel pins, keeps it below detection
levels both in the sodium and on components removed from reactors. Because
of this, and the lack of major problems arising from activation, corrosion,
and fission products; dose rates received by personnel are on the low side
and releases to the environment are well below those occurring in water
reactors.
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10. AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK

A number of topics have been identified where further work will improve
understanding and ultimately provide better estimates of activity levels for
reactor maintenance and decommissioning. These topics include:

- investigations to obtain a better understanding of the deposition
behaviour of corrosion products in cold-trap and pump geometries.

137- an investigation of the behaviour of Cs in liquid sodium and the
cover-gas of operating plant by carrying out more mass-balance
experiments in pumped loops to quantify the level of partitioning in
cover-gas and liquid sodium environments. Measurements should assess
the effect of surface composition (element depleted or oxidized
material), metallurgical condition, carbon content of the steel and the
sodium and the effect of oxide films, such as sodium chromite.

- measurements of release rates for fission products and fuel from failed
pins, especially as the review has identified that current release
rates are lower than those used in earlier estimates. Work should be
put in hand to increase the data base and to understand the chemistry
relating to failures so that proper estimates can be made for release
in commercial reactors, both during reactor operation and subsequent
storage, so that economic and safety arguments for operating with
failed pins are properly supported.

- an investigation of methods for the safe disposal of the replacement
parts of cold-traps and cesium traps and to evaluate the economics of
sodium disposal during reactor decommissioning.

54the provision of a better understanding of the way Mn deposits in
sodium systems in order to establish whether its behaviour is
mass-transfer controlled or whether it is affected by co-precipitation
with soluble nickel in the sodium.

a study to establish the whereabouts of cobalt isotopes in operating
systems by examining fuel pins, notably the breeder sections, for
deposited cobalt to establish whether this radionuclide deposits in
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this part of the core along with iron. Additional investigation should
include regions under the core to see whether cobalt is associated with
steel particles (see topic on particles later).

an assessment of the effect of introducing new fuel clads to reactor
systems, to achieve higher burn-ups, on the release rate of corrosion
products. Although current models assume a constant release rate,
changes in metallurgical composition (eg addition of titanium) and
structure during irradiation may induce higher selective corrosion
rates due to the formation of holes in the sub-surface of the cladding.
The metallurgical structure of pins exposed to reactor sodium should be
examined for these effects.

more precise measurements of tritium and hydrogen levels in reactor
environments. Although Kumar for EBR.ll, Tibi for Phénix and
Trevillion for PFR have modified their models to accommodate the points
made in Section 6 concerning tritium behaviour in LMFBRs, it is felt
more measurements are needed to support and improve existing models.

the acquisition of more data relating to activity levels and nuclide
deposition rates and the boundary condition at the depositing interface
to support existing codes. Experiments conducted in Phénix IHX's,
should be extended to Super-Phénix and Soviet pool-type reactors.

an assessment of the effect of entrained particles on mass transfer
behaviour, especially as particles have been identified in KNK II, and
in the Harwell mass transfer loop where steel particles, and particles
covered wth sodium chromite, have been associated with the deposition
of Zn and Cs respectively. It is also important to know,
especially in relation to decommissioning, whether particles migrate,
react and stick together in low velocity parts of the reactor and
whether they eventually sink to collect in semi-static regions, such as
those below the diagrid.

an assessment of the effect of particle size on the mass-transfer
behaviour of fuel particles and insoluble oxide fission products and to
establish whether current models, which assume their deposition
behaviour is mass-transfer controlled, are correct.
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